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Title word cross-reference

[AOR94, BDL+06, DLP13, Her98, TSK94]. 101 [FFFP07], 113 [MBMC11]. 12 [PK99]. 16 [MMS97]. 2 [AKL93, Ano01s, AS08b, AM97, BBC00, BL94, Bd96, BRdBS99,}

(18, 6) [MW00]. + [BCF06]. 1
BZ99, BCF06, BS04b, CYW04a, CYW04b, CL00b, CFM+13, CC96, DB03, DAM12, DDB13, FPC+08, FAB97, FKL+98, FST94, GSPL10, G90, GK04, HB98a, HB98b, IAP+11, JDP07, JC98, JM92, KMB07, KS91b, KADS02, KK95, KS04a, KM03, KMN11, KNO+09, Lau97, LP91, LPR93, LST13, LT90b, LS12, Luc01, MST85, MBMC11, NT10, Neg12, NKP13, NSEA13, Nur86, OJRT08, PPK93, RH85, Sal90, Ste01, TTIM96, TH04, VPAM12, WCZ02, YK95].

2.5 [MCB13, SRHC13, ZP11]. 2008 [SCOG09]. 3 [AHRW87, ACF00, ACG+09, AB13, AS08b, AM97, ARARCE11, ACDB12, BM99, BIP00, BI10, BI11, BCA98, Bar05, BLT05, BAM87, BT05, BD94a, BM95, BJ86, BR95, BY12, Bd96, BRdBS99, BZ99, BCF06, BGK95, BF05, BS00a, BS87, BH95, COW98, CGH08, CM12, CCH91, CJ82, CG04, CS00, CPS10, DT96b, Dam08, DWB11, Dan97, DF01, DPR92, DN92, DSY10, EK98, ES04, EM96, FWH13, FBF08, FF09, FHMB84, FRL+98, FDMA97, FAB97, FKL+98, Fly92, FL96, GA91, GSPL10, GHMT09, Gol13, GR87a, GR85, GSV05, GW07, Gui98, Gu99, GPC+10, GB93, GSK02, HK97, HASS10, HSR02, HR99, Hen08, HHI95, HGSM11, HG11]. 3 [HMF10, HMD93, HGB98, IAP+11, JGR85, JH98, Jok98, IOSVJS12, KL93, KWK94, Kd88, KMA+00, KGCMC84, KNO+09, LCT09, LM96, Lat97, Lau97, LF83, LC85b, LR90, LK91, LP91, LPS+11, LST13, LS92, Li92, LS08, LL13, LM95, LCC89, LSH02, LT90b, LS12, LSTF12, LE+10, LK00, Ma94, Ma96, MS96a, MW00, MFJ95, MC09b, MA06, MWTN04, MCT10, Mer88, MN95, Mil09, MBMC11, MKY01, MDR91, MB95, Mur87, NKS+97, NG98b, NT10, NKP11, NFA04, NL96, NDO09, NSEA13, Nur86, OG98, OBS05, OMBH06, OJRT08, OCVV04, PK99, PSR08, PS07, PMW05, PCV94, PFS7, PHK92, Pot87, PBN+09, Pud98, QL96, RAH97, RG12, Rem04, RND13, Ros10a, SAA93, SC96, Sal90, SC11, SF96, STV90, SM06, SN99, SGHM00, SCS91, Shi99, SKU+09, ST10, SKVS13, SB00]. 3

[Ste01, SWS11, SRL09, SBK13, SS11b, SB02, TB99, TLGS05, TCH07, TCM04, Th92, TG96, TH04, TN95, TML00, TFS1, TCKC90, TA88, THL03, Udu81, UK12b, UUFF06, VV02, Ver81, VPAM12, VPK98, WSV91, WW94, WPS03, WWL11, We88, WEY06, WBB84, XFO05, XL88, XP11, YC78a, YB07, YHR+05, YT99, YH83, YC98, YF89, YJC+09, YL90, ZW97, ZZZL13, ZF94, ZXY+12, ZC+13, ZZZL13, ZZZY13, ZH04, ZT09, tHV09]. 3 × 3 [SW04, GV84]. 4

-Dimensional [CJ82, GR85, Kle85, Nur86, UCB13, KCD00, Pat13, Thü03].
dimensions [Gol13]. -DOF [SIT07].
estimator [HBH11]. -Manifold
[KADS02, GK04]. -means [JLD12].
-measure [LMRMJ08]. -medial [CL05].
-Neighborhood [MMS97]. -norm [ZW03].
observation [Dou92a, Dou92b]. -Point
[CPC99, HCLL89]. -Series [MRW+97].
-simple [Loh10]. -Simply [Her98].
Skeleton [ABE98]. -Space [BB83].
state [Ros10a]. subfields [GH90].
Subiteration [Ma96, PK99].
Trees [GK04, DSS94].

05 [KSM+06].

1 [McD81b]. 1-form [HXS09]. 10th [LV03].
1994-1995 [Ano95a]. 1999 [Ros00b].

2.5D [LS09]. 2000 [BSW01]. 2002
[HCS03, Wyv03]. 2003 [Ano04q]. 2008
[Jan09]. 2010 [KB12]. 21 [Ano92a]. 214
[Oli01]. 2a [WR96]. 2D [BB04, CBK03].

329 [KK03]. 3D [CBK03, DR03, LZWP03,
NFU02, PS03, She03].

4 [FSF07]. 4D [MK03].

62 [GW93a]. 6DOF [SE11].

74 [HQ12b].

8th [GHPW12].

‘95 [Ano95b]. ‘97 [Ano96g]. ‘98 [WP00].
‘99 [KSM00].

A. [Rab92]. AAM [ARARCE11]. AAMs
[HDF12]. Abdominal [SP81]. abnormal
[XG08a]. abnormalities [KS91c]. Absolute
[DPB00, Kis96b, BK07, Dem05, LD95]. Absorption [She00]. abstraction
[MDFS11a]. Accelerated [AHDM10].
Acceptors [ITN84]. Access
[DCCL99, KB07, Dem05, LD95].
ascentness [HBA93]. Accumulation [Ris89, BCM13].

Accuracy
[ACB98, BKLO87, Ber84, CPK99, DH92,
GK77, HS05, LHH+98, Shao6, Tan95,
BHM10, GFB12, MN06, MM06].
Accuracy-Based [Tan95]. Accurate
[AK10, AK11, Aso88, BGK88, CJ01, FS03,
HBKN87, LK91, Lin02, MC09a, MG95a,
SRTBS91, SLN95, TCH05, VM06,
VZV+98, Coe12, CYE91, KS91c, LSKK10,
PZ13, SB99]. Accurately [LMS09].

ACCV [Ano95b]. Achieve [CPK99]. Achieving [ZS09].
Acknowledgement
[Ano02]. Ano03w, Ano04w, Ano05v, Ano06t,
Ano07m].

Acknowledgment
[Ano94a, Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97h, Ano98f,
Ano00f, Ano09s, Ano10q, Ano12r].

Accumulation [Ris89, BCM13].
Accuracy [ACB98, BKLO87, Ber84, CPK99, DH92,
GK77, HS05, LHH+98, Shao6, Tan95,
BHM10, GFB12, MN06, MM06].
Accuracy-Based [Tan95]. Accurate
[AK10, AK11, Aso88, BGK88, CJ01, FS03,
HBKN87, LK91, Lin02, MC09a, MG95a,
SRTBS91, SLN95, TCH05, VM06,
VZV+98, Coe12, CYE91, KS91c, LSKK10,
PZ13, SB99]. Accurately [LMS09].

Acoustic [CFM02, NT10]. acquired [PS12].

Acquiring [CH06a, WWB84, ZB05].

Acquisition [AR77, LPF78, GCEC07,
MH89, PS03, TLGS05, WNH05, YAK+08].

across [AVB10, JSR08]. Action [EK12,
IB01, MU11, ZG10, AAASC11, ASCF13,
CCFC13, JLD12, JLD13, KRK11, KH13,
LYLX12, PC05, TCZ+12, WRB06, WRB11].

action-recognition [PC05]. actions
[PD11, UK12a, YS06, YS08]. Active
[Alo92, BC92, Car96, CTG95, DM01,
DCTO97, IP98, KR99, LVW97, LSHT02,
S09, SO01, TM94, TS92, TS96, WM92,
WCH98, YLY96, BH12, CUAT13, Coh91,
CDD1, DBZ07, MFB11, MCB13, Mio99,
MBMC11, PD05, TP05, UM05, WB12,
WWJ13a, XAB07, YLA09, TRG+13].

Active-Passive [TS86]. Active-Space
[SO01]. Activities
[BY99, DMT12, VZP+09]. activity
[CCCF13, CPT07, HNB04, NN13, OGH04,
PK+09, RR06, RS03, SOD10, Sod10].
actor [FR11]. AdaBoost [YCA+10]. AdaBoost-based [YCA+10]. adaptation [CSS+13a, DD11a, HG11, YNCO11]. Adapted [Ku84, LCSL07, VMP03]. Adapting [QT10], Adaption [EW91]. Adaptive [CT12, CS04, CHB86, CYC10, DD11b, FCG01, HH97, HGSO8, IM06, JV97, JM92, KN86, K97, Mas85, MPC94, MC95, PMR92, PM89, PP95, PAA+87, PEF92, PW86, RM02, STEK96, SF96, Tan95, WH00, WB82, WWJ13a, YCKA10, Zha97a, ZGLP12, BSM10, CRT90, EDB12, FLHK08, GS08, HYJ11, HBB+12, HG13, LRW08, LL04, LCG88, LGO7, MTAA11, MCK09, OBS06b, WSSS13, XG08a, ZH04, PCC13]. adaptive-binning [LL04]. Adaptive-neighborhood [PMR92]. adaptive-resolution [ZH04]. Addition [DBB83]. Additive [BS05, DSH04, GA09]. Adolescence [Zuc76a]. ADR [KˇZ12]. Advanced [KK88a, ZS11]. Advances [HD07, GHMT09, dOSJVBS12, KHA+05, MHK06]. Advantage [FL96]. advantages [KHK10]. Aerial [AMA79, BM99, CJ+98, CJ91, FKL+98, FTW81, FMR01, Gro82, GN98, HN88, May99, NM179, PCJC98, SM03, UA77, WH01, ZC93, JRH03, Lap88, LSC08, LP90b, MHW89, TDWH07, YZ06, ZN13]. Affine [Ano01s, BH99, Che96, HJK02, Luc01, MB94, NG98a, SBZ97, ACAAC+08, FB12, HY11, HN95]. affinities [CU10a, CU10b]. Affinity [CU10a, CU10b, Fre76, PDTE06]. affordances [KRK11]. Aftereffects [Sav87]. against [CCYC12, RH06]. Age [KdVL99]. agent [KK13]. agents [UM05]. Aggarwal [CV13]. Aggregation [FKL+98, MYLP98, NP87]. aging [XFSC13]. Agnostic [FH12]. Aid [Lor83]. Aided [BBK78, CLR80, Sei81, FR80, GC80, SB13]. aiming [FLB06]. Air [Fog93, BKP10]. aircraft [WW80]. airport [HCN90]. Akio [KK93], albedo [TS11]. Alexandrov [Ano94g]. Algebra [AS93a, AS93b, Gho91, HJS89, JC93, RWD90]. Algebraic [BGSdVL98, BD94a, CCF01, CP99, DC01, MNSK98, Sar83, UTB+11, HR90, MD95, RH91]. algebras [EW91]. Algorithm [AS83, AB88, Ami90, ACB98, BGT94, BM98, BP84, BF87, Cap84, Cha91, CPC99, CMW+97, CRC97, CP79, CD93, CC01, CWSI87, CCM97, CC95, CWH96, Dan81b, DM82, DW87, DJG01, Ebe76, Ehr78, ER96, FDMA97, FS84, GW93a, GR81, GPP88, GSK02, HE81, HW83, JB92, J87, KS91a, KS91b, KL88, KU92, KU95, KSC97, LC79, LM84, LM96, LHS01, LHB87, LHB87, LS83, Lum83, MS96a, MP1N87, MNH00, Mer81, Min79, Mis84, NDBT95, OCON82, O’R85, OS95, OWW85, PK99, PPK93, PKP97, Pask80, Per76, Pet85, Pen79, PA83, Pud98, QL96, RW88, RMR85, Rob85, Sam82b, SF94, Sch76, Sch78, SCS99, SLY89, Shi81, SP97d, SHKP98, Sin87, Spe92, SF96, Sur86, TV99, TG96, THN92, TF81, VV92b, Wec81, WW88, WM92, You86, ZHAH88]. Algorithm [dFP92, AFH81, BGD09, BD94b, Bha91, Bu03, CBD+03, CMBV04, CT12, Cha74, CL90, CCL04, CR03, CL91, CR90, Cre08, DBF04, Dam08, DV82, Fra81, GW93b, HD08, HWW06, HZW+10, KK95, DFP+13, LS91, LY90, LZLP10, LP08, Lio91, Loh10, PCC13, QHX12, RFLSA11, Rie75, SAS12, Sez90, SC93, SW94, TL05, VRKL13, WW80, WSSS13, Wi78, YBO7, ZSCP08]. Algorithmic [WS91]. Algorithms [BB87, BM95, BN84, BD92a, BW93, BS00b, Bur83, CKK+12, CP81, DK79, DRCF95, DUC97, Dor79, Ede87, Enk88, FH84b, FSS94, Fie86, FHP01, Foi90, Fra79, Gla93, GH92, GOS7, Kas94, KY86, KK81, KMP05, KK83, LPH01, LHH+98, Ma96,
Anno [VD085]. Annotated
[Ros01, EH+10]. Annotation
[STEK96, XL98, ABC+03, BSMK13, MR05, TLWT12, WHM+09]. annotators
[SYPK13]. Announcement
[Ano94b, Ano95c, Ano97a, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano01j, Ano01i, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano96b, Ano96c]. anomalies [CHP+11, RL13a]. Anomalous
[STEK96, XL98, YGC+03, BSMK13, MR05, TLWT12, WHM+09]. annotators
[SYPK13]. Announcement
[Ano94b, Ano95c, Ano97a, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano01j, Ano01i, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano96b, Ano96c]. anomalies [CHP+11, RL13a]. Anomalous
[JYTK11]. anomaly [BDS12, YGC13]. Anthropometry [BK01]. Anthropomorphic [TGB00]. Anthropomorphic [ST80]. Anti [Fie86]. Anti-Aliased [Fie86]. Antialiasing [KB91c, KON87]. ANTICS [DM78]. Antipodal [LB10]. any [AVBK10, MG95b]. Anything [Pri86a]. Anytime [BAP08]. Aperture [FY85, Lee81b, SGA12, Zit88]. Apparent [Ish84, KMB97]. Appearance [BFY00, CW00, HF01, KMK02, SN99, TRG+13, BF10, CD13, DZL07, DB03, ESS10, EL07, HFR06, JSRS08, LSD+07, LHVK05, LPS+11, MC09a, MCB13, MU11, SI03, SRDC09, TC11, YO11, YT13]. Appearance-Based [CW00, SN99, ESS10, MC09a, SRDC09, TC11]. applicability [KHK10]. Application
[ACF00, AM01, ADRY94, BVL02, BKA84, GK98, HVD+89, IKS86, JLD12, KABP98, Kri84, LS8+00, LTS93, MCPB00, MAM97, OH81, OML09, RRS83, RAC+13, RMF02, Sch76, SP81, Sko86, SRHC13, TW98, TZ00, Uls81, VMP03, VY94, WSKH13, ZF94, ZBV93, vdWvO96, AO03, BvdHL+13, BB13, CTCG95, ESS1b, FWH13, GCFMT12, GWT09, GKG10, GFF10, KS91c, KMBH09, Lea92, MUS06, Mar07, MDR91, OC90, PMC13, RCO3, RCTV12, SA04, Sez90, TTF04, kWWZ13, YFF99, Ang07, BC10]. Applications
[Ano94a, AS93a, AM78b, BY98, BS87, CS89, EPB05, For87, Gu99, Gu00, HHT98, KJRA96, MS96a, MKK02, Pag92, Per76, SU01b, SW02, SS79, Taj83, iTTF82, TPR+00, US96, YKC+86, YBDC93, AM93, Big90, CL90, CBT+04, DB03, Elb05, HS05, KLBP11, KPPK09, LL04, MPVF11, MM05, RCI3, SC96, Sah05, TMB12, WS08, WB12, Wei90, XSD12, YJC+09, ZT09]. Applied
[Ali77, EOS84, Kov89, KU95, SMB95, WF02, WF78, Hest90, MJ11, Moo77]. Apply
[WWW89b]. Applying
[Bar84, JT86]. Approach
[AK77, ABMT87, APV99, Ano94f, AD84, AMMV99, BKLO87, BC88a, BB91, BZ99, BSB87, BS88, CH96, CCP97, CT88, CT93, DGH98, De 93, DY98, Dod98, DC01, Don81, FF79, Fre76, FM99, Goo92, HL84, HB86, HP78, HLF+97, Hsu79, HP96, HW94, JW87, JN93, JJS83, KG94, KW00, KH98, KKO98, KH86, KKH96, LM00, LK91, LS01, Lem79a, LN85, LLLS97, LSA94, LSHT02, LJJ91, LH84, Lu78, MRW+97, MZ96, MMP85, MYLP98, MSH86, NDN+97, OMLL98, PG94, PLL00, Pha89, Pun81, RJ00, RH95, SGH00, TC87, TS86, Tsa85, Tsa96, Wec79, WP93b, Wop94, YB95, ZKK02, Ano06m, BT05, BDS12, BCM06, LNG03, BPB11, CMT+13, CDT11, CLHW94, DK13, DPR92, Dor89, FFFP07, FKV+11, FS07, GRGB+13, GKK05, Gus07, HPR90, HBB10, HRC09, HW07, HC13c, KS89]. approach
[KS91b, KK95, KL11, KS12, LJHH07, LBM04, LT90a, LC88a, LS12, MPST08, MC05, MHH00, MMP09, NHC09, Nic95, OBS06a, OS81, PTE12, PIK90, RCVA11, SM12, SMT04, Sha06, SCL13, SA81, SAC09, SG92, TMNM09, TH06, The83, TC89, TBN95, THL03, DOR99, WDB12, XSD12, YS08, dP10, Ano94g]. Approaches
[Ahu83, LCZ+01, RC97, YBDC93, BC06, DC0F07, GH90, GJ10, HHWP03, KYM13, KMN11, SJST07]. Appropriate
[Tan86]. Approximate
[AKL93, BS04a, CT97, Che96, DBB13, SZKD99, ZCK09]. Approximating
[ET94, MH98, OLL88, SC99a, TD83]. Approximation
[AHD94, BM98, BB88, CLL+99, CMPP99, DGH98, FHMB84,
GK77, HFF93, JB99, JB89, KSG84, KP97, KZ99, Kri84, KD82, LKE98, LM99b, LL97b, Pen94, PCR86, Sug93, TC86, WD84, Wil81, Wil84, Woj87, WW93, AK91, BG91, CCS05, Coe12, Gou91, GW90, KA08, KHK10, LM95, LRLB11, MK05, OBS05, Ram72, SC93, VCT09, VM06, Wil78, Fiu91b].

Approximations [Bra94, DG91, Gad91, II86, Pat13, WHHB12].

Arbitrarily [DFP85, Klu78].

Arbitrary [ANM98, BCL96, Bor84, DC88, Mor76, TC87, WA87, APB10, BBB11, Coe12, DMM03, GW90, KK90, LBM04, MGF10, RM91, SIT07]. Architecture-independent [WWW89a].

Architectures [HS83, Ree79, Sob78, Sub79].

Arrays [SS76, SSS82, THT98, CPT97, Sam80].

Art [EOW84, McL96, CHW95, CGW90, JDF91, KTP08, SCD11]. Art-directed [CGW90]. Artifacts [PMV00]. Article [Ano01s, GW93a, KK90]. Articulated [ACLS98, DF01, GESB95, Tav00, BCC98, DGC02, HW07, IAP95, MFB11, RRR11]. articulating [HER81, NYH10]. Artifact [HS83]. Artifacts [BTCH05]. artificial [FY06]. Artistic [RL13b].

Ascender [CJC98]. Asian [Ano95b]. ASL [SLCP85]. ASM [CUAT13]. Aspect [Mun95, NWP97, SB90, ACDB12]. Aspect-Trees [Mun95]. Aspects [Ger85, SKOS95, TS92, VM01]. assembling [RG12]. ASSERT [SBK99]. Assessing [JovW05, Ros96b, CCTCR09, YZY11]. Assessment [BS00a, YY84a, YY84b, SRP10]. Assessments [KOV86, KON87]. assignment [MEY11]. assistance [HPvB10, WWW07]. Assisted [YKC86, AB13, PJ11]. Assumption [CM99a]. assumptions [WS06]. Asteroid [CHB86]. Astronomical [De88]. asymmetry [LSCM93]. Asynchronous [Ede87, JDF91]. atlas [ZZC13]. atmospheric [LGP08]. Atoms [Max84]. ATR [LCZ98]. Attending [TLMT05]. Attention [CTO97, GFW13, HRC09, SKOS95, TW08, BBHF10, DL05, Ham05, IKST05, JOvW05, SFWG08, WRKP05, Ano05p, FRNS05, HH05]. Attention-from-motion [HRC09]. Attentional [MNE00, YYL96]. attraction [RM03]. Attribute [BJ96, GK95, ZRK11]. Attributed [CTF98, YF80, PLL03, SRS11]. Attributes [Hen98, LSTF12, RSF03, TRS06]. Audiovisual [DGG08]. augmented [CKM11, MBH12, WS03]. Augmenting [Ros96c]. Aurora [GFL11]. authentication [DIMT12, PY08a, UBE09]. Author [Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano98b, Ano98a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano00e, Ano00f, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano01f, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano02f, Ano02k, Ano03r, Ano03t, Ano03u, Ano03v, Ano04r,
Ano04s, Ano04t, Ano04u, Ano04v, Ano05q, Ano05r, Ano05s, Ano05t, Ano05u, Ano06p, Ano06q, Ano06r, Ano06s, Ano07l, Ano09a, Ano03s] Auto [AHZ96]. Automata [BNL90, Chi88, CJC+98, ES06, HVD+89, HPvB+10, Hsu79, LSB+00, Lor83, NJ95, Oka88, PKD07, RJC+13, SZ03, SRP10, TZ82, CYP+10, MO11, TDK10].

Automatic [Abu89, ARARCE11, BW76, BL98b, BL98b, CM92, Cho79, CNC03, De 83a, EU85, FG89, FT84, GN98, HH77, HF80, HH98, IHTA90, KN04, KY96, KB12, LSVD85, Lhu08, LSHT02, MG95a, May99, Mey86, MEDT96, Oka88, Oli94, STEK96, Tan11, VV02, WH84, Wha91, Wil98, XYW+08, YKC+86, YZZ+10].

Automatico [MHW89]. automation [CMH13]. Autonomous [GVK06, KR99, ST07, SK85, BKP10, JBC08].

Autonomously [KP00]. autoregressive [KS91b]. auxiliary [LL06]. AVCD [DK13]. AVCD-FRA [DK13]. Average [FS85, GMT00]. Averaging [HC96, MMA06]. Avinash [KK93]. avoidance [CSS13b, JM09a]. avoiding [GB13]. Award [Ano12g, Ano13g, Ano10q, Ano07g, Ano08p]

aware [GWCO11, PL10]. Axes [Fri86, SB98c, Vec79, Nac82]. Axial [Ros86a, PA13]. Axiomatic [SU01a]. Axiomatized [KR85a]. Axis [BM95, CCMW97, CS01, Sam85, SB96b, SPW96, Wal88, WBR86, WBR88, CL05, LKC94].

Axis-Translation [Wal88].

B [Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano94f, GW93a, Hor79, Rab92, Abe84, BG79, BG80, CXY+09, CL00b, CL91, CLR80, FSSL86, FSS94, GSS00, GW93b, GCB90, HB91, MY87a, Pha89, Rab92, RA97, RG12, TC87, XYWY10, YKC+86, YZZ+10, ZK05].

B-DNA [RG12]. B-Solids [RAH97].

B-Spline [GW93a, Rab92, BG80, CL00b, FSSL86, Rab92, TC87, YKC+86, BG79, CXY+09, CL91, GW93b, GCB90, HB91, XYWY10, YZZ+10]. B-Splines [CLR80, FSS94, GSS00, MY87a, Pha89, ZK05]. B. [Kul79a]. Back [Gu79, BK07]. back-off [BK07]. Back-Projection [Gu79].

Background [Ant98, DS07, KA94, LAS94, YCH07, JBR08, LRLB11, S07, TA11, VAWW10, ZCF13].

Background-subtraction [DS07]. background-weighted [JBR08].

Backgrounds [LK87, HK93, LC88a, LBNS09]. Backpack [HCHD01]. Backtracking [KW12].

Badler [Ano94f]. Ball [MSS09, CG09, ROJX09, YJC+09]. Balloon [CM95]. balloons [Coh01]. Band [BBD+94, OS87, Mil90, MBMC11].

Band-Pass [OS87]. Band-to-Band [BBD+94]. Bank [KC92, TKL+09].


bas [ZZZ+13]. bas-relief [ZZZ+13]. Base [BW76, HMD93, KPH02, KZW12]. baseball [GHX04].

Based [AS83, AMA79, AB88, AEM98, APV99, Ano93e, Ano10s, AA93, BI99, BY01, BS8dVL98, BM98, BS99, BD94a, BL00, BL01, BW85, Bra97, CF89, CC97, CL98, CMVM86, Che90, CCS01, CT93, CH80, CPD93, CL97b, CW90, DWS83, DFP85, De 93, DRCF95, DCC99, DUC97, DTG96, DLHT99, DY98, Egg98, FWF58, FMA97, FL96, GY99, Gla93, Gle01, GM94, Gy01, GPP88, GY88, HTEB11, KHD95, HR99, HSIW98, HF01, HLKF95, HLF+97, HY98, IF95, JB99, Jok98, JB91, JEK98, KG94, KMI79, KW00, KKO98, KIF85, KR98, KABP98, Koh81, KK92, KK93, KMA+00, KP00, KU95, KC92, KR99, LCS84, LSVD85.
Based [MWL99, Min94, MG01, Mok97, Mok92, Muk97, MSH86, NK00, NFJ03, Nis97, Nis98, OG98, OY92, PLL00, PBQ99, PR92a, PM97a, PMV00, PM97b, PR92b, Rec79, RHWW00, ROh94, SK02, SUO00, SYF99, SF94, SB98a, SMK02, SB85, SLST99, SN99, SLK86, SBK99, SPK02, SHKP98, SK88, SL96, Spe92, SB94, SBxx, SK84, Tam83, TI01, Tan95, TY01, TB99, TM94, TS01, THCG84, VF93, VP98, WF02, WW97, WL88, WW93, WS91, YC98, YB01, ZM94, ZBV93, AAASC11, ALP06, AQ09, AS09, ACG+09, ABEN09, AK10, AK11, AWK04, Ang07, AS08b, AZN11, A004, ARARCE11, B10, BBF+11, BZS08, BY08, BL89, BL04, BL09, Big90, BM+07, BBB11, BPW91, BH12, BPB11, CB+03, CGU11, CPG08, CGAY13, CM12, CMB+07, CTM+13]. Based [CL90, CK11, CSJ13, CLC91, CS10, CHZ+13, CSS13b, CJL06, CP09, CD13, CU10a, CU10b, CR88, CG04, CZZS07, CGG91, DK13, DT10, DWB11, DS07, DN91, DD11a, DRK03, DQ05, DQ04, DLP13, ESS10, EDB12, EB+07, Eys11, FPC+08, FG09, FMA+12, FML12, FFY+04, Far11, FB12, FKV+11, FJJ91, FAB12, FS07, FK310, FK09, GRG+13, GB10, GSPL10, GBH06, GRB13, GS12, GGMV08, GB13, GH08, GHHX04, GCPF08, G90, GM90, GFW13, Gus07, Ham05, HDS08, HD09, HSH07, HNS2, HXX9, HGR+13, Hei04, HHHW03, HSKH07, HFR06, HNB04, HNN05, Hu08, HC13b, HMA10, HWW06, HDF12, Hub12, HGS08, ILRB04, ITNP12, JBC08, JBWK11, JXZ13, JLD13, JM09a, JMPG11, KZD+11, KK07, KK09, KLL+11, KS12, KY06, KZ05, KDV12, KT07, KGU10, KL10, LBK10, LMRF08, LY05, LJJ07]. Based [LFMP13, LZLP10, LPZ08, LL12, LFL08, LWGP08, LYCG08, LC09, LLC11, LEA+10, LBCA10, LAL+10, LN10, LWH03, ML13, MP09a, MC09a, MSG10, MTG07, MBH+12, MR05, Mat89, MCT10, MC05, MHS10, MGPP11, MW13, MG+12, MI09, MBMC11, MHK06, MP09b, MTAA11, NHH08, NRJ11, NBPF11, OMBH06, PLL00, PFV+11, PL07, PFR08, Pec91, PD11, Pen03, PBM+11, PPK+09, PA10b, PFG09, PR03, Pop07, PBN+09, PZV13, PB04, PMF09, PIK90, RM03, RSS07, RCGA11, RF03, RNDA13, SGS+10, SE11, SBB10, SM12, SB91, SI02, SR01, SG11, SMTO4, Se200, SS06, SW94, SW05, SH08, SFWG08, SH03, TAK09, TL05, TMT10, TA13, TM07a, TCMO04, TM06, TC11, UBE09, VAWW10, WJG02, WPS03, WZL+03, WLZ04, WZ04, WLV06, WHHB12, WRB11, WS06, WLI08, WR08, WB11, XAB07, XYW+08]. Based [YB07, YHR+05, YGC13, YYF89, ZZL13, ZZL13, ZLS+13, ZCF13, ZUS06, ZCK09, dSdSF+12, FRNS05]. Bases [MT84, Nis95, SK88, GS12]. Basic [ME98a, KM12, X093]. Basis [ADRY94, Bar85, CL86, Hum79, BSM10, BH12, CW02, FS07, HR90, LPR+03, OBS06b, RH91, TFB80, WR08, ZK05]. basketball [CD10, PPK+09]. Batch [CWC94]. Bayes [She86]. Bayesian [Car96, CC07, DLF06, FF07, KDV12, LWH03, MC09a, PP95, QC04, RH95, SC00a, SJ93a, SAC09, SS11b, TN07, YC98, ZCK09]. Be [Bog88]. bead [FLC06]. Beam [DB76, Gui79, PA82]. Beating [AHRR07]. Beck [Bri86]. Beckmann [RHO6]. before [Mor90]. Behavior [GHJ01, SC00a, GZJ05, KDV12, LL06, TDT12]. Behaviors [GMW12, SVS97, GVK06, WWH07]. Behaviour [CX11, CGH08, HFR06, SGH07, WMBO12, XG08a]. belief [BMCB09, CS07, PL08]. benchmark [EHG+10, TH13]. Benchmarking [MNCG01]. benchmarks [DFS08].
bending [TG13], Bernstein [GS12], best [AQ09, TCB+08, YK95, ZW03]. Better [Ham77, Pri86a]. Between [Cav87, MAN84b, SK84, Ast97, BS96, CXY+09, CU11, Co97, CDH99, HKM12, KWK94, KHO01, KZ12, Lio91, PA98, PRW97a, TMT10, UL01, WDN+12, WS91]. Beyond [CM99a, HD07]. Bézier [GS12, Gos89, HWJ96, SZ96b, WX91, WW95, Zha99, ZW03]. Better [Ham77, Pri86a]. Between [Cav87, MAN84b, SK84, Ast97, BS96, CXY+09, CU11, KWK94, KHO01, KZ12, Lio91, PA98, PRW97a, TMT10, UL01, WDN+12, WS91]. Beyond [CM99a, HD07]. Bézier [GS12, Gos89, HWJ96, SZ96b, WX91, WW95, Zha99, ZW03]. Better [Ham77, Pri86a]. Between [Cav87, MAN84b, SK84, Ast97, BS96, CXY+09, CU11, KWK94, KHO01, KZ12, Lio91, PA98, PRW97a, TMT10, UL01, WDN+12, WS91]. Beyond [CM99a, HD07]. Bézier [GS12, Gos89, HWJ96, SZ96b, WX91, WW95, Zha99, ZW03]. Better [Ham77, Pri86a]. Between [Cav87, MAN84b, SK84, Ast97, BS96, CXY+09, CU11, KWK94, KHO01, KZ12, Lio91, PA98, PRW97a, TMT10, UL01, WDN+12, WS91]. Beyond [CM99a, HD07].
KGFP10, LSKK10, LWLS12, LP10, MCT10, NNT11, QC04, RSL10, SW13, SP06, SCCP05, TM04, WCF10, YJC+09, ZKRH04].

Call [Ano01h, Ano01q, Ano01r].
calligraphy [WLI08]. Camera
[Buc88, CF07, CRC97, CYP+10, CC00, DT96b, DC01, GY05, Gui00, HN91, iK87a, KS97b, KK09, KC01, KKH96, LT90b, Man86, MBK81, Rob96a, SW13, Sug88, Wam85, WCF10, XL98, BPS10, BBH+12, CKM11, CA10, DDLP10, ES06, GHA10, GY05, GGO10, HC13c, JFR09, KD10, KL10, LBK10, LDD09, LA05, LP10, MFB11, MCT10, NNT11, QC04, RP08, RCTV12, RLC+11, SP06, SST06, SS11b, Tri90, UTB+11, YCEA10, YS06, YJC+09, Ziv10].
camera-captured [LDD09].
cameras [LDD09].
Can [KL77, Pri86a, KB91b].
Candidate [HFC96].
Canonical [DSNN08, LV96].
Can’t [Pri86a].
Capture [JEF+12].
captured [CPK99, MG01, CFCP11, GODC07, MKH06, TCSM04].
captured [LDD09, PT08].
Capturing [PCP02, SKS07].
Car [ZBV93, DN82].
Car-Following [ZBV93].
Cardiac [RWWH00, GPPDR13, TA13, WSKH13, WWJ13b].
carry [SDC04].
Carrying [HCHD01].
cartilage [LPS+11].
Cartographic [SP92].
Cartoon
[LYKL12, CRH05].
cartoon-style [CRH05].
CartoonModes [LYKL12].
Cary [Ano94f].
Cascade [AVBK10].
Case [CGP85, MS96c, SU01a, Tan86, VF96, DBZ07, Got08, DVI0].
Cases [GO87, Lhu02, SCCP05].
Cast
[Oka84, SCE04].
Caption [JEF+12].
categorical [SBM+06].
Categories
[SPK+02, SB94, SBxx, FFFP07, FKS10].
Categorization [BKMSR98, MK01, GB10, MDFS11b, ZY01, ZG10, vGSV+10].
Categorizing [BKMSR98].
cellular [VZ98].
Cell [VC78b, AVBK10, BPS10, CVP10, CYP+10, CS10, DWW+12, DMW10, KKH10, KBJ+10, LWLS12, MHSP10, MLH13, NFA04, PBSG12, RSL10, ROJX09, TM04, WZ08, YC78a, ZZ07].
Cemal [PCE13].
Cemal-Logic [VZ98].
Center
[CT95, Lan87, OD97, TC95, WWW95, AM190, Ber99, Dem05, EK12, TC99].
Center-surround [EK12].
Centerly [YY99, PF87, RB85, BB99, SCH13].
Centerlines [NGC92].
Central [DPB00, Bar06, Dem05, DWW+12, PA13, RSL10].
centre [DMW10].
centripetal [LYCG09].
Centroide [AdVDI05].
centroids [KZ12].
Cerebral [RSB93].
Certain [IKS86, SS79].
cervical [BEH+81, BBvDH+13].
CFA [LPVM13].
CG [CGW+07].
CGI [WPF00].
Chaiken [GW93a, GW93b].
Chaikin
[Rie75].
Chain [AB88, Cai88, Cg84, CD96, MD96].
Chains [Cre99, MS98].
Challenge [CDLD77, MST00, BGP09].
Challenges [OSJVB12, BCF06].
Challenging
[Ken86].
Chamfer [MSS99].
Change
[Che00, HNR84, HKK08, Lai00, Ros02, SB98a, SJ89, XL98, CCY012, H091, MMP09, YCH07].
Changes [BFY00, Chi97, DH86, JMA79, DD11b, Hii83, XFC15, YNCO11].
changing [MTMV04].
channel
[IJDB13, NN13].
Channels
[BSI87, OGH04, SGS+10].
Character
[CH87, Cou81a, KZ93, LSVD85, MLP97, Sin87, ALP06, CGW+07, YT13].

Character/Graphics [KZ93].

Characteristic [BN84, Bie87, LMS85].

Characteristics [BJ86, Fla89, HS87, Hod95, IE99, iK87a, CCR+05, TG95c].

Characterization [DB94, Far86, Har94a, Har94b, HOPA91, KW99, NSK+97, NS98, PA97, Ree84a, Shi94, SRT01, TTA94, VMUO95, Whi93, WM93, AQ09, ASFP03, BCM13, BB04, BPG05, TCB+08, Zun03].

Characterizations [Eva11].

Characterizing [CZZF97, Kis96b, SC00b, Pon90].

Characters [Bra85, RD77, CBC+07, Lan91].

Checking [DK79, KDK78].

Checks [KABP98].

Cheng [Rab92].

Chessboard [LH99].

Chest [De83a, WF78].

Childhood [Zuc76a].

Children [NKB11].

Chinese [FT84, WLI08].

Chip [ZZ07].

Chips [HF80].

Choice [KCA81].

Choosing [Bar85].

Chord [BKW96, Ron86, Rut81, YJ84].

Chords [Gaa77].

Chromatic [JB91, GS95, LPVM13, VAWW10].

Chrominance [dLAH07].

Cine [WWJ13b].

Cinefilms [GRB79].

Circle [CT97, CL00a, Hor76, ALSR11, Chu77, Dan78a, Shi81, Kul79a].

Circles [CC01, Con88, Dor79, Fie86, Kul79b, KDB91, MB79, NA84, WR87, Lea92].

Circuit [FWL88, HF80, ME98b, SDR91].

Circular [BC85, CT95, CL00a, Dor84, HBA93, Jos94, KK83, Lan77, Li97, Per81, Pla96, Sau93, TC95, Van84, Ami90, Ber89, HFF93, TC89].

Circular-Arc [Van84].

Circumscribing [DBB83, WL85].

Circumscripting [O'R85].

Cited [An07j, Ano07k, Ano8sp, Ano12q, Ano13e].

City [SJ01, IZKB12, JBWK11], clamped [CY+09].

Clark [SS11a].

Class [Bid91, FL87, JLD12, KK79, MCPB99, PLS97, SS79, VLR84, CKLP09, CP09, Fon90, Pen03].

classes [ZYXZ13].

Classification [Bai88, BBC00, Chi81, DT09, DF02, Dav93, DWX83, FY85, GR92, HdvL99, Hsd85, H89c, HS83, Jw94, KB96, KC92, KdVL99, LL79b, MCPB00, NFJ93, PZ92, Pe84, R88, RFLS11, SKE96, SHJ8+83, SL99, SW83b, SC98, T80a, WS89, WHL85, Wei92, XL98, Yam80, DL10, FFM05, GHX04, HL13, KORC10, KSS08, LLC11, PS80, RRR11, RSS07, SB13, SYK13, VMP03, ZL13, dSd9+12].

Classified [SYF99].

Classifier [GK95, Hsn97, LLC11].

Classifiers [Lor83].

Classifying [AO04, Ros00a].

Clay [DC04].

Clipping [Van84].

Clues [Eva11, PL08].

Cloning [FSF07, Pan03].

Closed [ASS97, BB83, KPPK09, PCV94, Re84a, RH85, SW86, Thi03, BGG95, Eva06, HA03, KG82, NRJ11].

Closed-Form [BB83].

Closed-world [KPPK09].

Closely [DN91].

Closeness [Mae90].

Closest [GSK02].

Closing [Boo79a].

Closings [RH91].

Closure [WWLV11].

Cloth [UK12b].

Clothing [CGW+07].

Cloud [LH84, LM95, MS09, MPST08].

Clouds [Max86, CLK09, JXCZ13, MF+12, NBP11, PLL12, ZN13].

Clues [GSV05].

Cluster [Ris89, XXYW00, LZLP10].

Clustering [AW98, MH79, NC93, Pha01, Sto87, TB99, WF02, YYL98, AS90, CSY08, CFU12, Cel90, CD13, FLHKO8, HF11, JXC+13, KBN12, MTG07, MOP04, RM03, TVC09, WAA10, WSSS13].

Clustering-based [VAVW10].

Clusters [ZF94, ZH97, SH09].

Clutter [WWHL88].

Cluttered [AA93, RKK+00, AM04, Ano06m, GKK05, LBNS09, WRK05].

Co [CP79, KP96, PA10b, THCG84, ZT80, GK90, LPVM13, Pec91].

Co-Occurrence [CP79, ZT80, KP96, PA10b, THCG84, GK90, LPVM13, Pec91].

Coalitional [DPT07].

Coarse [De93, SY10, TB99, ML13].

Coarse-to-Fine [De93, SY10, ML13].

cocycles [GDIIIK11].

Code
Codebook

[GV78, VS82, SGS+10]. Codebook

[JJM95, McI93]. codebooks [vGSV+10].

coded [Sau91]. Codes [BBC00, Cai88, KLK88, Lam89, Maa94, SBT85, vdWvO96, BR90, CL90, LF82, SW94]. codeword

[ATC+13]. Coding

[AB88, Bur80, CC97, Ced79a, EC88, HH97, KLK88, KG01, KU95, KCM85, KSC97, LC85a, Liu97, Mis84, Nad84, PR79, RP88, SP97c, Sob78, YB01, ZA98, BRSSAL11, DF91, KYM13, LB04, OS81, San77, TD04]. Codon

[RH85]. Codons

[CG94, SP97c, Yam97, Nad90, ZW03]. Coefficients

[CG94, SP97c, Yam97, Nad90, ZW03]. Coefficients

[GDIIHK11]. coincident

[KL11]. combination

[HC77, ZW93, KL11]. combination

[AK78]. Combinatorial

[ABE98, Fra95, KMT11, NKPT13, DS81HH+11, FWWT13, WDN+12, BK03]. Combinatorics

[BACL97]. Combined

[HY11, HGA86, LV11, NKP11, SKR08, VRKL13]. Combining

[CC97, Cav87, CYH94, Dre94, Ger85, GFS04, GB96, GB97, Gou84, HGA86, Hen98, IP98, JC94, LH93, LL97a, LPVM13, LPV07, MVP06, MTG07, MKK02, MM92, MV60, iOKS80, PS00, RY95, RPTB01, STEK96, Sap97, Sav87, SS95a, SG11, Shu97, SB79, SGK00, Ta83, U77, VMP03, AQ09, ASVO12, BL04, BS04b, BH12, Cel90, CGG91, Drec6, HC13a, HO76, HW06, HSJS10, HKK08, JWG04, JOvW+05, KGU10, LLR10, LL04, LEB07, LMC09, LL08, LN10, MWF07, MN06, MGPJ11, MGPF08, NN04, PA10b, PBC04, PS12, QAB+11, SCE04, SF07, SKU+09, SAC09, TLEF06, VSP06, YZ06, YCL07, ZZ07, ZT09, ZCF13, PA10b]. Color

[AMA79, AEM98, APV99, Ano94f, BFF97, BK07, BD02, CC97, Cav87, CYH94, Dre94, Ger85, GFS04, GB06, GB97, Gou84, HGA86, Hen98, IP98, JCI94, LH93, LL97a, LPVM13, LPV07, MVP06, MTG07, MKK02, MM92, MV60, iOKS80, PS00, RY95, RPTB01, STEK96, Sap97, Sav87, SS95a, SG11, Shu97, SB79, SGK00, Ta83, U77, VMP03, AQ09, ASVO12, BL04, BS04b, BH12, Cel90, CGG91, Drec6, HC13a, HO76, HW06, HSJS10, HKK08, JWG04, JOvW+05, KGU10, LLR10, LL04, LEB07, LMC09, LL08, LN10, MWF07, MN06, MGPJ11, MGPF08, NN04, PA10b, PBC04, PS12, QAB+11, SCE04, SF07, SKU+09, SAC09, TLEF06, VSP06, YZ06, YCL07, ZZ07, ZT09, ZCF13, PA10b]. Color-Based

[AMA79, BL04, BH12, LN10]. Colored

[AMA79, BL04, BH12, LN10]. Colored
complexities [XO93]. Complexity [EC88, Oka81, Pag99, PCTP02, Ric84, Ris89, WL85, LT05]. Component [ERW93, FWL88, Jon99, AT89, BRSSAL11, CCL04, DB03, HHWP03, HQ05, MR89, Nic95, RCVA11, Ros08, Sub90, SHS03, WLMG08]. component-based [HHWP03]. component-labeling [CCL04]. Components [CCS01, LSZ83, Lum83, THN92, VK92, YD94, AHDM10, ACH+13, DBB13]. Composed [LER95, Lat97, LL12, WB97]. Composite [HZLM11, SL99, OBS06a]. Compositing [KW99]. Composition [GT84, Mat89]. compositions [RL13a]. comprehensive [ASVO12, kWwZ13]. Compressed [Maa94, Spi98]. Compressing [IS02, IA03]. Compression [BIP00, CYH94, CHB86, FST94, GSK02, JEK98, KDRC98, Liu97, Mor76, NK00, PWS6, SRK02b, WBS2, SBS04, TVLS08, Vás11, WLZW04, YWMS08]. Compression-Based [BIP00]. Comput [AK11, Ano06m, MBMC11, PZ99]. Computable [LR90]. Computation [Bla85, BM00, BM02, BA92, CM99a, CCP97, CH99, DB88, Fuji97, Ger85, Kan94b, KM00, Kro86, LHKC97, MKY01, Neg96, OS87, OD99, SA96, SLE+00, SK97, SA92, VY94, Wat87, WBR86, WBR88, YAT97, BM91, CW02, DRAB08, FKV+11, Kle13, MS10, MN06, OH05, San90, TLCH05, XSD12, Ano95h]. Computational [BB11, CM94b, DB79, EOS84, Gri83a, II86, Kan91a, Kan94a, KMM84, LZ97a, MJS97, MZ96, Pog85, RA77, SMK02, TB94a, Ter83, FFY+04, HM13, KTP08, LD95, MR90a, MR90b, Pec07, Pos77, SGA12, VBS+04, XO93]. Computational-Geometric [II86]. computational-morphological [LD95]. Computationally [MN94]. compute [PHK92]. Computed [Art79, HL79, Her80, JGR85]. Computer [ATN83, AMA79, ABMT87, Ano94f, Ano94i, Ano95b, Ano98e, BBK78, BY98, BS87, BS88, CFS98, CLR80, Cou81a, DRDK01, DB09, Ede87, EOS84, FMV93, FHP01, För87, GBR79, HTEB11, Har86, Har+94, HSKH07, Her72, Jam09, JH98, Jol94, Kan94a, LV03, LC79, Lee76, LHKC97, MP09a, Mee94, MST00, MG01, MK76, MT00, NH92, Per81, Ree84b, Ros88, Ros92, Ros93a, Ros94, Ros95, Ros96a, Ros97, Ros98a, Ros99a, Ros00a, Ros06b, Ros01, SI96, Sch80b, Sch81, Sch82, Sel1, SK86, Shi94, Sup79, Taj83, TTG94, UA77, WH94, Wil79, Yam78, YKC+86, ZKK02, Ano05p, AO03, DLP13, FR80, GC80, H076, H083, HBBH11, JS07, JB91, JTEA91, KPKH07, KMIT11, LBK10, Mar93, NLM05, PZ08, PZ09, PYS03, Ros89, Ros90, Ros91, Sah05, SBB10]. computer [Sha75, SFWG08, TCB+08, WKP13, ZCDD06, LLE+09, STLH08]. Computer-Aided [CLR80, Sel1, GC80]. Computer-Assisted [YKC+86]. Computer-based [HSKH07]. computer-generated [JTEA91]. Computerized [SP81, SHS79, XL88]. Computers [LSZ83, Ree82]. Computing [AD93, Ano98e, AM97, Bch91, Bie87, BY98, CXY+09, CGL92, DT96a, DGZ12, Dav79, FK00, GKH, KMK12, KKK88b, Kri92, LL86, LH99, MP03, NW97, PA83, RS88, RS91b, SN78, Tan99, TG95c, WJG02, WZWT99, AM93, CKK+12, FYH11, JKB04, Pec91, QHXC12, SRS11]. Concentric [Con88]. Concept [GY88, Nsg78, KYM13, KM03, THL13, US10b]. concepts [LDC+13]. Conciliating [JDAB13]. Concurrent [CTE95, Lea92]. Condition [RM02, CCO85]. Conditional [SKM06, PV13]. Conditions [Bla85, CL00b, HA93, LTS93, OD01, OK04, ZJ05]. Cone [AAV96]. Cones [Sor81, Tan89]. Conference [Ano95b, Ano96g, LV03, SRK02a, Wyv03, Ano96c]. Confidence [Neg96, KN11, PMC13]. Configuration [KK098, OD01]. Configurations [MRF96, Tan99, TZM98].
Confirmation [LF83]. confocal [KGK10].
Conformal [KG94]. Conforming [Spe97].
Congruence [LTS93]. Conic [Boo79b, Pha89, Sam82b, WJW94, Alb74, MG95b].
Conics [CD92, KL93, QV98, BA06, KGK10].
Connect [OBW87]. Connect-The-Dots [OBW87].
Connected [BBB11, Hei99, Her98, ITN84, Jon99, Kub84, LR90, LSZ83, Lum83, MR98, Mon84, Ron86, ROH88, SUO00, SU01a, THN92, AHD10, HQL05, HQW+12, Nic95, NFU02, RCVA11, SH09, SHS03, ZUS06].
connected-component [HQL05, SHS03].
connected-component-labeling-based [RCVA11].
Connectedness [Lat93, SU01b, Hei99, Her98, ITN84, Jon99, Kub84, LR90, LSZ83, Lum83, MR98, Mon84, Ron86, ROH88, SUO00, SU01a, THN92, AHD10, HQL05, HQW+12, Nic95, NFU02, RCVA11, SH09, SHS03, ZUS06].
connecting [GBL08]. Connectionist [Fel85].
Connectivities [BNG05]. Connectivity [BDHM09, BNG02, Cha79, Ede87, KDK78, KADS02, KG01, LR90, Ma96, PA98, WB97, BNG03, GA91, O’G94, SDC04, ZS09].
Connectivity-preserving [BDHM09].
Connell [Ano94h]. Conquer [OS95].
Consecutive [Muk97]. Consecutivity [Cha79]. Consensus [CM97, LZ97b, Min94].
Conservative [YG07]. Consideration [SKOS95]. considerations [LTT91].
Considering [OD02]. Consistency [Gri93, OMML98, SF97, CBTO+04, KCO9, FL92, MM06]. consistent [CPC08, JLD12, TY05, UK12b].
Conspicuousness [WV78]. Constancy [BFF97, BJ97, CT12, SAC09]. Constant [ACWK06, BR93, MS96c, Sch92].
Constant-volume [ACWK06].
Constrained [TP98, JW94, LBS02, Ols99, Uil79, ZCL99, dFP92, LPR+03, MFG10, Oli91, SMD+08, WWJ13b, YZT+13, ZW03].
Constraint [BZ99, Gle01, Jon97, Sch96, SM94, WY91, BHMB10, MZC+05, PL08].
Constraint-Based [Gle01].
Constraint-Satisfaction [BZ99].
Constraints [Bri84, DM01, FL96, FB97, Gri93, Hob97, JT86, Kan88, Pla92, RH85, TTA94, TP92, UN91, WN87, Zha97b, DQ05, FF09, FK09, IJDA13, LB06, NNT11, NDO00, OCVV04, RC03, TR09, WDB12].
construct [HB91]. Constructing [BNG05, KZKW12, Milt79b, TCH07, VTG95, Eva06, LHI95].
Constructions [SB87].

Context [PASS01, TC87, Vee97, MD82]. Contact [Bri98, Tan99, BHBFI0, NLM05].
 Containing [FT79]. Containment [Kal82, Gho90, HT89, VW80].
Content [BZS08, BS99, DCC01, DRK03, GH08, GWCO11, JEK98, MBKB02, Mil80b, PBB99, PA10b, SL99, SKB+99, SPK+02, Aol13, VO04, HEI04, ILRB04, KMBH09, LL12, MSG10, WZ04, XG08b, YJ+09].
Content-Based [BS99, DCC01, JEK98, MBKB02, PBB99, SL99, SKB+99, SPK+02, DRK03, GH08, PA10b, Pen03].
 Context [GB10, GDR04, RW76, RW79, CL08, HMJ0, JYTK11, KK07, PSE+11, PL10, WMB12, YZY11].
Context-dependent [GDR04]. contexts [FYH11].
Contextual [ES81a, DFP+13, SKM06].
Contingent [Sav87].
Continuity [Alg83, Bra94, Far82].
Continuous [AM97, BA92, Bra94, Cha83, GT84, GGR01, O012a, HO12b, KR5a, LM00, ZZZ13, CR13, Eva06, JNN76, PV13, RCG+09, TMM06].
continuous-discrete [PV13]. Contour [AM00, Arc81, AM78b, ASZ99a, BGLSS04, BM98, BR09, BMM+07, Cai88, CM99a, CL98, CS98, DWS83, Dem96, DY98, Fug84, GP88, KCM85, KL99, LF83, LAL+10, MA83, NI82, Pet99, PR92a, SAB78, SM94, YTTTS83, BB03, CCL04, CLHW94, Coh91, DMT09, DS07, KG82, Lio91, MIG12, OS81, PDTE06, SD92, WO10, YLA09].
Contour-Based [CL98, DWS83, PR92a, BMM+07, DS07].

Contours [CP99, DM01, D87, FK99].
Deciduous [HdVL99]. Decision [KCA81, RM98, HPvB+10]. decomposable [CKK+12]. Decomposing [DMMP03]. Decomposition [Ada93, Ahu83, AK78, AD84, BL92, Fau81, PCR86, P095, RFLA11, SW05, BFR13, DAM12, JK04, RB99, RDM+11, SH09, SKS11, TMT10, WSC+12, XYW+08].

decomposition-like [DAM12].


degradation [HBF09]. Degree [Rab92, Sha11, ZW03]. degrees [NWLS12]. degrouping [ABD11].

Delaunay [DFP85, GYH13, dFP92]. Delaunay-Based [DFP85]. delay [NSEA13]. Deleteable [Che98]. Deleting [TDMT85, Eva11]. Delineate [AM00]. delineated [Ano06m, GKK05]. Delineation [GR87b, SU01a, LCZ09].

Demand [Ken86]. dementia [HPvB+10].

demodulation [WB11]. demonstration [KK11]. demosaicing [dLAH07].

demosaicking [ZZ07]. denoising [HSJS10, MGPJ11, TH12]. Dense [FMR01, LSC08, XS98, HF11, IZKB12, WNH05, ZN13]. Density [BH99, PV97, Ve95, YKA01, Fit88, LCZ09, SRP10, WHM+09, ZZ12]. density-image [Fit88]. Departure [Lee02, LY05].

Departures [SC00b]. Dependant [GKR02]. Dependence [SW38b]. dependencies [CHC11]. dependency [VBN11, XYW11].

Dependent [Chi97, CN87b, KWW84, OYTY98, Ree92, SY98, GDR04]. Depth [BL76, BK83, Che91, CP04, HZ86, KB91a, MNE00, Nev76, TM94, WL88, ZD01, JC06, PCR+04, SB6a, SSL+12, SCS91, SRML09, SKBS13, Wei90, WNH05].


Derivatives [HS87, Lan84, WW95, MB95, Sub90].

Delineate [AM00]. delineated [Ano06m, GKK05]. Delineation [GR87b, SU01a, LCZ09]. Demand [Ken86]. dementia [HPvB+10].

demodulation [WB11]. demonstration [KK11]. demosaicing [dLAH07].

demosaicking [ZZ07]. denoising [HSJS10, MGPJ11, TH12]. Dense [FMR01, LSC08, XS98, HF11, IZKB12, WNH05, ZN13]. Density [BH99, PV97, Ve95, YKA01, Fit88, LCZ09, SRP10, WHM+09, ZZ12]. density-image [Fit88]. Departure [Lee02, LY05].

Departures [SC00b]. Dependant [GKR02]. Dependence [SW38b]. dependencies [CHC11]. dependency [VBN11, XYW11].

Dependent [Chi97, CN87b, KWW84, OYTY98, Ree92, SY98, GDR04]. Depth [BL76, BK83, Che91, CP04, HZ86, KB91a, MNE00, Nev76, TM94, WL88, ZD01, JC06, PCR+04, SB6a, SSL+12, SCS91, SRML09, SKBS13, Wei90, WNH05].


Derivatives [HS87, Lan84, WW95, MB95, Sub90].
GB96, HJS89, Oka81, Oka88, PE92, SBB10, Sch93, Sel81, TST+83, vdWvO96, AFH81, DQ05, FR80, GCC0, SB89, TTF04.

Designing [DUC97]. Designs
[BEH+81, BB04, BP84, BT88, BCG95, BM86, BS00, BO91, BP09, CK84, CK87, CL97a, Che98, CMB01, Che00, Chi97, CV94, CP81, CYE00, CSR83, DGH98, Dav76, DM80, DM81, De83a, Dre94, Ebe76, ES81a, FD09, FTW81, FMR01, FC86, GS95, GPP88, GP85, GR87b, GJP96, HCHD01, HRS02, HJS3, HL78, HL01, HNR84, HT88, Hum79, HNR88, HNRR90, JMA79, JN93, JB99, JMM95, JB89, KA94, KMA+00, Lan84, Lee02, LB98, LSMS85, LL97a, LN98, LB89, Liu77, LD98, Loh10, Mai76, MML87, MGK00, Mc93, MY87a, MZ96, Min94, MF77, NS98, Os99, PSK+02, PCJ98, Pat79, Per76, PH82, Ry98, Rew84, Ris89, Rob77, RB92, Ros02, SP81, Sha78, SC92, She96, SJ99, Sp98, TW98, TZ82, TSK94, TZ98, THCG84, VMU95, VCVQ+98, WP93a, WF78].

Detection [XL98, YKA01, YBDC93, YW99, ZKS1, ZBV93, de 83b, AZSVK05, ALK+09, AHDM10, AFH81, BL89, BT05, BDS12, BCC+07, BL09, BHL91, CSY08, CVP10, CWO+11, CCYC12, dFC93, CZZS07, Cum91, DLS+09, DK13, DLZ07, Dav75, DLF06, DDI1b, FFM05, FLCD06, GP05, GS06, GSPL10, GG09, GHHX04, HK93, Hl83, HKK08, JWDF05, JYTK11, JXCZ13, KL07, KLL+11, KS12, KYM13, KBD+12, KL10, LMRM08, Lea92, LE09, LC88a, LAL+10, MYC09, ML13, MJ88, MNP09, MDR91, MTA11, NB10, OK04, PDK96, PZX13, PM82, PL10, PS05b, QK0+12, RCTV12, SS78, Sua91, SJST07, Sez00, Sha75, SS09, SS0b, SOD10, SM13b, SKBS13, SMHH04, TMT10, TY05, TDK0, THL13, TCC90, VD90, VSP06, WO07, WO10, WM82, WSH13, Wu02, XG08a, YWZ11, YCA+10, YGH11, YHN11, YGC13, YZ06, YO11, YJC+09, YR06].

detection [ZS11, ZJ05]. Detector
[BKD01, BS00a, CL00a, Har85, Mor81, SGB01, WM93, ZM94, vYB89, BA89, BPW91, FB12, KY06, RS89, MAY+10].

Detectors [Ber84, Bro78, HSSB98, KP00, Sha79b, Wi98, CHH09, DS90, DN91, MM06, SB59, USK10]. Determination [BH95, BKA84, FT79, Lam84, LC5b, LF98, NC10, SBT85, TS86, Udu81, YK86, ZF94, VR95].

determine [HT89, LF82]. determines [ZGLG12]. Determining
[BG79, BG80, Che91, D’H86, Hor74, HC13c, IH91, JB92, Kal82, Lev79, MA84, Pra81, Yan83, YH83, BPH91, LH90, Tri90].

Deterministic
[A003, BGT94, ITN84, Mar93, GB13, KL11]. Developable
[CLI+99, LTS93]. development
[ACS03, Cre08, Pos77].

Developmental [NR88b]. Device
[LPF78, Bad77, NLM05]. Devices
[Ced79a, Fra79, Hor76, Piz81, Dan78a, HSH07, SE11, Kul79a]. diagnosis
[TDK10, YJKK91]. Diagram
[BA92, Jar77, KS98, LMS85, KZW12].

Diagrams
[FWL88, OS95, RM98, Sug93, AdVDI05]. Dialog
[Kov86, Ros86b]. diameter
[KZ12, RNDA13]. diameter-based [RNDA13]. diamond [BFR13]. diary
[RCJ+13]. Dictionary
[CWH+13, GCPF08, ZSL13]. dictionary-based [ZSL13].
diffeomorphisms [Mar07]. Difference [JJ94, KD86, TMNM09, WJJ94, YBDC93, ZXY+12]. difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].

Differencing [YMA82]. Different [Cou88, KHB01, RWV95, SB85, Shi99, TS01, BKK11, CU11, FKS10, PBN+09].

difference-of-Gaussian [ZXY+12]. Differences [SJ93a].
Discontinuity-Preserving [SP97d, VB98].
Discontinuous [Ni96b, KS03, KMBG09].
discounting [BK07, SS11b]. Discovering [JEF+12, FR11].
Discovery [DHP08, LC09, MGPP11].
Discovering [JEF+12, FR11].
Discovery [DHP08, LC09, MGPP11].
Discover [AAS97, And03, BC85, Bog88, Bra94, BV99, BH83b, Cha83, CLR80, DRDKE13, Dor79, Dor84, Fra95, GGO10, HD97, Hen84, Her92, IE99, KII98, Kod76, KJRA96, Kul77, Kul79b, KK83, KC99, LV03, LL99, LL92, Liu97, MMS97, Oik95, PZ08, PZ09, Pav80, Pe84, PW86, TG13, TL88, WH85, YAT97, ZGLG12, ALSR11, CT12, HQ12a, HQ12b, PV13, Thü03, TMN06, VCT09, Zun03, LL08].
Discretization [CBK03, BTCH05, KM89b].
discriminant [ITNP12, SHC+12, WJ07].
Discriminating [QV98].
Discrimination [AL99, DH00, Ekl79, HC77, KC87, LF79, MOK92, Mul92, SHJB+83, LJ90].
Discriminative [GYTL09, LLC12, LSTARMB11].
Disk [Bad77].
Disks [Ada93, Dor79, Kul79b, ND97].
Disparity [BI11, Cav87, De 93, EW87, HH98, MGMS01, FJJ91, Gou84, JJJT91, KN03, MS10, PMF90].
Displaced [JK02].
Displacement [BB88, Nag83, PD83].
Display [Art79, AAV96, CS89, Fra79, GR87a, Gou84, HL79, Hor76, JGR85, JM79, LC79, Las92, NNT11, Pir81, PS00, RGC87, WC79, Yam78, Bad77, CD10, Dan78a, JJJN76, Kul79a, Rub82, YJKK91].
Display-camera [NNT11].
Displaying [KK88b]. Displays [BC88a, BN85, GB96, KOY86, SGP01, JI77].
dissimilarity [HV+89]. Dissimilarity [RPTB01].
Distance [ALK99, APV99, AS88, BS89, Bor84, Bor86, Bor96, BM00, BM02, CS01, Chiu02, CM99b, DK79, Dan80, Egg98, ER96, KK99, KSKB95, Kis96a, KZ12, KTN097, LHKC97, LH99, LL92, MMS99, Mas02, Mul92, NGC92, Pag92, Pag07, Por00, Pud98, Rag92, RW95, SWG02, SJ01, SWH84, SBA13, SB05, SB02, TV99, iTTF82, Wah83, WPR85, BM91, BS92, BS04a, Bor91, BB11, CCTCR09, CYW04a, CYW04b, CY+09, DT10, GH08, Gre04, HKM12, MGW10, MS10, NSEA13, PR03, QHXC12, SS91, SW04, SCvW11, SCMS13, WDN+12, dSdSF+12, DC88, Vos88].
distance-based [BBB11].
Distance-Ordered [Pud98].
distances [Ang07, ITN12, MS09, NSEA13].
distinctive [DDLP10, YK08].
Distinguishing [CHL05].
Distorted [YF80].
Distortion [Gos89, HJK20, KS77, PM97b, Tan76, CP04, KBJ+10, TM04].
Distributed [HBA93, MM92, OM1L98, TM86, Ham05, IkST05, MCT10, SFS11].
Distribution [BRW85, Ell81, HBB9c, TML00, YJS4, Coe12, FL09, FS03, JC90, Kim04, PKD07, PTE12, QAB+11, QT10, TS11].
Distributions [Acu92, LH95, MS09, ZZA92].
Disturbances [MPPG98].
Dither [Zha97a].
Dithered [Shi83].
Divergence [yat97].
Diverse [WWW89b, DR04].
Divide [OS95].
Divide-and-Conquer [OS95].
Division [SRL82].
DNA [RG12].
Do [Hoc87, Pri86a].
Docking [SVS97].
Document [Ano96g, Doe98, KZ93, KB98, KH96, KDRC98, LPH01, Nad84, Nis98, Pav86, Sip98, Yan93a, CM1H13, LDD09, O’G94].
Documents [BKMSR98, CB98, SHKP98, WWC82].
Does [Lau97].
DOF [SIT07].
Domain [Ano01s, BKMSR98, CCMW97, Luc01, ZD01, Hu11, KZW12, LBCA10, MR90b, NFSD13, TP05, WXRA07, YSD03].
Domains [DFP85, WBOL07].
Dominant [Spi98, WW93, KZ05, SS78, Wu02].
door [ESS10].
Dot [CPC97, SSN78, ZH79, AT89, BM91].
Dots [OBW87].
Double [HA93, WR87].
Double-Step [WR87].
Doubly [Wam85].
Dougherty [Ano95g].
down [KMN11].
DP
[SHKP98]. Drainage [OM84, See89]. Drawing [Fie86, FS80, JV97, Jar77, Peu79, SP97b, WJW94, NL90]. Drawings [BL92, CLD96, DL97, DP88, DV98, HQ82, KL77, LC85a, LCM97, MAN84b, PC99, TDMT85, Dor89, SDP08, UN91, Wal89, ZXY+12]. Drawn [BM79]. Drift [RMD08]. Driven [CKB96, IW97, SM97, ABD11, BCM13, CYW04a, CYW04b, DM82, FAB12, RGA10, TZY08, Wor05]. Driver [CPT07, TDT12]. Driving [RCJ+13]. Dual [Con88, Tau02a, SSV91, C¸ ¨OD08, CT10, CS04, Hu11, KTP08, SKS11, WSKH13]. Dual-point [CS04]. Dual-tree [C¸ ¨OD08, CT10]. Duality [Ley87b]. Due [JMA79, BHBF10, BTCH05]. Duhamel [FS85]. Duplicate [CHC11, JN09]. Duplicated [ZTH+11]. Dye [CEP84]. Dynamic [AD93, AT83, BPBS13, BB91, BBHF10, CSDC96, CS07, CC00, DQ05, FC86, GB13, GMW83, GSK02, HL78, JJS83, JT86, KAES99, KU95, LE99, LY90, LN85, LHB87, MA78, MS96c, Plee79, PLA92, RGC87, SGHM00, TW98, TS92, VR95, WP09, XST04, YLM11, ZTH98, ZKRH04, ALP06, Bar05, BUR81a, CLHW94, CH06b, DD11a, EL07, ES81b, GA13, GY05, HQW+12, JB08, KTP08, LE92, LWH03, MS10, MWTN04, MMP09, RM91, SCL13, SKH11, TN07, TMN06, VCT09, VAS11, WZL+03, Wu02, XGO88, YR06]. Dynamical [FS95, OW84]. Dynamics [GM87, MJS97, TID07].

ear [AZN11, HNC05]. Early [HH97, Pog85, WBB85, Zuc85, AT89, SGS+10]. Easy [ZCCD06]. Eccentricity [IA8+11]. Echo [YTTT83]. Economical [OW86]. Ed [Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano06b, Ano06c].

[Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano07g, Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano08h, Ano08i, Ano08j, Ano08k, Ano08l, Ano08m, Ano08n, Ano08o, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano09f, Ano09g, Ano09h, Ano09i, Ano09j, Ano09k, Ano09l, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano10f, Ano10g, Ano10h, Ano10i, Ano10j, Ano10k, Ano10l, Ano10m].

Edge [AGH94, Ber84, BM86, BKD01, BS00a, Bro78, CN87a, CM01, CY83b, CN87b, Cun91, DA76, DM80, DM81, Ebe76, ES81a, For88, FC86, GMA83, Har80a, Har85, HSSB98, HS88, HLF+97, HT88, JB90, JMJ95, JB91, KA94, LL86, Len79b, Len92, LHH2, LT69, Mcl93, MZ96, MH79, Min94, Mis84, MF77, MGPJ11, Mor81, NM79, NP87, PD79, PC89, Per76, PA10b, Plee88, PDTE06, Pra83b, RSB93, RM02, RB92, SB93, SC97b, SSJ86, Sha79b, SC92, She6, SGB01, Sh26, Shn81b, SH84, VK92, Wil08, WS90, W93, YH81, YBDC93, ZM94, ZW93, ZBV93, ZH79, de 03b, vY89, BPW91, CGG91, Dav75, DUSL94, DN91, JM09a, KIK89, KM94, KM89b, KY06, LTT91, LMDB11, ML13, MJ88, MDR91, PM82, PMF90, SB91, Sla91, SS09, VR95, WO10, WK09].

[JM90a]. Edge-Based [HLF+97, JB91, ZBV93, CGG91, PMF90]. Edge-Focused [RSB93]. Edge-Only [CN87a]. Edge-Preserving [CY83b, RM02, MGPJ11]. Edgel [NP87]. Edgels [HBA93]. Edges [HH83, Ish84, LL97b, MS84, PR79, BL89, DN91, Eva11, Mor90, PE09, UM90]. Edit [DT10]. Editing [Gle01, Jar77, TDMT85, Wal89, WXRA07, ZHM11]. Editor [Jar77, GSST03]. Editorial [Agg83, Ano01j, Ano01l, Ano01k, Ano05f, Ano05i, Ano05n, Ano06a, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano06g, Ano06h, Ano06l, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07h, Ano07l, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano09b, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10p, Ano12b, Ano12f, Ano12g, Ano12h, Ano12k,
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Genus [LPR93, PSF07]. geo [WCF10].
geo-location [WCF10]. Geodesic [BDL92a, Kim97, PD05, RC13, MJ11, QHXC12].
geodesics [WPS03]. Geographic [MNH84]. Geographical [GS92].
Geometric [DUC97, QY02, SCS99, SC98, GRGB+13, HDS08, SW05]. Genetically [HBL+11].
Geometrical [BM80, Mil80a, van86, ABD11, Fit88, Nis96a, kWwZ13]. geometrical/statistical [Nis96a]. Geometrically [DLP13]. Geometries [LV96].
Geometry [˚Ast97, Ano95h, BVL02, BCZ93, BM98, Bog88, CAF89, CoI97, DRDKE13, EOS84, FL96, GHMQ97, GSK02, Kan91a, LV03, LL13, MT84, PRW97a, Sch06, SA02, TZ00, Ver97, Whi93, WW97, Bar05, KCC89, KH90, LT90a, NNT11, PS05b, Pos77, SSM06, Tri90, VSP06, WPS03]. Geometry-Based [FL96].
Geometry-Limited [Whi93]. Geons [NL96]. Gestalt [AT89]. gesture [AAASC11, AWC06, HMF10, JMJ09b, TD04, TD12, YS09]. Gestures [ZKXK02, ZB05].
Getting [CDLD77, Dan81a]. Giant [MAY+10]. Gibbs [Asc92, DC86, Dou91, LCH95, NC93, ZZAA92]. gist [HL13]. given
[KS03]. Gleason [SM13a]. Glenn [Ano93e]. GLHS [LH93]. gliomas [RAC+13]. Global [Ano01s, BVL02, GS92, HPB94, KA08, KB95a, KMGC84, Luc01, Ree80, SKB96, YZT+13, YSL11, ZM96, DC04, GFW13, HHWP03, LCP90, PB11, VR95, WSZL13, RK11]. gloss [LMC09]. glossy [PK05]. GMOD [Ros10b]. GMSOLID [Sar83]. Goal [Mee94, Uhr86, DLS+09, PSYZ13]. Goal-Directed [Uhr86]. good [BO05, ZS09]. Gorsky [Ano94g]. Goshtasby [Rab92]. GPA [CLCO13]. GPS [JF10]. GPU [CPP+11, HKM12, Kim13]. GPU-friendly [CPP+11]. grade [RAC+13]. Gradient [BL76, Di 86, Ebe76, Lam84, Mis84, PD83, PC89, PA10b, Rob77, SKK83, WVL81, WSSD96, HC13b, KS03, LMBD11, SSL+12, WXRA07, ZHL13, ZLS+13, PE09]. Gradients [Ish84, BL04, BS04a]. grading [PKD07, SM13a]. Graeco [HK93]. Graeco-Latin [HK93]. Grammar [Ali77, DP88, LF79, Fla89, Moo77]. Grammars [Fu80, JRV82, JRV83, JR86, KD85, Sub79, YF80]. Grammatical [JvdBS99]. Grand [BGPD09]. Granular [VCVQ+98]. granulometric [ZMCA05]. Granulometrics [BZ96]. Graph [BBP11, DFP89, GPDRI3, HTEB11, HP78, JO11, JRV82, JRV83, JBWK11, KCD00, LEB07, NRJ11, NBPF11, OTO06, RSB93, SLY89, SB90, YYL98, ZRKZ+11, AS09, CHP+11, CPP+11, CK11, CUAT13, Far11, FKV+11, Fla89, GDIHK11, HA03, JXC+13, Kaw78, KT08, MLF+12, MMK04, PLLLO3, RAHT11, SAS12, UK12a, XHW09, XYHZ11, XAB07, ZP11]. Graph-Based [HTEB11, BPB11, JBWK11, NBPF11, AS09, CK11]. graph-cut [CUAT13]. graph-partitioning [MMK04]. Graph-Theoretic [HP78, RSB93]. Graphic [Bas81, BM79, KOY86, BS04b, JFS11]. Graphical [Ano95h, CYW04a, HQ12b, KB01, LM89, MS78, NN13, Ros10b, XG08b, KS00]. Graphics [ABMT87, Ano94f, Ano04q, BSW01, CLR80, EoS84, HB05, Hse00, HCS03, Hua80, KK88a, KZ93, KS00, Oka88, Pav79, PSM80, RGC87, SH96, Sch80b, Sch81, Sch82, SRK02a, Taj83, TDMT85, Wil79, DV82, Gon09, Kaw78, KLBP11, Mar93, RC06, SA81, Wal89]. Graphlike [Ram76]. Graphs [AHLM96, BAK87, Ble84, Bre01, JC81, NWP97, NS96, CNDS13, MDFS11a, MDFS11b, PSF07, SRS11, ZS09, ZNG+13, dMFU10]. Gray [DG01, Ham77, Iiz87, KSW85, KB91b, KD86, KU95, Nis98, PA00, PA97, PS95, Sha05, SW83b, iTTF82, THCG84, WP93a, WB97, WP88, Abu89, Dem05, Dout92b, EL91, ELA91, HSSH89, KL07, Pec91, YK95]. Gray-Level [DG01, KSW85, KU95, PA00, Abu89, Dem05, HSSH89, Pec91]. Gray-Levels [PA97]. Gray-Scale [Nis98, PS95, Dout92b, YK95]. Grayscale [Gou84, KZ93, Ste86, TSP97, WZC02, BDL92b, YCL07]. Green [TL88]. Gregory [CR88, FH12]. Grey [GPK99, S990b, iTF78, SRTBS91]. Grey-Level [SRTBS91]. Grey-scale [G91]. Grid [Dor84, Fog84, HY94, Hob97, Kle85, NH92, San78, For89, IM06, MS10, Shi81, SLKL11]. Gridless [PB96]. Grids [RW76, RW79, WC79, WS91, SB05]. Grooves [LKK00]. Gross [Ano92b, Tan79]. Ground [AL99, Fog93, LB98, Cre08, LHM06, SYPK13]. Ground-to-Air [Fog93]. ground-truth [SYPK13]. Group [KK99, SC99b, EW91, MGPF08]. Grouping [ABD11, ASZ99a, BS187, CH96, CA97, FMRV94, Hen98, HBA93, JDP07, KN99, LM99a, MRF96, PB99, SN99, YJA96, GZP05, LBNS09, YS09]. Grouping/degrouping [ABD11]. Groupings [CN95]. Groups [MFJ95, MJD+00, SM97, KJ+08]. Grower [PSWH84]. Growing
Guaranteed [SK98].
Guards [EOW84].
Gudrun [Ano94f].
Guest [Agg83, Ano01k, GSST03, DCC99, MT97].
guidance [BK10, HSK07, RGA10, Ano94g].
guide [TCB +08].
guided [EM96, JB89, KK92, KK93, ASFP03, CMB +12, DDW12, RS03, ZDL +11].
guarding [OH05].
H [Ano92a, Ano93d, Ano94h].
Hadamard [Mis84].
Hair [PCP02, XXYW00].
Hairs [LKY00].
Hairstyle [LK01].
hairy [FJP06, XTL04].
Halftoning [PB96].
Hand [ABEN09, CW00, PC99, Por00, SKOS95, ZKK02, EBN +07, JM09b, OTO06, SGH07, DP10, DB207].
Hand-based [ABEN09].
Hand-Drawings [PC99].
hand-locate [dP10].
Hand-Printed [Por00].
handled [HOPA91].
handling [CH11, LST13].
handoff [CYP +10].
handwashing [HPvB +10].
Handwriting [AHD98, Pel79].
Handwritten [AHD94, DLHT99, HY98].
Hanoch [Ano92b].
Haralick [CGL94].
Hard [FB97, HW94, H076].
Hardware [BB87, GV84, MZC +05, MNH00, OR81, Pog85, AK10, AK11, AHDH10, G0n09, MS10, PCC13].
hardware-based [AK10, AK11].
hardware-oriented [PCC13].
Harmonic [HXS09, LBSG92, HMF10, SGS +10].
Harmonically [GK77].
Harmonies [BH95].
Hash [GK95].
Hashing [RH95, Tsa96, JBWK11].
Haussdorff [CS01, HKM12].
Haze [Max86].
Head [CSS +13a, PE92, SGS01, YWZ11, YC05].
Head-Eye [PE92].
heading-guided [RS03].
Heads [FM99].
Healey [Ano93e].
Heat [AHRW87, LSBB +00].
Heavy [MSSS09].
HECOL [CPC08].
Height [Pag97, Pag99, CH06a, LSC08, Mas09].
hemispherical [GHA10].
Herb [Kak97].
heritages [dOSJVB12].
hermeneutics [GMW12].
Hermine [KH94].
Heterogeneous [WW94, GBL08, PZ13].
Heteroscedastic [KB00].
Heuristic [KVdG +97, OBW87, OR94].
Heuristics [VCBC88].
Hexagonal [SS76, Sub79, WS91].
Hexagonal-Based [WS91].
hexagonally [H016].
Hidden [Che98, Goo92, GO87, KABP98, Med84, SP97a, BCM06, CLCO13, Fra81, NN13, YK95, ZXYZ13, ZZA92].
Hidden-Line [Goo92].
Hidden-Surface [Goo92].
hiding [YCL07].
Hierarchic [MS78].
Hierarchical [Ahu83, CWH +13, CN95, DFP89, DF91, FKL +98, GS92, HUF05, HP96, KB296, KH98, K9D96, Lee86, LLL86, LKE00, ML13, MJ88, NN13, PF87, Pri86b, PCR +04, SP92, Shm81b, SL96, Tan95, TP75, TT1M96, VBH97, W0HL84, ZV06, YNOC11, YW99, Cou13, DCL +08, GL82, HB10, JEF +12, LC88a, PIK90].
hierarchies [JR09].
Hierarchy [Jon97, SN99, NFA04].
High [AHRW87, CJL06, CTH84, CJC01, DT96b, DH92, EA95, Fel85, Gud82, Kri84, Kro86, MCB99, MN94, PCJC98, RL93a, RY95, SSF94, SLK86, Ver81, BC10, BEGB13, BKMV07, Cha74, CBT +04, DRAB08, Fra89, HB11, KA08, KZD +11, KSS08, MWTN04, SP06, YAK +08, ZYT10].
High-Accuracy [DH92].
High-Dimensional [MN94, BGB13, BKMV07].
High-Level [Gud82, SLK86, ZYT10].
High-Order [Kri84, KA08].
high-performance [DRAB08].
high-precision [KSS08].
High-Resolution [CIT94, MCB99, PCJC98, RY95, Ver81, KZD +11, SP06].
High-Speed [AHRW87, DT96b].
Higher [WW95, YAT97, ZCP12, DS00, PL08].
Higher-order [ZCP12, PL08].
highlight [GHX04].
Highlights
Highly

Hildreth [For88].

Hippocampus [XFS13]. Hips [LCS84].

Histogram

[Bid86, Fre77, Gau92, Gla93, HW79, Hum77, KSW85, KNJ84, Ku84, Lor83, MGW10, MAP99, MBDB88, O’G88, PAA+87, RY95, SF96, WCZ02, ZCL99, BK07, Ku10, MHSP10, PMR92, Sez90, Wha91].

Histogram-Based

[Gla93, KGU10, MHSP10, Sez90].

Histogramming [LP90a].

Histograms [WPR85, Cho88, JWG04, LLR10, LL04, LDC+13, NHY10, Zit88, PA10b].

Histology [SM13a, Tan11].

History [WRB06].

Histosplines [TL79].

HMMs [WZL+03].

Hodograph [Far02].

HOG [HC13b].

Holes [AGW85, FHMB84, LPR93, CHSV08, QHXC12].

Holography [JM79].

Homeostatic [FY06].

Homogeneity [Wu93, KLL+11, MVP06]. homogeneous [BFR13].

Homographies [CPS05].

Homography [CPC08].

Homotopic [Pud98].

Hopfield [BBB96]. Horizon [MAL10].

Horn [Hor79, Kul79a].

Hough [BTNS90, CGR13, Con88, dFCS93, CSR83, DGH98, FMRV94, GLR+99, GRB13, HBA93, HNR88, HH90, IK88, KB91c, KB00, KBD+12, KC87, Lea92, Lea93, LY05, LLLS6, MK00, MNH00, Ols99, PPK93, PKP97, PI90, Rls89, ROH88, SYK96, Sha06, SK98, SKBS13, TD83, X093].

Hough-based [GRB13].

houses [UB05].

HRCT [SBK+99].

HitHT [KB00].

Hue [HLH93].

Human [AC99, Bie85, BP94, BR01, CFCP11, CMPB09, DLF06, Gav99, GMW12, GAD01, HH77, HL91, KB01, LCC5b, LRD99, LLC13, LSTF12, MYLP98, MG01, PC05, RKK+00, Roh94, Ros87b, SPK+02, YD94, ZKK02, Ano06m, BCM13, CGH08, CCFC13, CYNO11, CNC03, DMT12, FFY+04, GKK05, HER81, HUF05, HWW06, ITN12, JS07, KV06, KRK11, KPK07, Kou03, LL06, LE09, LSCM03, LWH03, LYA13, MFB11, MHH06, NMF08, NLM05, OBMH06, PTO8, PDS+07, PQML11, PYS03, Pop07, Rem04, RSPD12, RR06, RS03, SM704, SM06, SH08, SRHC13, TCMS04, TR09, UFF06, WS08, YO11, YS08, ZMCA05, ZK03, ZDF10, Ziv10, ZCDD06, BCDH10, HG11].

human-delineated [Ano06m, GKK05].

Humans [Ano94f].

Hybrid [Bai88, CC96, Mor81, Peu83, WZ97, DWW+12, Fon90, KSR+12, KL11, VMP03].

HybridTree [AGCA06].

Hyperacuity [Kro86].

Hyperbolae [Ros98b].

Hyperbolization [Fre77].

Hypercomplex [AS09].

Hypercube [DRCF95, LHKC97, LP90a].

Hypergraphs [BB13].

Hypermaps [BD94a].

Hyperplanes [AAS97].

Hyperquadric [CC96].

Hyperquadrics [Han88].

Hypermeshes [PASS01].

Hypotheses [MS97b, YK95].

Hypothesis [HDM86, Kan94c, LV97, MML87, PPK93].

Hypothesizing [Kan91b, RSB93].

Hysteresis [Ehr78].

IAPR [EHG+10].

Iberian [CCR+05]. ICA [DBB03, Hu08]. ICA-based [Hu08].

ICDAR [Ano96g].

Iconic [CBD+03, GL86, TAC90].

ICP [FDMA97, PLH04, YB07].

ICP-based [YB07].

Ideal [Fiu89].

Idem [HC77].

Idempotent [BDL92a], identical [HBL+11].

Identification [Bai88, CA86a, CTE95, FT84, GL+99, KH96, LCHD97, TN08, YK97, ABEN09, ABC+03, BRA+10, BCM13, CMT+13, CL08, FM91, ILRBO4, KS91b, LY05, LSCM03, LN10, ML13, PGM04, RCTV12, TDK10, WPK09, XYZH11, BDLO2b, HH05].

identifier [WF05].

Identifying [AK78, Maa94, RL93a, Sat93, TN05, GS06].

Identikit [BM96].

Identity [YK86].
[KL77]. IFS [BBC00]. IFTrace [MSF+12]. Ignorance [JBS+91]. II
[BDL92b, CU10b, Don92b, ELA91, Fin91b, JRV93, MD95, RH91]. Illuminant
[DC98, Drev94]. Illuminants
[GM87, APB10]. Illumination
[BBF97, BWL04, Chi97, FW97, GG09, KC94, KC95, Lai00, Lz97a, Max91, MCF10, OD99, OD01, SJ89, AC09a, AC09b, ARARCE11, CCYC12, DD11b, DL10, Hui11, Jea11, LCT09, LY06, MTVM04, OK04, YWZ11]. Illumination-based [ARARCE11]. Illumination-encoded [Jea11]. Illumination-invariant [AC09a]. Illumination-robust [MCF10]. Image
[Aln83, AAS85, AR77, AGHN94, AK11, ABW97, APV99, Ano94g, Ano95g, Ano01r, Ano06m, Ant82, AS93a, ADRY94, AEH79, BK11, BCZ93, BB87, BS99, Bie85, BP94, BF00, BW85, BW93, Bun97, BH08, BACL97, BS88, BGS83, Bur81b, Bur83, CL83, CGL98, CMW+97, COP0, CYH94, CM97, Cho88, CT93, Coh85, CF92, Chl77, CH90, CC00, CL97b, Cre08, CWC94, CW00, D’H86, DB88, DT96a, DF02, Dau93, De 88, DCC99, DB00, DH00, DW87, DG01, Di 86, DR93, Dre94, DSH04, EK98, EA95, Enk88, FUS+98, FF97, FRL+98, Fog91, FST94, FB85, Fre77, Fri80, Fu80, FL96, FM98, FC86, Gau92, GM92, GFS04, GL93, GGMV08, GMW12, GR85, Gos98, GH95, GKR01, HM84, HE82, HC77, HM78, Har80a, HW81, HS85]. Image
[HS87, HR99, Haw78, Haw82, HL76, HH96, Hey82, Hob97, Hor74, HLF+97, HNR84, HMA10, HJS89, HAGR91, Hn77, HDM86, IP98, JWG04, JM92, JC93, KB98, kik87a, Kan91b, Kan94c, KSS97, KS95a, KW84, KBZ96, KNL06, KIF85]. Image
[KVdG+97, Kov89, Kri84, KJRA96, KH83b, KHS3a, KH86, Lai00, Lan91, LCS84, LBD92, Lee81a, Lee83b, LB97, Lj00, LBS80, Lut92, LL98, LFP78, LN85, LCH95, LL95, LMM95, LN98, LJ91, Liu97, LLE+09, LB87, Lyn81, MBKB02, MS96b, MAP99, Mas85, MKK02, MS97b, McC82, McC80, MBBB88, MK01, MPC94, MS85, MM92, Mey88, MB94, MN95, Ml80a, MBMC11, ML78, ML99, Mis84, MY87b, MFP00, Mok92, MPP98, Muk92, MR92, Nag83, ND92, NDN+97, NVWV97, NLI13, OH81, OS87, OD97, ODL96, OYT98, OBH04, PF09]. Image
[PS83, PP95, PBQ99, PMB7a, PMV00, RW88, RMR85, RBA94, RP88, Ree92, Ree84b, RWH00, Ric84, RC03, RW90, RM98, Roh94, Ros88, Ros89, Ros90, Ros91, Ros92, Ros93a, Ros94, Ros95, Ros96a, Ros97, Ros98a, Ros99a, Ros00a, Ros01, Ros10a, STEK96, SU00, SU01b, SK79, SP97a, SC97a, SB93, ST96, SC99b, SB85, Sch86, SLST99, SW84, SF95, SHG+88, Sha94, Shi99, Shi83, SP97c, Shat97, SBK+99, SPK+02, SA92, SJ89, SL99, SLCP85, SMB95, Stef01, SK83b, SW86, ST79, Sze93, TVL98, TST+83, TS00a, Tan79, Tay00, Thi82, TS86, TSK94, T900, Tou80, THT+98, UZC97, US96, Uil81, VLR84, VPK98, WN99, WL99, WWC82, WW98b, Wal87, VW83, WD96, WCZ85, WFL85, WFC78, WC78, WN86, WBB5, WALL00, Wil79, WB82, Yac83]. Image
[Yan93b, YL94, YB95, YFZ98, ZW97, ZL01, ZG08, ZCL99, dM92, vV92a, AM06, AC99, AM93, Ang97, AC09a, AO04, AFSP03, ATC13, BBF+11, BCL+90, BTP05, BK07, BP05, BF07, BCD90, BT05, BvBH+13, BB04, BD94b, Big90, BSMK13, BPB13, Bor91, Bur81a, CO90, CFYU12, CH06a, Csl90, CT91, CL91, CYNO11, CUAT13, CLZZ13, CFM+13, CU10a, CU10b, CU11, CG04, CKS+05, DR03, DBF04, Dam08, DR04, Den05, DSNM08, DAM12, DF91, DCS05, EL91, EW91, ELA91, FPC+08, FY06, Fit88, FAB12, FYH11, GRGB+13, GFL+11, GSS12, GH08, GSST03, GS08, GCP08, GDR04, HDS80, HMC10, HJ12, HC13a, Hei04, Her04, HH91, HS89, HC13b, HWW06, HGS08, HAKK91,
IP91, JMPG11, KS02, KS89, KK13, KM94, KA08, KN03, KKH+12, KB91b. **Image** [KH90, KMT11, LV03, LT05, LC11, LM91, LH95, LSC08, LE07, LPZ08, LL12, LC88b, LF08, LLC11, LS12, LPV07, MWF07, MVP06, MUS06, MSR07, MSG10, MMV06, Mar93, MK04, Mas09, MHW89, MJBR88, Mee89, MGPP11, MB05, MTAA11, MGPJ11, NHK08, NUF02, OC90, OT06, OK04, PJW11, PSE+11, PMR92, PS03, PAN03, PA10b, PFG09, PG13, PBG04, PMF90, PM03, QAS+11, RDM+11, Reb89, Rem04, RFS03, Pen03, Pen89, PA10b, PFG09, PG13, PBG04, PMF90, PM03, QAS+11, RDM+11, Reb89, Rem04, RFS03, Sah05, SCD11, SG11, Sez90, SB13, SKH08, SKU+09, SCvW11, Sub90, TLT91b, TL05, TT91, TFB80, TLEF06, The83, TMB12, VMP03, WS89, WL89, WLZW04, WZ04, WL06, WO10, WSSS13, WK13, WB90, WW90, WW91, WWJ13a, XYW+08, YZF+13, YGH11, YB89, YCL07, ZC89, ZZ06, ZTH+11, ZXYX13, ZLS+13, ZUS06, ZU09, dMFU10, MSE+12, Ros00b]. **Image-Based** [FL96, CG04, FPC+08, WLZW04, WLW06]. **Image-Flow** [SA92]. **Image-guided** [ASFP03]. **Image-modeling** [LCH95]. **Image-Pair** [DH00]. **Image-plane** [PMF90]. **Image-Space** [LI00]. **ImageCLEF** [THL13]. **Imaged** [CB98]. **Imagery** [Agg83, BM99, BBD+94, Chi81, CJC01, CP01, DRKD13, EM96, FTW81, FY85, GT84, Hsu79, LV03, LH84, May99, MNSK98, MCPB00, NK00, PC00, CJC98, PD83, SHJB+83, SM93, SK85, TM86, BPHP91, DZL07, DS07, HVD+89, HOH+07, H076, JTEA91, PS08, SNN3, TSR89, YCH07, ZZZP09]. **Imagery-A** [May99]. **Images** [AG00, Ano95g, AA93, AOR94, Bat84, BGT94, BJ86, Bid86, Big97, Bow07, Bor86, BM00, BM97, Bur80, Cag93, Cai88, CW94, CC97, CA97, CM95, Chi97, CCA92, CJC+98, CH78, CN87b, CP93, CGP85, DH92, Dav97, DUC97, DC86, Doe98, EC88, FH84a, FKL+98, FS95, FMR01, FSB85, FM99, GPK99, GCB92, GM79, GM94, GSU00, GW01, Gro82, GBB98, GN98, GJP96, GB93, HdV99, Har83b, HRS02, Hei99, Her80, HH95, Hor77, HW79, Hor84, HN88, HNRR90, Iiz87, JGR85, JV97, JB99, JEK98, KZ93, KW99, Kas80, KCA81, KSG84, KCCD0, KDR98, KLK88, KS96, Kim97, KS98, Kle80, KD86, KMA+00, KK83, KU95, KvVL99, Lee11b, LK91, Lee91, LPR93, LF96, LH92, LSBB92, LAS94, Li93, MW00, Maa94, MA84, MA85, Mai76, MS97a, MGMS01, Mar82]. **Images** [MY95, Mas02, MMP85, MCPB99, MWL99, MWLA99, MB85, MF77, ME98a, MAM97, MR96, MUR76, MUK97, NA85, NPM97, NC93, NL96, Nis98, OD99, OD02, OP96, Ols93, OY92, Pan78b, Pav80, PR92a, PH82, Pot87, Pud98, R94, RC97, Ram76, Ram84, RSB93, RBA94, Ree84a, RY98, RFL02, RY95, RMFB02, SA91, SAA93, SA96, Sam82a, Se86, Sb78, SF97, Spi98, SLN95, SH84, SA85, SB02, SM99, TSP97, TK07, TD83, TL79, Udu82, WWHL88, Wam85, WB97, WH01, Wat87, Wc92, WN87, Whi93, Wi84, WD92, Yan93a, YTTT83, YK97, Zk81, ZSN96, ZT98, ZC93, DCP12, vVB89, vv92a, AB13, BI10, BP95, BSMG05, Beu91, BDL92b, BDHM09, BGR93, BB11, CTCR09, CCR+05, CFG06, CTM+13, CSS+13a, CL90, CCH91, CLHW94, CP91, CGG91, Cum91, DCFM07]. **Images** [FM91, FMGA+12, FL09, GK03, GL82, GE08, GCEC07, GUS9, Gou91, HVD+89, HQN05, HSJS10, HH82, JEF+12, JHR03, KL07, KM89a, KNO04, KS91c, KS12, Kou03, KNO+09, KSC+13, LD09, LP91, LHH07, LPS+11, LB05, Li92, LT90a, LDD09, LTE91, LTT91, LP90b, LS09, LMBD11, LBCA10, LP10, MN06, MR89, MSS0, Mar90, MJ11, McD81b, MAL10, Mig12, MDR91, MB95, MGPF08, Ms091, NKP11, NKPT13, O’G94, OJRT08, PE09, PBM+11, PL10, Pey09, PS12, PCR+04, QK+12, RSS07, RKKH05, Sam89, Sau91, Sch06, SC91, SW94, SS11b, Sd03, TAK09, TLT91a, TA13, TCH07,
TS11, TP05, Tri90, UA90, ÜB05, WS03, WPK09, WL08, WB11, YHR+05, YWMS08, YZ06, YT13, ZMCA05, ZSCP08, ZRL+11, ZZAA92, ZG91, BS89, SRTBS91, Vos88.

Imaging
[AHRW87, Bra85, HH98, SGK00, Ver81, GHA10, GHMT09, GPC+10, HGSM11, KZD+11, KL+11, KLB+11, SGA12].

Immersive [TCMS04].

Imperfect [DY98, RN93].

Imperfecta [TZ82].

Implementation [Bre03, BS87, BKA84, CWSI87, FSS94, GV84, GLR+99, Gri83a, LHHC98, MNHO00, SRL82, TST+83, YPVv81, AFH81, BTNS90, CRT90, LM91, MSI10, MFB11, MZC+05, MAY+10, NN04, SBB10, SS90b, SM10, WL89, dLAH07].

Implementing [KL10].

Implicit [CG94, GA00, HSIW98, LDP+97, LSB+00, RAH97, SAG84, SK01, Ul01, VTC95, ZOMK00, AGCA06, BGA05, BM+07, HUF05, MCQ05, TRS06, VCT09, WSK+12, ZQ11].

Implicitization [SAG85, SS95b, SZKD99].

Imposing [FB97].

Improve [ACB98, ZW97, FB08, KB91b, dSDS+12].

Improved [Ano92b, CM12, Cap84, GPC+10, JMJ95, JB89, Mi99, MB05, OEk08, Sch76, UC92, HH07, LM12, Pec91, SW94, SZ07, SYPK13].

Improvement [Dan+81b].

Improves [CH06a].

Indicators [CGU11].

Indoor [GW01, CGU11, DWB11, KPPK09].

Indoor-sports [KPPK09].

Induction [PC99, VBS+04].

Industrial [SOJ+95, Wec81, ZZZ06].

Industry [Gar76].

Inertia [GP88].

Infer [CCA92].

Inference [JvdBS99, LF79, SB95, Ham05, WKP13].

Inferring [KMB97, OGH04, KRK11].

Infinite [Hub12, SB91].

Inflating [CM95].

Influence [HKFN97, BGP09, GZP05].

Information [AHD94, AEM98, AD84, Art79, BEGB13, Boo97, CY83a, Chi81, CM97, Fis94, GS92, HB98a, Hob00, JM79, JB91, Kro06, LL98, MHN84, Mi08b, Nai87, iOKS08, PMV00, Pot77, Pra83a, RRW88, Re90, Sha94, SLCP85, SB02, Tan79, iTF78, Udu81, CSY08, DUSL94, GH08, HSSH89, Hei04, KK07, KT07, LL12, PW91, SKU+09, WSSS13, ZYT10].

Information-Based [PMV00].

Information-Directed [RW88].
Information-theoretic [BEGB13, WSSS13]. Informational [Bri84].
informations [PS03]. informative [DL10].
Infrared [UA77, BBC+07, DZL07, HASS10, KHA+05, SSN03]. inhomogeneity [MUS06].
Inhomogeneous [GSP02, YHN11]. Initial [HSSB98, JB89].
Initialization [CYES00, NFSK97, SKSR08].
Injectivity [CL00b]. ink [HO76].
inpainting [BR12, CHSV08]. Input [PSM80]. Inscribed [BM98]. insect [GODC07].
Insect [GODC07]. insensitive [BWL04, GJ10, NB10, PV06]. insertion [YJC+09].
Inspection [COW98, Chi88, EU85, HF80, MG95a, MEDT96, ME98b, NJ95, Oka84, Per81, SOJ+95, TG95a, TG95b, LA11, SDR91].
inspired [BC10, BCDH10, EK12, HL13, MFG10].
Instabilities [ASZ99b]. instance [FBF08, YGC13]. Instantaneous [Pra81, PV06]. Instantiating [WRH97].
Integer [KD81]. Integrability [FW97, KS03]. Integrals [FS85, iik85].
Integrated [BL09, Gro84, HF80, LD98, SA95, Tan81a, VZP+09, ASFP03, HAKK91, KSS08, PBG04, TMB12, TG95a].
Integrating [AT89, BZ99, DCTO97, MNE00, SSDVL06, TCT+12, NT10, Nis96a, eGZW07].
Integration [BGFR89, CT93, DL97, FTW81, HDM86, KMN11, MFJ95, Mas02, WL88, CUAT13, CJL06, DGG08, EDB12, dOSJVBS12, RFS03, SSL+12, VSP06].
Intelligent [MB98, SO07, MFG10, RGA10, Tho10, VD10, Jon08]. Intelligible [SLCP85]. Intensified [Wam85].
Intensities [Leu92]. Intensity [CH85, CM94a, Chi97, CW00, De 93, FDMA97, GMA83, GJP96, JB89, KC94, LN98, LP77, Nag83, O’G88, Per81, Piz81, Ree92, TTIM96, WLH85, ZW93, ZU09, ZBV93, AS08b, CD13, Hi83, JC06, SKU+09, SKSR08, WW91]. Intensity-Based [De 93, FDMA97]. Intensity-Dependent [Roe92]. Intensity-Guided [JB89]. intent [PSYZ13]. inter [GB08, JSR08].
inter-camera [JSR08]. Interacting [BGT94, PDS+07, JBC08, KPPK09, PA06].
Interaction [MKST+08, ZK02, KE12, FR11, HSH07, JS07, JFS11, KPKH07, PYS03, SA04].
Interactions [Cav87, Ken86, PT08, ZNG+13].
Interactive [AAV96, BB95, Bou79, BM96, DC04, G95, Gud82, HMT8, KSS08, LB06, MBKB02, MB98, Peu79, PSM80, PZV13, Uda82, UA77, CD95, CG04, DWW11, GVK06, KS02, LF04, Mar93, MCQ05, MO11, MM05, NFU02, SBS04, THL03, WWH07, WWLV11, dMFU10].
interactive-rate [CD95]. Interactively [PC99]. Interdisciplinary [MST00].
interest [CHMG12, G09, ILRB04, KL10]. interest-based [ILRB04]. Interface [Kh83a, LF04, NLM05]. interfaces [MCK09]. Interfacing [Ull81].
interferometric [WB11]. Interframe [AM01, SJ93a]. Interior [AB88, ZH79, VSR12]. Interline [Yan93a].
Interlocking [Cho79]. Intermediate [IKS86, JC81, LT81, VCB88].
Intermediate-Level [IKS86, JC81]. International [Ano94j, Ano96g, GP06, LV03, KB01, Wv03]. interpolant [CR88, Klu78]. interpolated [WEY06, ZS11]. Interpolating [BG80, Bar84, KS04a, BG79]. Interpolation [AM01, ABMT87, BS96, BG91, BH83a, GY99, GKR02, Gru83a, GL89, HC96, KS95a, LCC89, Mid79, OY92, PMV00, SSKS97, TL79, BGLSS04, CCH91, CC90, HN82, Kim04, LLXW13, OBS05, VSR12, XZW06, YYY89].
Interpolation-Based [OY92]. Interpolators [Sch93]. interpolatory [BF12, BH91]. Interpretability [Hor77].
Interpretation [DUC97, DTG96, HB98a, KL93, LT81,
Kalman
[Ano06m, GKK05, LK91, SK83b, YNCO11].
Kalman-particle [YNCO11].
Kandidats [HM78].
Karhunen [CC97, SB85].
Karhunen-Loeve [CC97, SB85].
Keeping [Gui99].
Kernel [PPK93, ZRL+011, BB13, GGMV08, GCPF08, KK95, SB89, WZL+03, WHM+09, ZGLG12, ZCK09, DT10].
kernel-based [GCPF08, WZL+03, ZCK09].
Kernel-edit [DT10].
kernel-predictability [GGMV08].
kernels [Hub12, JBR08, YLL12].
Key [AS83, ADDK99, PR03].
keyframe [TM07a].
Keyword [Sch80b, Sch81, Sch82].
Keyword-Indexed [Sch80b, Sch81, Sch82].
Kidney [SP81].
Kinematic [ZDF10].
kinematical [FLB06].
Kinematics [AL11, TGB00, UPBS08].
Klinker [Ano94f].
Knee [LPS+11].
Knot [BKW96].
Knots [GW93a, Sup79, GW93b, Reb89].
Known [Hoc87].
Knowing [IK58].
Knowledge [AR77, CT93, CL97b, DTG96, EM96, FTW81, OD99, MR99b, Mat89, MHW89, XP11].
Knowledge-Based [CL97b, DTG96, Mat89].
Knowledge-Guided [EM96].
Kropatsch [Ano92a].
Kruse [Dan81b].
Kulpa [Hor79].

La [Ano95g, CH11].
Labeled [FMRV94, San90, WDN+12].
Labeling [BCZ93, Fan81, NHR81, THN92, YD94, YB95, ZH79, CPC08, CCL04, EyGS11, JLL13, MR99, Nic95, RCVA11, SMD+08, SH93b].
Labelled [MR96].
Labelling [ERW93, GLR+99, LH87, AHDM10, HUN05, SRS11, UAA90].
labels [SYPK13].
laboratory [TN08].
Lack [Har86].
laden [CGAY13].
LAMP [ZH04].
Landmark [TW98, DDLP10, GSS12, RFS03, TLWT12, WR08].
Landmarks [HRS02, KSS92, HS06, SSM06].
Landsat [CN87b, HW79, Yam80].
Lane [FUS+98, Gui99, Lee02, KS02, LY05].
Lane-Departure [Lee02, LY05].
Language [BKMSR98, Guo82, RW76, RW79, Sug78, WWW89a, OTO06, WCZ+07, VM01].
Languages [Col81].
Laplace [YB89].
Laplacian [Ber84, DvLV08, Ney93, SB89, ZHM11].
Laplacian-of-a-Gaussian [SB89].
Large [Abe84, Ber89, CG13, Ch97, FPDK12, IZK12, Mar07, PK+02, Peu83, Sch78, SA02, Tant8b, CPS10, DSS94, HH10, KSR+12, MPST08, YWZ11, YC05, ZTH+11].
Large-scale [FPDK12, IZK12, CPS10, YWZ11, ZTH+11].
Laser [CZZS07, FK09, SRML09, ZG06, FRNS05].
Laser-based [CZZS07, FRNS05].
late [LDC+13].
Lazy [LK03].
LBPE [LY05].
Leading [Lin02].
leaf [NHK08].
Leafcodes [van86].
Learned [Al04, KOP97, NPM95].
learners [CVO+11].
Learning [BBC00, BM79, COW98, CH13, CLP09, DCO0b, FFP07, GJH01, GKK95, KN99, KK90, KLL84, ASY92, PSZ91, PBQ99, PEF92, RAHT11, SCV11, SC98, TMN06, USKB10, WZL+03, XYH11, XYW11, BSME13, CSJ13, CCL13, CMH13, CFM+13, DD11b, EKY08, EL07, FKS10, FLHK08, GCPF08, HOH+07, ML13, OGH04, RL13a, TA11, WRPK05, WS08, WK13, XST04, YGC13, ZRKZ+11, dSdSF+12, Ano94h].
Learning-based [TMN06, ML13].
Learnt [OH06, CGH08].
Least [FM99, GSV05,
Jos94, KSŽ96, PW86, Ber89, MP09b, ZZ10].
Least-Squares [FM99, KSŽ96, GSV05].
Leaves [CTM+13].
left [BKR+89, HOPA91, SG13, WWJ13b].
left-handed [HOPA91].
Legal [KABP98].
Legendre [KP97, SLB+00].
Le MéHauté [Ano95g].
Length [BKW96, Cou81b, DG01, DR93, Fel85, Gud82, Ham77, IKS86, JC81, KSW85, KLKB88, Kis96b, LL97b, VS82, YJ84, BS92, Che98, EL91, HOPA91, SGH07, SCCP05].
Lengths [EPRR79, Ell81].
Lens [Gos89, KKH96, PM97b, TTG94].
lenses [BHBF10].
Leonard [Ano93d].
Level [AGW85, DPB00, DG01, DR93, Fel85, Gud82, Ham77, IKS86, JC81, KSW85, KLKB88, Kis96b, LL97b, VS82, YJ84, BS92, Che98, EL91, HOPA91, SGH07, SCCP05].
Level-of-detail [RCG+09].
Level-Set [LLSV00, FPC+08].
Levels [Iiz87, PA97, dBD98, FKS10, KB91b, SSdVL06].
Levelsets [TRG+13].
Leveraging [MSI10].
Libraries [DCCL99].
LIDAR [SO07, ZN13].
Ligature [ASZ99b].
Light [CVP10, HF93, HC94, L979a, Man86, Max86, OD97, OD01, YY94, BS92, HS96, ICS96, KSW85, KLKB88, Kis96b, LL97b, VS82, YJ84, BS92, Che98, EL91, HOPA91, SGH07, SCCP05].
Light-field [CVP10, HF93].
Light-Source [HF93].
Light-weight [CVP10].
Lighting [Bic98, GJ10, LCT09, ZJ05].
Lightness [Bla85, Hor74, LH93].
Lightpen [BN85, HBKN87].
Like [ST80, DAM12, XHJJF12].
Likelihood [CT97, CF92, CHRM96, FY85, HD97, HNR84, RB92, HH07, HPR90].
Limb [UZC97, ZB05].
Limb/Terminator [UZC97].
Limited [Fog93, JGR85, SMD+08, Wam85, Wh93].
Limit [UZC97].
Linear [JN09].
Linearization [KH90].
Linearize [Piz81].
Lines [AM78a, Cag93, EPRR79, Gaa77, GL97, HE81, JvdBS99, KB01, MKG00, MM88, MAM97, PR79, RW76, RW79, SL01, TC96, VS82, Wi81, WR87, BA06, BS05, Buz03, MFA89, RL13b, Sch06, Ste13, Yu89].
lingual [WHN08].
Linguistic [ALK+09, Shl83].
Linguistics [JN09].
Link [Ced79a, Mor76, Sur86].
linked [AKC11].
Linking [KVdG+97]. Lipschitz [MR96]. Liquids [FM96]. LISP [DM78]. List [Ano02j, Ano03w, Ano04w, Ano05v, Ano06t, Ano07m]. Literature [Ros00a]. Live [FUS+98, ZB05]. LMMSE [dLAH07]. loadings [Reb89]. lobe [YL11]. Lobula [MAY+10]. Local [AS88, BW93, Chi97, Col81, D’H86, GY99, GBB98, HGA86, HSD85, HS87, HB88, JH94, KS95a, Kaw82, Kaw83, KP00, LcSL07, Lee81a, LBS80, LS09, Mil99, MB11, PA00, PA01, PP95, Pen89, RB89, Ree82, SMR98, Sch93, Sel81, Sh87b, SKVS13, TG11, TS00b, UI79, WN87, ZCL99, BCM13, BL89, BG09, CH06a, CH11, CK90, DC00, ESS92, GCFMT12, HBG13, HSJS10, JBR08, LPS+11, MPVF11, PV06, PG13, PTE12, Sah85, SHS03, TCZ+12, TS11, UKH88, VR95, WPS03, WY11, WHHB12, XYW11, YZT+13, YGC13, ZZL13, RK11].

localisation [AW09]. Localization [CYES00, HR99, LSB+00, RAH97, Sto87, BDS12, JLD13, KA12, KMBH09, MN06, RAC+13, SDRC09, SIT07, WR08].

Localised [Bat84, MK76, SB00, CLC91, XFSC13].

localizing [MAL10]. Locally [FLHK08, LR90, Yan93b, KL07, LLC11, PK05, dCCP12]. Locate [HdVL99].

Locating [GLD93, Kou03, RKK+00, Sel86, SZ07, TDMT85, Mar89, NH89]. Location [AW98, BKW96, JC94, Shi99, Sug88, WSV91, YHS81, LM12, PBG94, SZ03, SM13b, WCF10].

Loci [GH77, SWS11]. locomotion [LE09].

Locus [Rub80]. Loewe [CC97, SB85]. Log [MGMS01, Mos09, Sch06, TP05, UM90].

Log-Polar [MGMS01, Mos09, Sch06, TP05]. logarithm [Hu11]. Logarithmic [WC79].

logging [MR05]. Logic [GV84, HJS89, MCPB00, ALK+09, XP11].

logo [PA10b]. Logotype [Spi98]. loan [CCR+05].

Long [MB94, Sch80a, GBF12, PA10a, YAK+08]. long-term [PA10a]. Look [Tso94]. looking [RP08]. Lookup [Bas81, GV84, Reb89].

Looming [RJ00]. Loop [SBK+99, SS11a, WWLV11]. lossy [YWMS08]. Loveparade [KB12]. Low [ASVO12, DBP00, FTW81, LN10, MR80, OS87, SLCP85, SK83b, WWW89a, Wec78, ZH79, BCDH10, CSS+13a, DGC12, Dem05, KMBH09, RAC+13, Sat91, WZ04, ZZ10, YYT10]. Low [OS87, YYT10].

Low-dimensional [ASVO12]. low-grade [RAC+13]. Low-Level [DBP00, Mar80, SK83b, WWW89a, Wec78, ZH79, DGC12, Dem05, WZ04]. low-rank [ZZ10]. Low-Resolution [FTW81, LN10].

Lowe [ACB98]. Lower [CT95, Kan98, TC95, Zha97b]. Luca [Ano01s]. Luccese [Ano01s].

Lumen [SGHM00]. luminance [dLAH07]. lumped [NCT10]. Lungs [LSB+00]. Lynn [Ano94f].

M [CM94b, CGL94]. M. [CM94b]. Ma [Loh10]. Machine [Ano96c, Bec85, Bri86, BD02, CG87, DP88, E85, Lee02, Pag92, Ros87b, Td93, WWW89b, BGTG04, Boy04, Dor89, YHS95]. Machine-Independent [WWW89b].

Machines [Hoc87, IKS86, MS94, CMBP09, LP90a, SB13]. macula [QKH+12]. Made [SM93, JWL12]. Magnetic [RBS93, RMFB02, CCR+05, KZD+11]. magnification [YAK+08]. Magnified [FH84a]. magnitude [KM89b].

magnitudes [LMDB11]. Mahadevan [Ano94b]. Mahalanobis [Hsu79].

Maintenance [FH84a]. malaria [TDK10].

Mallat [AM00]. Mammogram [CL97a]. mammograms [CSY08, SRP10]. mammography [Ano94j, BRSSAL11, RC03]. Man [Bec85, Bri86, SM93, JWL12]. Man-Made [SM93, JWL12]. Manage [SB95].

Management [Tan81a, GM90]. maneuvering [MC09a]. Manifold [GHQ06, GUS07, KADS02, LY13, Pey09, ACS03].
AC09b, DMMP03, EL07, GK04, SM13a.
Manifold-based [Gus07]. manifolds
[AAASC11, HQ12a, HQ12b, LHYK05, WS08].
Manipulation [CS89, GR87a, JC93, Peu83, CH88, GWC011, SMT04, SGA12].
Manipulations [BM80]. manual
[KSG + 13].
Many [Lau97, DOSD11]. many-to-many
[DOSD11]. Map
[LK97, OMLL98, SB79, Td92, YTTT83, BI11, BB03, BR12, JC06, KS02, KGC05, KORC10, LSC08, SCS91, BR93, CMBV04, DBZ07].
Mapping [BIP00, CGL98, Dan80, DW87, HC96, IS02, KD86, MST85, Sch76, Sch78, SWYP00, Wab83, WD99, AFSW03, CKM11, OMW +07, SRDC09].
mapping-independent [AFSW03].
Mappings [Piz81]. Maps
[DTG96, GMA83, GSV00, HB98c, HF93, Jok98, KC94, KSB95, KK94, OMLL98, Pie79, Td93, Yac83, Cou13, DR03, DSdlH +11, DDLP10, FWT13, GWT09, JBMW11, KO04a, LYS12, Mas09, PY08b, PMC13, PCR +04, SSL +12, TESK11, TC11, WDN +12].
Marching [MS94, TG96, HMA10, OK07]. margin
[CGR13, GHZ +13, KSR +12, LLC11].
Markerless [KV06, SHK11, JBWK11].
Markers [GBR79].
Markov [BP05, BD94b, BCM06, GJH01, HE82, HS80, HPvB +10, Kan80b, KBZ96, KH98, KABP98, MCPB90, MSM81, NN13, PJW11, SP97a, SGH07, WK13, WD92, WB11, YK95, ZSN96, ZAA92]. Markovian
[KWK84, MCPB99, PCR +04, RMF02].
Marr [For88]. Marr-Hildreth [For88].
Mars [OMW +07, SB13].
Mathematical [Ali77, Ano95g, BDL92a, BB13, Hua80, Lev79, Moo77, Ser86, BDL92b, Fiu89, Fiu91b, Gho88, HR90, RH91].
Mathematics
[˚Ast97, Col97, PEFM98, PRW97a, PRW97b].
matrix
[Ben96].
Matrices
[KP96, ZT00, Go10, GK90, LPVM13].
Matrix
[BGK98, CP97, CZZF97, NR88b, SB98b, SW83b, TI01, TSM98, WC92, ZL01, LLI13, MS10, Pec91, ZZ10]. Matter
[AM94]. matting
[HK90, LLYL10]. Max
[MS96b, CR13]. max-flow
[ZSCP08].
max-margin [CR13]. Maxima
[AS88, DM81]. Maximizing
[WCZ02].
Maximum
[BGS83, CT97, CF92, CHRM96, FY85, 
GHHX04, HD97, Hor77, LL98, Min79, MR92, ND97, RB92, CKK +12, HPR90, LLC11].
Maximum-Likelihood
[HD97, BR92].
matches [DLS +09]. Matching
[AM01, AG00, BAM87, BR95, Bib86, 
BDL +06, CN87a, COW98, CL83, CTF +98, 
CGP85, DC00a, ES81a, GGR01, GL86, 
HB98b, HS88, HH82, IAP +11, Jok98, KS91a, 
KPMR91, KP96, KC99, Kra00, Mas02, 
MAN84b, MM88, MN85, MA83, NG98a, 
NMP97, PLL00, PC99, PM97a, Pri86b, RB82, 
RBA94, RH95, Ros93b, SHKP98, SM94, 
SA95, Tan81b, THT +98, WCH98, WH78, 
YS06, YJ84, AKC11, BK89, BZS08, BL09, 
Bre03, CM12, CK11, CJ93, CC07, CK09, 
CWL13, CR03, DIOV06, DOSD11, DSH04, 
FWH13, Far11, Goh08, GS95, GDR04, 
HBG13, HQW +12, HZW +10, IHTA90, 
JKM07, KD10, KMP05, KZ05, KMBH09, 
LD90, LLC13, LZLP10, LS09, MR90a, 
MR90b, MAL10, Mil89, Mos91, OH04, 
OH04, PLL03, PFGG09, PMW05, PDTE06, 
RB89, SAS12, SZ03, SHK89, SBM +06, SY11].
match
[TY08, UBE09, WP03, XHW09, YS09, 
YK08, ZP11, tHV09, PE09, STLH08].
matching-recognizing
[LLC11].
matching
[UKH88]. Materials
[Sko86].
Materials
[Ali77, Ano95g, BDL92a, BB13, Hua80, Lev79, Moo77, Ser86, BDL92b, 
Fiu89, Fiu91b, Gho88, HR90, RH91].
Materials
[˚Ast97, Col97, PEFM98, PRW97a, PRW97b].
Matrix
[KP96, ZT00, Go10, GK90, LPVM13].
Matrix
[BGK98, CP97, CZZF97, NR88b, 
SB98b, SW83b, TI01, TSM98, WC92, ZL01, 
LL13, MS10, Pec91, ZZ10]. Matter
[AM94]. matting
[HK90, LLYL10]. Max
[MS96b, CR13]. max-flow
[ZSCP08].
max-margin [CR13]. Maxima
[AS88, DM81]. Maximizing
[WCZ02].
Maximum
[BGS83, CT97, CF92, CHRM96, FY85, 
GHHX04, HD97, Hor77, LL98, Min79, MR92, 
ND97, RB92, CKK +12, HPR90, LLC11].
Maximum-Likelihood
[HD97, BR92].
Maxshift [TVLS08]. May [Bog88]. MCCD [TMT10]. MDS [Mig12]. MDS-based [Mig12]. Mean [KON87, LLR10, LD95, MS96b, MMH09, ZLS +13, Don92a, Don92b, HW06, MSR07, ZYS09]. Mean-absolute-error [LD95].

Mean-square [Don92a, Don92b]. Means [Boo79a, Mee94, Sha94, BBC +07, CFG06, HS06, JLD12, KH90, Mar90, MJ11].

Measure [ALK99, APV99, De 93, Oka81, BBC +07, CFG06, HS06, JLD12, KH90, Mar90, MJ11].

Measures [ALK99, APV99, De 93, Oka81, BBC +07, CFG06, HS06, JLD12, KH90, Mar90, MJ11].

Measuring [Car01, CK11, KT08, Ros99c, RˇZ05, WHN08].

Mechanical [CLD96, LCD97, DLP13, HW94]. mechanism [GS08]. Mechanisms [YYL96, XO93]. media [HM13].

Medial [BM95, CCMW97, CS01, Sam85, SB98c, SpW96, WBR86, WBR88, CLK09, CK11, Cl05, LK94, SWS11, MDF11a].

Median [BM86, Dan81a, DN91, Ree82, SWH84, YH81, CDLD77, FKV +11, Wil89].

Median-based [DN91]. Medical [Boo97, BM97, CS89, DUC97, GCB92, GR87a, MAM97, NLW13, SPK +02, TK97, CCH91, CUAT13, HUD +89, KLB11, KSC +13, MJ11, Mos91, WPK09, YZT +13, YJKK91].

Medicine [CP81]. Mellin [DG01].


Ment [Min79]. Merge [CMVM86, CP79, CLC91, DR03, Lap88, LK03]. Merging [BL00, BS00b, SCvW11]. meridional [Tri90]. Mesh [BVL02, JH98, KG01, LHKC97, ROH88, TAU02a, TTIM96, TGSH98, WSLZ13, ACS03, ACH +13, BPG05, FLM12, FWWT13, GYH13, HAKK91, dOSJVBS12, Kan80b, LLXW13, LVM04, MR89, MBH +12, MWTN04, MPVF11, SY10, TH12, Vás11, WY11, ZHM11, ZSC +13, ZLZ13, ZZZY13].

Mesh-Connected [ROH88]. Meshes [Fuj97, IS02, KADS02, LBSP02, MKY01, PSK +02, SRK02b, TC87, Tan95, TAU02b, WH00, AGCA06, BGTG04, CL95, DCL +08, IA03, LBM04, MSR07, PSF07, QHX12, RGC +09, SHE03, SBA13, UCB13]. meshing [BO05, OBS06a]. Meshless [MMS +07, SOG09]. meshSIFT [SKVS13].

Methodologies [Jol94]. Methodology [HSSB98, AC09a, DL10, LMRMJ08, LFMP13]. Methods [Bar84, Car01, CR97, CH80, EOS84, FKW98, For72, Gle01, HdVL99, HNR84, Ii86, JM79, Kn84, KH94, NFO6, NA79, OS87, Pat79, Ree80, RFC97, Sar83, SWH84, WWL92, v92a, BPHB91, Bre03, CCTC909, CMH13, CU11, DFS08, DSY10, GL82, HNB04, KZ+11, Lan91, LTT91, MSR07, MW91, MK05, OEK08, PD05, PBSG12,
RN12, SCD11, TT91, WRB11, WB90, XYZH11, ZFG08, ZCK09, RC13. Metric
[KK11, MT84, Por00, SW83a, WPR85, CGU11, FLHK08, FK09, LFL08, MTG07, SMD+08, SCvW11, ZGLG12, ZZZ06].
metric-based [MTG07].
metrically [KP00]. Metrication [PR79, VS82]. Metrics [Ste01]. Mexican [HQ12b, HQ12a].
Micro [TDWH07]. Microbathymetric [SWYP00]. Microcalcification [CL97a]. microcomputers [CYE91].
Micrograph [Sel86]. Microscopy [ZMCA05]. Microstructure [WH01]. microstructures [PFV+11].
Mid [PCJC98, KYM13, ZYT10]. Mid- [PCJC98, ZYT10]. mid-level [KYM13]. MIMD [ERW93].
Minimal [DBB83, FSS84, GK03, ND97, NSEA13, O'R85, ACS03, BN90, KBJ+10, RL13b, SDC04].
Minimal-delay [NSEA13]. Minimax [KD82].
Minimum [Fog84, GPP88, LL97b, MRF96, SS84b, Sur86, CXY+09, KLE13, MEYD11, SCMS13].
minimum-cost [MEYD11].
Minimum-Energy [MRF96], minimum-length [Kle13]. mining [PHY+11]. Minkowski [Gho08, Gho90, LKE98, MP03, PS07, VM06, YPVv81].
Minutiae [UBE09]. Minutiae-based [UBE09]. MIRFLICKR [THL13].
MIRFLICKR/ImageCLEF [THL13]. mirror [PA13]. Mirroring [Wec79, TLGS05].
Missing [Jac01, MC09b, ZZ10]. mit-ES [DM82]. MITES [DM82]. Mixed [SHKP98, WWC02, PV13]. Mixing [AGCA06]. Mixture
[MK01, PP95, EKY08, FL09, JWG04, AQ09]. mixtures [LWG08]. MLESAC [TZ00].
MLS [WHBH12]. Mobile
[An900d, An904g, KK92, KK93, GLOC10, HSH07, MLH13, ST10, ZKRM04]. modal
[ABI+04, BCF06, CA10, LYYL12, NT10, RKG03]. modalities [LH+09, WHN08]. Mode
[Peu79, DAM12, WSC+12]. Model
[BCA98, BLd95, BR95, Br98, BS06b, BS87, CKB96, Car96, CM95, CG04, CS82, DM82, Don81, GSS00, GPK99, GM94, GY88, GBB98, Gro84, GL97, Gu99, HW81, HKD95, HYY98, Hur99, KVK84, KBZ96, KC94, KAC08, KK92, KK93, KMA+00, LZ97a, LK97, LHHC08, MS97a, Man86, MCLA99, Mok92, Mtk97, Mur87, NFJ93, Nis96b, NH92, PSH84, RH95, Roh94, SK02, SMK02, SK92, Si96, Ser80, SSP01b, SLK86, SMD86, SLO1, SH08, SM97, TW98, VV02, VB97, WW94, WC99, WL08, XYYW00, YC98, YB01, YH78, ZC06, Zuc76b, And03, AC09b, AZ11, AO03, BvdH+13, BD94b, BC06, BPB13, BS04b, BH12, Bur81a, CTM+13, CUP10, CC03, CC96, DBF04, Dan08, DUSL94, DD11a, DN82, DQ04, EY10, FMGA+12, FFY+04, FAB12, GBHS06]. model
[Gho88, GHHX04, GH03, GPRD13, HL13, HH07, HG11, HHK08, KK07, KKH+12, KH90, KNO+09, LT05, LM98, LA11, LYG07, LWP08, LYG08, LBCA10, LN10, LPR+03, ML13, MAY+10, Mig12, OC90, PE09, PL07, RH06, RLC+11, SK90, SKU+09, SM13a, SFW08, TCH07, VAWW10, WB12, WMBY12, WWJ13b, XHW09, YZY11, AQ09, HH05]. Model-Based
[GM94, HKD95, HY88, KK92, KK93, KMA+00, MS97a, Mur87, NFJ93, Roh94, SK02, SLK86, SLO1, YC98, YB01, CG04, SH08, WL08, AZ11, CTM+13, FAB12, GBHS06, GHHX04, KK07, LBCA10]. Model-Driven [CK96, SM97, DM82]. Modelbase [SB08]. ModelCamera
[BSM06]. Modeler [BD94a]. modelers
Modeling [Acu92, ACF00, Ano01h, AK96, BY01, CNK01, CMRS98, CP91, CJC+98, EK98, EPB05, Fis94, FPKD12, FS80, Fu80, FJP06, GA13, GP06, Gol13, HF01, HFR06, HF93, IK89, JSRS08, KH98, KB01, LK01, LSB+00, LB98, Man84a, Mas02, MKK02, Mea82, MCPB00, Mi80a, NLW13, PASS01, PF01, RWV95, Rot82, SC00a, SY98, SL96, TTM96, Tou80, TDT12, TF84b, TGH98, VVF93, Wyy03, YB99, ZW93, ZTH+11, ZK01, ZNG+13, AAASC11, AGCA06, ACWK06, BGA05, BCD91, BB11, CLCO13, CD13, CSG+03, DLP13, ES04, FG89, FF09, GHMT09, LCH95, MCQ05, MMP09, SCD11, TFB80, TESK11, TF84a, THL03, TA11, WKP09, WKP13, YT13, YLL12, GHPW12].

Modelling [HFKN97, MB85].

Models [AHZ96, BM95, BL98a, BD02, CYW04a, CD13, CSG+03, DLP13, ES04, FG89, FF09, GHMT09, LCH95, MCQ05, MMP09, SCD11, TFB80, TESK11, TF84a, THL03, TA11, WKP09, WKP13, YT13, YLL12, GHPW12].

Modification [Ham77, HW79, KNJ84, Ku84, MBDB88, Peu79, Ry95, Dre96].

Modifications [McC82, KHS94, MAY+10, ZGLP12].

Molecules [PEF92, DUSL94].

Moment-Based [PR92b].

Momentum [ALP06].

Morphological [Ang07, CNDS13, Gad91, GHS95, HT91, Hei99, JC98, LAS94, SH09, Sko86, ZH96, vv92a, Dou92a, Dou92b, LD95, Mor90, SW05, SD90, WR05].

Morphology [Ano95g, BDL92a, HKD95, PLS97, PS95, Ser86, Ste86, BB13, GE08, HR90, RH91].

Morphometric [Boo97, Sah05].

Morse [AC07, CD11].

Mosaic [HMD93, AWK04, SP06].

Morphological [Ang07, CNDS13, Gad91, GHS95, HT91, Hei99, JC98, LAS94, SH09, Sko86, ZH96, vv92a, Dou92a, Dou92b, LD95, Mor90, SW05, SD90, WR05].

Morphology [Ano95g, BDL92a, HKD95, PLS97, PS95, Ser86, Ste86, BB13, GE08, HR90, RH91].

Morphometric [Boo97, Sah05].

Morse [AC07, CD11].

Mosaic [HMD93, AWK04, SP06].

Mosaic-based [AWK04].

Mosaicing [LDD09, CPS10].

Most [Ano12q, Ano13r, Ano07t, Ano07k, Ano08p].

Motion [ACLS98, AC99, Agg83, AS09, AEM98, Ano93d, AT83, BK83, BDK10, BEP00, BH83b, CV92, Cav87, CSC96, CP86, Che91, CPM99, CWC94, D’H86, DT96a, Dau97, DWS83, DH00, DC98, DC00a, FH84b, FD99, GLO1, GM94, GB97, HZ86, HA93, HH97, IF99, Jac01, JMA79, KS91a, KG4, iIK85, iK85, iK86, iK87b, KN03, KJRA96, KH86, KC99, Law83, Lee76, LK91, LS01, LNY83, Lin02, LJJ89, LH88a, UK12a, UFF06, VM06, XG08b, YK95, ZC3+13, ZZAA92, ZGLP12, DGG08, KSN0, KB01, TRG+13].

Modelling [GLD93, LVM04, HGSM11, KMN11, LRLB11, PFV+11, PBN+09, PVZ13, SKBS13].

Modelling [LKC94, Mar93, MJ11, MCB13, MMA06, MKS+08, NN13, NC10, OJRT98, Pec07, Pey09, PHK92, QAB+11, Ros10b, SIK92, SI03, SKM06, SGH07, SRHC13, TMT10, UK12a, UFF06, VM06, XG08b, YK95, ZC3+13, ZZAA92, ZGLP12, DGG08, KSN0, KB01, TRG+13].

Modelling [Ham77, HW79, KNJ84, Ku84, MBDB88, Peu79, Ry95, Dre96].

Modifications [McC82, KHS94, MAY+10, ZGLP12].

Modules [PEF92, DUSL94].

Moment-Based [PR92b].

Moment-Preserving [CT88, Tsa85].

Moments [CH87, GY99, KˇZ99, LS92, Muk92, SC99b, SLB+00, WH78, YAT97, Dem05, Sa90, Sau90].

Moment-Based [PR92b].

Moment-Preserving [CT88, Tsa85].

Moments [CH87, GY99, KˇZ99, LS92, Muk92, SC99b, SLB+00, WH78, YAT97, Dem05, Sa90, Sau90].

Morphing [GY01, BGA05, XS04].

Morse [AC07, CD11].

Mosaic [HMD93, AWK04, SP06].

Mosaicing [LDD09, CPS10].

Mosaics [GSV00].

Most [Ano12q, Ano13r, Ano07t, Ano07k, Ano08p].

Motion [ACLS98, AC99, Agg83, AS09, AEM98, Ano93d, AT83, BK83, BDK10, BEP00, BH83b, CV92, Cav87, CSC96, CP86, Che91, CPM99, CWC94, D’H86, DT96a, Dau97, DWS83, DH00, DC98, DC00a, FH84b, FD99, GLO1, GM94, GB97, HZ86, HA93, HH97, IF99, Jac01, JMA79, KS91a, KG4, iIK85, iK85, iK86, iK87b, KN03, KJRA96, KH86, KC99, Law83, Lee76, LK91, LS01, LNY83, Lin02, LJJ89, LH88a, UK12a, UFF06, VM06, XG08b, YK95, ZC3+13, ZZAA92, ZGLP12, DGG08, KSN0, KB01, TRG+13].

Modelling [GLD93, LVM04, HGSM11, KMN11, LRLB11, PFV+11, PBN+09, PVZ13, SKBS13].

Models [AHZ96, BM95, BL98a, BD02, CYW04a, CD13, CSG+03, DLP13, ES04, FG89, FF09, GHMT09, LCH95, MCQ05, MMP09, SCD11, TFB80, TESK11, TF84a, THL03, TA11, WKP09, WKP13, YT13, YLF89, YLL12, GHPW12].
LH88b, LHHC98, MNE00, MS97a, MBH+12, MB94, MG01, MS96c, NK00, NP92, Nev76, Oli00, Oli01, Pen92, Pen94, Pen99, PCP02, PSM08, Pot77, Pra81, RS91a, SA91, SA96, Sav87, SP97d, SGD01, SF97, Spe92, Spe94, SM94, SK83b, SW86, SBZ97, TO99, TP92, TS01, TTIM96, VF96, WLD99, WF02, WD96, WA87, WY91, XL98]. Motion [YH83, YK97, ZF94, ZHAH88, Zhu89, ALP06, AS08a, ACG+09, BS05, BF07, BC10, BT05, CG09, CMBV04, CFPC11, CMBP09, CRH05, CH06b, DGC12, FM91, FLB06, Fit88, FSF07, GZP05, GBHS06, GDC07, GW07, GWT09, HSH07, HMF10, HH91, HRC09, HC13c, KBN12, KMS89a, KHK10, KH90, KL10, LCSL07, LMRMJ08, LB06, LH90, LL06, Lhu08, LeTT91, LTT91, LX88, LZWP03, LW03, LYA13, MPF07, MU11, MK06, MP09b, NFM08, NT10, Neg12, Pan03, PD05, PW06, PY08b, PV06, Pop07, RL06, RN12, RSPD12, SMK06, TLMT05, TMQ13, TCM04, TP05, TR09, TLMT10, UK12a, UFF06, VSP06, WRB06, WS06, WW91, XYW11, YWZ1, YS06, YNCO11, YC05, YS03, YR06, ZBLS13, ZB05, ZS09, ZT09, LY13]. Motion-Based [NK00, WF02, MBH+12, KL10]. motion-blurred [CG09, LeTT91, LTT91, TLMT1a]. Motion-Egomotion [DH00]. Motion-Model-Based [LHHC98].


N [Ano94g, And03, ZSCP08]. naive [Buz03]. naivete [JBS+91]. Narrow [AS08a, Mi09, MBMC11]. Natural [AK96, AOR94, DF92, GM85, HWW06, LK01, LW85, MNN83, Rub80, SHJB+83, CMT+13, LBNS09, Mig12, MG95b, Sta05, YWMS08, YYF89]. Navier [CD95]. Navigation [BB83c, GSV00, KK92, KK93, KR99, RJ00, Sug88, ILRB04, SDRD09, TDW07, Ano93d]. Navigational [RR95]. Near [KADS02, CH11, HAS10, JN09, KK90, TMNM09, ZTH+11]. near-duplicate [CHC11, JN09]. near-duplicated [ZTH+11]. Near-Optimal [KADS02, KK90]. Nearest [CGU11, KHH+12]. Nearest-neighbor [CGU11]. Necessary [VK92]. Necklaces
[GSP02]. Needs [WN87]. Negative
[GH91, LLI13]. neglect [HH05]. Neighbor
[Sam82a, Sam89, BMR91, CGU11, KHH+12]. Neighborhood
[JR86, MMS97, MKK02, MC95, Sob98, YK80, GHZ+13, Hn08, 
MLF+12, NSEA13, PMR92, SW04, TBN95].
neglect [Gho91, LLI13].
neighborhood-sequence [NSEA13].
neighborhood-Uniform [JR86].
Neighborhoods
[CM99b, DW87, Rag92, Yac83]. Neighboring
[SW83b]. Neighbors
[KCA81, Sch92]. Neighbourhoods
[AMMV99, GLM78b, MAM97, GLM78a, TLEF06].
Network
[Ano94g, CGL98, AVBK10, GFW13, SG82, Ziv10].
Networks
[OM84, SB95, SC00a, SC97b, SC98, BSM10, BPS10, 
BBB96, DDL90, KPKP90, Lj92, LW90, 
MCT10, SC89, SJ12, SST06, TN07, UB05].
Neural
[Ano94g, CG87, CGL98, GM87, 
SC97b, PL08]. Neuron
[Sel86]. Neutrosophic
[SG11]. News
[FM84, TL78, WHN08]. Newspaper
[WS89]. Ninth
[SRK02a]. Nlc
[JR86]. No
[Pri86a, Tso94]. Node
[AK78, JRV82, JRV83]. Node-Re-Writing
[JR82, JRV83]. Nodes
[SC97b, PL08]. Noise
[CYS83b, Ch97, Her80, HR90, 
Imm96, KWK84, KD86, KCO1, Lee81a, 
Lin93, Mas85, Ols93, SRL90, TO99, Wil98, 
WVL92, ZH79, Im91, JL90, MGP08, 
RKL11, YL08, ZG91]. Noise-Smoothing
[CYS83b]. Noisy
[BP84, GM94, GW01, KSG84, LR02, MM92, 
MF77, PSK+02, RRS83, Sha78, SH84, Tasz77, 
TS94, WD92, ZK81, vY89, FM91, HK93, 
KGC05, KHS94, LCC8a, LBCA10, Sha75, 
Tr790, VRKL13, ZAA92]. Non
[BY12, CMD06, Con88, HBA93, LBCA10, 
PRR03, Pen92, PDA03, BHBFI0, BPS10, 
DLS12, BS04a, CR03, DMMP03, FB05, 
Fon90, GK03, GRB13, GW07, HSJS10, 
HC13c, JSRS08, KORC10, LJJH07, LLL13, 
Loh10, MJK04, MPVF11, NLM05, PA13, 
RKG03, Sha06, SKH8, SAC09, SB05, 
TMQ13, TLCH05, WR08, YC05, ZZZ06].
Non-accidentalness
[HBA93]. non-central
[PA13]. Non-Concentric
[Con88]. non-contact
[NL05]. non-conventional
[BPS10]. non-cosmetic
[BHBF10]. non-cubic
[SB05]. Non-Gaussian
[LBCA10]. non-intrusive
[YS05]. Non-linear
[PA03, Fon90, KORC10]. non-local
[HSJS10, MPVF11]. non-manifold
[DMMP03]. non-metric
[ZZZ06]. Non-motion
[GW07]. non-negative
[LL13]. non-overlapped
[LJJH07]. non-overlapping
[HC13c, JSRS08].
Non-parametric
[CMD06, BS12, MMK04]. non-radial
[WR08]. Non-rigid
[BY12, PR03, Pen92, CR03, GRB13, RKG03, 
SKH8, TMQ13]. non-simple
[GK03]. non-SVP
[FB05]. non-topology
[LJ10]. non-uniform
[SAC09, TLCH05]. non-vanishing
[BS04a]. non-voting
[Sha06]. Nonanalytic
[SCS99]. noncentral
[GA09]. Nonconvex
[Bd96, WN86]. Noncoplanar
[CRC97]. Nonfuzziness
[WC02]. Nonlinear
[CRC97, CBM01, EIN83, EL07, FS95, 
GMG92, KS96, NVWV97, Pan78a, Sch76, 
Sch78, TGH98, YBCD93, vY899, CCH91, 
DAM12, LV11, PW06, SCW11].
Nonorthogonal
[RBA94]. Nonparametric
[LB97, ZOM00, BCPM09, YHN11].
Nonperiodic
[AF81]. Nonplanar
[LT93]. Nonrigid
[ACLS98, Ano91r, CP96, 
FDMA97, FT98, GSTO3, KG94, LPR+03, 
Pen94, Pen99, TGH98, CBD+03]. NonSelf
[KM00]. NonSelf-Occluding
[KM00]. Nontriangular
[KG01]. Nonuniform
[Ch97, WP93b]. Nonuniformly
[MM92]. norm
[DOSD11, ZW03]. Normal
[CD92, PSK+02, CRT90, HC13c, TH12, 
YA12, ZQ11]. Normalization
Normalized [CA84, LGJ82, WHHL88, WM93, GH08, WW80]. Normals [WL88].

Norman [Ano94f]. nose [NB10].

Note [Ano01i, Ano01n, Ano02i, Ano03q, Ano13s, BS89, BM95, DC88, Di 86, EU85, FS85, HZ86, Hen84, Man84a, MKB81, O’G88, Rab92, Rab82, SBT85, TC89, Vos88, WWW89a, WWW89b, WX91, Hor91, Hor79, Kul79a, Nad90, Wai89, Ano60n].

Notes [LR12].

Notion [Gho91, Sab76].

Novel [APV99, CCP97, KHS94, KR99, LBSP02, CKLP09, CU10b, DK13, KBN12, PCC13, YC05, ZSCP08, ZCF13].

Number [Ano92b, Ano92a, Ano01s, GW93a, KK93, Oli01, SC97b, WSV91, APB10].

Numbers [HY11, LP91].

Numeral [HY98].

Numerical [DFS08, FH84b, Mai76, NL96, ND97, Nur66, Pf87, Pot87, RRS83, Rew84, RGC87, SK02, SU01b, SMK02, SB93, SCS99, Tas77, Tay00, TF84b, THG98, VPK98, WD96, Wec81, WA87, WN86, WN87, Wj94, AVBK10, Ano06m, BL08, BS04b, BBB11, BB11, BP09, CKLP09, CUSZ07, DR04, DGC12, DMPM03, DDB13, GKK05, Gar82, GB08, GRB13, HRC09, HH82, JKOM7, KMP05, KS12, Kri92, LA11, LYKL12, Mar89, MHHM09, MSF12, NCI0, OCVV04, PA10a, PLL03, PS07, PHK62, RND01].

Objects [AN84, BU93, BAM87, BL92, BL95, BH99, Bid92, BN84, Bie87, BC85, BH95, CM95, CA86a, CA86b, FHMB84, FT79, GRR87a, GR85, GESB95, Gro82, GB93, HChD01, IE99, JT80, KK88b, KMGC84, KLF96, LM99b, LCC89, LK00, MA85, MS97b, MS00, Mer81, MKW94, MB85, NL96, ND97, Nur66, FS87, Pot87, RRS83, Rew84, RGC87, SK02, SU01b, SMK02, SB93, SCS99, Tas77, Tay00, TF84b, THG98, VPK98, WD96, Wec81, WA87, WN86, WN87, Wj94, AVBK10, Ano06m, BL08, BS04b, BBB11, BB11, BP09, CKLP09, CUSZ07, DR04, DGC12, DMPM03, DBB13, GKK05, Gar82, GB08, GRB13, HRC09, HH82, JKOM7, KMP05, KS12, Kri92, LA11, LYKL12, Mar89, MHHM09, MSF12, NCI0, OCVV04, PA10a, PLL03, PS07, PHK62, RND01].

Oblique [HGv87, LSC08].

Object-Background [KA94].

Object-based [LWH03, LMRM08].

Object-centered [SCL13].

Object-level [BB03, PSE11].

Object-Process [LD98].

Objective [SJST07, SYK13].

Object [ACF00, AKL93, AW09, AA93, AW98, BBC00, BB03, BJ86, BZ99, BSF02, CF01, CGL98, CK87, CJ93, CS98, CEC+80, CS00, DUC97, DCT097, DC00b, GLD93, GV78, GB80, GK95, GR87b, Haa82, HR99, Hod95, HP96, IRLB04, KMB97, KA94, KP96, KP00, Lau97, LI00, LT90b, LD98, LLC12, LWH03, MDFS11b, MFJ95, Mas02, MKK02, May99, MNK98, NG86b, Nag78, NDC86, NA79, OG98, PS05b, PF87, PR92b, QV98, RW97, SU01a, San78, SF95, SN99, SY98, SGB01, SMD86, SLL01, SB94, Sta95, SBxx, Sto87, SKBS13, THN92, TTM96, THC84, TCC90, US96, WAG76, WWB84, XAB07, YMA82, YK87, YK86, YT99, YC98, You86, ZZZP09, ZYS09, ACAAC+08, AT13, AHDM10, BSM10, BL04, BPB13, BH12, CHH99, CS04, CWO+11, CL08, CYC10, CCYC12, DPR92, DHP08, ES04, FFM05].

Object [FFFP07, FLAd06, FR11, Fit88, Fly92, GB10, GM90, HYJ11, IK89, IH91, JEF+12, JBR08, Kar89, KRK11, KBD+12, KS04b, KH13, LV03, LMRM08, LH90, LD90, LL12, LC09, LAL+10, MHS10, MM90, NDO09, PE09, PSE+11, PSR08, Pen89, PL10, PZV13, STV09, SIZ07, SCL13, ST10, SA90, SIT07, SFWG08, TG11, TAK09, TIC11, UAO9, WDB12, XYZH11, XST04, YZ11, YNCO11, YAJ96, ZYT10, ZNG+13, ZCK09].

Object- [LI00].

Object-action [KRK11].

Object-Background [KA94].

Object-centered [SCL13].

Object-level [BB03, PSE11].

Object-Process [LD98].

Objective [SJST07, SYK13].

Object [AN84, BU93, BAM87, BL92, BL95, BH99, Bid92, BN84, Bie87, BC85, BH95, CM95, CA86a, CA86b, FHMB84, FT79, GRR87a, GR85, GESB95, Gro82, GB93, HChD01, IE99, JT80, KK88b, KMGC84, KLF96, LM99b, LCC89, LK00, MA85, MS97b, MS00, Mer81, MKW94, MB85, NL96, ND97, Nur66, FS87, Pot87, RRS83, Rew84, RGC87, SK02, SU01b, SMK02, SB93, SCS99, Tas77, Tay00, TF84b, THG98, VPK98, WD96, Wec81, WA87, WN86, WN87, Wj94, AVBK10, Ano06m, BL08, BS04b, BBB11, BB11, BP09, CKLP09, CUSZ07, DR04, DGC12, DMPM03, DBB13, GKK05, Gar82, GB08, GRB13, HRC09, HH82, JKOM7, KMP05, KS12, Kri92, LA11, LYKL12, Mar89, MHHM09, MSF+12, NCI0, OCVV04, PA10a, PLL03, PS07, PHK62, RND13].

objects [Ros80a, Sal90, SIK92, SOG09, TLGS05, TF84a, UKH88, VK91, VZP+09, WRPK05, XOF05, XL88, YHN11].

Oblique [HGv87, LSC08].

Object-observable [HPvB10, ZT09].

Observation [Dou92a, Dou92b].

Observer [Pra81].

Obstacle [LB98, CSS13b, MTA11, VD90].

Obstacles [CD95, KG90, LHM06].

Obtain [Che98, SSL12].

Obtaining [CJS2, KM03, R94].

Occuled [HFKN97, 
[Pud98, Rag92, Zha97a, Ang07, See89].

Ordering [MMS99]. orders [CBK03].

Ordinary [FM99, Sug93]. Organ [NSK+97, SP81, BvdHL+13]. Organization [ACF00, AD93, ASZ99b, BSF02, MHN84, SB98a, SMK02, Sau99, Smi85, HGS08].

Organizations [SSN78, Tam83].

Organized [KP00]. Organizing [CG87, KS04a, TLEF06]. Organs [HL79].

Orientation [AD86, BH95, Sav87, SL85, TS86, TCCK90, YK86, Zuc85, CF07, Dre96, JWL12, RFS03, WZ04].

orientations-from-color [Dre96]. Orientations [SK83a, ZJ05]. Oriented [Her93, KW87, OS95, SJ93b, SHD86, You86, FYH11, GZJ05, HL13, PCC13, R591b]. orienting [Sa90]. original [AK91].

Orthogonal [CL00a, FB97, HAKK91, Kub84, Ros98b, WW88, BKR+89, KA12, nLPR91, LFMP13, MPV13, VPAM12, YGH11]. Orthogonality [KL93]. orthogonally [DBB13].

Orthographic [Che91, iK86, TA88, LCT09]. Orthographically [SS84a]. Orthography [SKK83].

Oscillations [Boy04].

Osteogenesis [TZ82].

Osteogenisis [For72, GMG92, Ree82, Gho90].

Out-of-focus [FM91]. Outdoor [BD02, CPC08]. Outlier [DF02, LE09].

Outlines [Hob97, NA79, Got08, LYG07].

Output [Lee76, SB89]. Oval [Ros98b].

Overhead [PE09]. Overlap [GC92, MSW96]. Overlapped [Eng83, LJJH07].

Overlapping [LAS94, NS98, BEH+81, EKY08, Gol05, HC13c, JSR80]. overview [Pop07, RWD90].

P [Ano95g, Hor79, Kul79a]. P.-J [Ano95g].

Pacifc [SRK02a, Ano04q, BSW01, HCS03, KS00].

Package [TST+83]. Packaging [Oka88].

Packet [TS00a]. Page [Ant98, GT84, KSI98, PZ92]. pages [Ano01s, GW93a, KK93, Oli01]. paintbrush [ZG06]. Painterly [PY08b, XTLP04].

Painting [LF04]. paintings [CHL05]. Pair [DF02, DH00, SA91, SA96, YC78b, Tri90, YC78a]. Pair-Wise [DF02]. Pairs [RFC97, TS86]. pairwise [Gol05, RM03].

Palette [SS95a]. palm [ABEN09]. Pan [CC00, SP06, DDL10]. Pan-tilt-zoom [SP06]. panorama [Che08, DBW11, ZH04]. panoramas [BDL+06]. Panoramic [FB05, HH98, KW99, MAL10, ZKRH04].

Paper [Ano07j, Ano07k, Ano13q, Ano13r, Hor79, Kul79a]. Papers [Ano11b, Ano10c, Ano10r, GPAW12].

Parabolas [Boo79a]. parabolic [Ste13].

paracatadioptric [BA06]. Paradigm [MML87, ZN08]. Paradigms [FUS+98].

Parallel [AS93a, AM78a, AW98, BP84, BRW88, BCG95, CG87, CD93, Che98, CWS87, CCS95, CCLD77, DB88, DRCF95, DW87, ER96, Eng83, KK83, GH90, GH92, HFC96, IKS86, IW97, JN93, JRV82, JRV83, KPS76, KSS97, Kas94, KBZ96, Kaw82, Kaw83, Kle80, LHKC97, LH99, LHB87, MS96a, MW00, MNHO00, Mon84, OR81, PK99, Pog85, Ree08, Ree48b, RF02, ROH88, RW76, RW79, SKS11, SM97, Tan95, THT+98, TF81, WBR88, YK87, CL91, GS90, LM91, Li92, MR89, MISP10, S787, SBA13].

Parallelepiped [KK79]. Parallelepiped [Med84]. Parallelism [Fel85].

parallelograms [KK90]. Parameter [CD92, FR87, GS99, SP97a, SC00a, SCS99, ZZAA92, HD09, LM89, SRTBS91, Sah05, SS11b, UTB+11, XYWW10].

Parameter-Controlled [GS99].

Parameterization [ALP06, CHZ+13].

parameterizations [NESP10, TJ12].

Parameterized [WSSD96, YB99, DB03].

Parameterizing [ANM98]. Parameters [CT97, CSC96, CL00a, KC95, KC01, MUK92, QY02, SMR98, UHH81, WSV91, YK97,
BF07, CYW04a, CYW04b, FM91, GA09, KM94, KM89a, KY06, LMC09, NČ10, PA13, RAC+13, TA11. Parametric [AEM98, BCA98, BA96, DM01, Far86, GBHS06, Gui99, KM84, KV97, CMD06, KA08, KG05, KH90, KNO09, MMK04, MP09b, ZQ11]. Parametrically [LC79]. Parametrization [BGK95, Cha83, KSˇZ96]. Paraperspective [Chu02]. Parasite [TDK10]. Park [CPC08]. Parsing [BC88b, LP77, DGG08, MDFS11a, PSYZ13]. Part [BL92, EU85, KS04b, CWO+11, LAL+10, PS05b]. Part-level [KS04b]. Part-sense [CWO+11]. Partial [BHNR93, Lai00, Pla96, KS03, KMP05, LPR+03, MB95, SKVS13, XOF05]. Partial-surface [XOF05]. Partially [HFKN97, GB13, HPvB+10, Oli91, OBH04, OH04, PLLL03]. Particle [DD11a, LST13, BW11, BL09, BKMV07, DUSL94, HBB+12, Mar93, MEYD11, MHSP10, SBB10, YNCO11, RRR11]. Particular [Lin02]. Partition [CCTCR09, AB011, BW11, MWF07, OBS06b, TRS06]. Partition-distance [CCTCR09]. Partitioned [WDB12]. Partitioning [KM00, SB09b, DB13, MM06, MK04, TL05]. Partitions [FFS84]. Parts [LF06, RJ94, RDR95, DHP08, LL12, PA06, PYS03, ZZZ06]. Pascal [LS92]. PASHA [CBD+03]. Pass [Cha81, CWSI87, CC85, OS87, DV82, Fra89]. Passers [MLH13]. Passers-by [MLH13]. Passive [BH83c, TS86, BS04b]. Patch [Dub76, VV02, GFL+11, GC80]. Patches [BM97, CMP99, Gos89, SZ96a, WH93, Far82, PZV13, TCC90, XYW11]. Path [DJG01, SU01a, YYL96, CFYU12, DGZ12, KS02, MB+10, dSD+12]. Paths [BV99, Sur86]. Pattern [Arc81, Bai88, Big97, CN87a, CG87, CCP97, D’H86, GL86, HB98c, HS83, Jar77, KC99, LSMS85, MeC80, MT00, SaH76, SA79, iTTF82, Woj87, BLP04, FL89, J090, Kaw78, LC88a, MGPP11, YR06, ZC89]. Patterns [AD86, AHZ96, BD96, KPS76, KW87, KOD76, KUB84, MS85, Mi80b, ME98a, NSS78, SJ93b, SRL8, SK88, TDM85, WAB83, WR93, AT89, BMR91, BHS+13, GWT90, JO09, MB05, MB11, TLGS05, UK88, YLM11]. PCA [DBBB03]. PCB [MEDT96]. PDE [DQ05, MPT08]. PDE-based [DQ05]. PDQ [SBA13]. peak [Imm91, Sez90]. peaks [FS03]. Pedestrian [BBC+07, DZL07, GSP10, KJR+08]. pedestrians [ST07]. peer [MGPF08]. pentahedron [LYCG08]. Pentland [Dre96]. Penumbral [GM79]. People [HCHD01, HF01, Hoc87, MJ0+00, PF01, CHP+11, CZZS07, GLOC10, HRF06, HH12, DFP+13, PMC13, SH05, TMB12]. Perceived [Hab85]. Perceptible [Nag78]. Perception [Ano94g, BC92, Bec85, Bec86, Bri84, Bri86, Ger85, GM87, K884, MJ897, RL93a, SL85, SMI85, SGDP01, WAM85, Boy04, FY06, OH05, SB96a]. Perceptual [AD93, ASZ99b, Bar85, BS87, CH96, CCP97, JPD97, SB95, SMK02, Saf99, SN99, SPK+02, WH96, AT89, GZP05, LBNS09]. Perceptually [IW97, SM09]. Percolation [PA98]. Perfecting [CLD96]. Performance [BS00a, BG09, Car01, CR97, DB94, Har94a, Har94b, NHR88, NHR90, KTO08, LPH01, MM06, PDK06, PEF92, SGB01, Sh94, Tam83, TCB+08, TS01, TSK94, VD10, WWW89b, VWL81, WH94, WWL92, YJ84, An05p, BHF010, BGPD09, BLH91, DRAB08, FBF08, HBF09, HCB13, KB91b, LCP09, TM07a, UPBS08, Wn93]. performance-based [TM07a]. Perimeter [Kul77, Wec81]. Perimeters [Kul83]. Period [GLR+99]. Periodic [LAS94, RSPD12]. periodicity [SDC04]. peripheral [HO76]. permutation [TAK09]. Perpendicular [ALSR11]. Person [HF01, ALK+09, KT07, PY08a, RC+13,
VZP⁺09, HFR06. Personal
[RCJ⁺13, MFS⁺07]. Personalized
[CD10, CSJ13]. Persons
[WN99, HPV⁺10, MW13, PA06].
Perspective [BR95, Che96, CM94b, GLD93,
Gu99, Har80b, HMD93, HCLL89, iK87b,
KWK94, LK94, MA84, MSH86, PR92a,
SK93, SA92, SB90, TB94a, CPT07,
DWW⁺12, Gol13, HN95, LH90, Pen89, SA90,
UN91, YHR⁺05, ZH04]. Perturbation
[KMI79, OK07]. Perturbations
[MJBR88]. Perturbing
[ZW03]. PG [SRK02a].
PG2004 [KCOTW06]. phantoms
[A003]. Phase
[Bag84, Ekl91, FJJ94, OH81,
PS97, TM94, AS90, DCS05, IJDAB13,
MK8⁺08, WB11]. Phase-Based
[TM94, FJJ91]. Phillips
[Ano94f]. Photo
[HMD93, WSCO⁺12]. Photo-Mosaic
[HMD93]. Photogrammetric
[WD99]. Photographs
[AMA79, NMI79, UA77,
Che87, CHL05, Lap88]. photography
[NFA04]. Photometric
[APB10, KC95, KB91a, KP97, NG98b,
OD01, TD92, GCFMT12, HASS10, HJ12,
JC06, JMPG11, YA12]. Photometry
[CJ82]. Photomotion [ZTS96]. Photos
[FM84, TL78, IZKB12, PHY⁺11]. Physical
[Ano94f, Bri84, DF01, Hod95, Man86,
RWW95, ZW93, DQ05]. Physically
[CBS⁺07, VFV93]. Physician
[SBK⁺99]. Physician-in-the-Loop
[SBK⁺99]. Physics
[Ano93e, BY01, Bra97, MS97b, WR08, DLP13].
Physic-Based
[BY01, Bra97, MS97b, WR08, DLP13].
physiology [PDS⁺07]. pictogram
[BRA⁺10]. Pictorial
[Gro84, JC93, KR98,
SK88, Tan76, Tou80, GM90]. Picture
[AK78, Alg83, Ali77, Bie98, Bl84, BW76,
CY83a, CMVMS6, CT88, Col81, Gar76,
GLM78a, Gra78, Gu82, GLM78b, HP78,
KDK78, KA94, KSW85, KY86, KD76,
KD85, Lee76, LT81, MA81, MS78, MK76,
NR88b, OP87, PR76, Ros76, Ros77, Ros79,
Ros80, Ros81, Ros82, Ros83, Ros84, Ros85,
Ros86c, Ros87a, Sch76, Shi83, Sug78, SH77,
TP75, YK80, LX88, Mar89, Moo77, Sha79a].
Pictures [Ano92b, BKA84, Cha79, FK83,
Ham77, HE81, HS79, ITN84, JP78, KR85b,
Kul77, Lat93, Lat97, LSGB92, MML87,
NA85, Oka81, Pan78a, Pet85, RYN98, Sha78,
Tan81a, TF78, TF81, UG92, Wal88, van86,
Abu89, DS94, JJN76, Sha75]. Piecewise
[BR93, BS96, BA96, CCF01, SRK02b, AK91,
Bar07, BL08, Kh87, Kri92, PVZ13, Wil78].
Piecewise-Linear [BS96]. Piecewise-Smooth
[BA96]. Pile [YK86].
piles [TN08]. Pipelined [OTL96]. pitted
[PK05]. PIV [ACG⁺09]. Pixel
[Che98, Tam84, Yam80, ACDB12, GBF12,
GGO10, JLL13, VFMP03, XJK12].
pixel-labeling [JLL13]. pixel-level
[LFL08]. Pixels [Leu92, MGPF08]. Pizlo
[HM97, May97, Ver97]. Placement
[MG95a, CYP⁺10]. plan [ES06].
plan-specific [ES06]. Planar
[ATN83, Abu86, AD86, BCL96, BH99,
Bra94, BHN93, GBB98, iK85, iK85,
Maz87, MS96c, NG89a, Nai87, NR88a,
PR92a, Rob85, ST96, SA85, SLY89, SY11,
SK93, SW86, TS86, VW97, WD99, Wil81,
AACAC⁺08, Bar07, Bo88, CW04, HY11,
HT89, PZV13, TSR91, Wi78]. Plane
[CMMW97, Con88, EKH01, LB98, Mil80a,
MFV80, OW86, CKS⁺05, For89, HS91,
HN95, KK11, LHM06, Neg12, OK04,
PMF90, Ram72, WJG02]. Plane-Sweep
[OW86]. Planes [KKS96, MBK81, ZF94,
Buz03, KPKPW90, KK11, Tr90].
Planetary [UZC97]. Plang
[SK88]. Planned
[IB01]. Planning [SKOS95,
TTA94, TG95b, YT99, Gho90, ZKRH04].
Plant [PBN⁺09]. PlantGL
[PBN⁺09]. plants
[FJP06]. platform [MB⁺10].
platforms [VAWW10]. Plausibility
[CPC99]. playback [SBS04]. players
[FLB06]. Plots [Fra79]. Plotter [HO76].
plotting [Bot78]. POCS
[AM06]. Point
[AD86, BO91, CPC99, GSP02, GSK02,
Point-Based [LK00]. Point-Enhanced [GSP02]. Point-Set [TD83, SAS12]. Pointer [DRCF95, MM80]. Pointer-Based [DRCF95]. Points [DT96a, FT98, JK02, LJ87, MA84, MA83, OG98, OW84, PM97a, Shi99, SHD86, SLL01, Vel95, WZ97, WW93, ZL01, ZH79, AK91, CHMG12, Eva11, HS91, Kui08, LM95, LB10, Loh10, MPST08, ODD96, SST8, TY05, Tri90, UTB11].

Poisson [XZWB06]. Polar [MGMS01, RB82, Ul01, KORC10, Mas09, Sch06, TP05]. Polar/Spherical [Ul01]. polarimetric [ZZZP09].

Polarization [LL97a]. policies [OH05]. Poly [BG91]. Polygon [CD93, DBB83, IS02, JS87, KADS02, LR02, Lee83a, LL86, O’R82, Sur86, Van84, WL85, WLY92, Ghe90, GS90, GBW89].

[SHG+88, DM78, IH91]. Progress
[CFS98, IF95]. Progression
[GW93a, GW93b]. Progressive
[AM01, FM84, JEK98, MGK00, RG10]. Projected [PA82, SS84a], projecting [BHSD+13]. Projection

[Chu02, Gui99, Gu79, iK85, iK86, iK87b, LK94, Min79, OD97, SB90, TA88, YZZ+10, YH83, ZT98, Bar06, DMW10, Gol05, Lan91, LZLP10, UN91, WY11]. Projections
[An01s, Col77, DB76, HGv87, KWK94, KVW94, Kub84, Luc01, MAKW94, Tas77, Wagy76, BKR+89, BA06, Gol13, Hin95, SA90, San90, SM90, SG82, TP05]. Projective

[Ano95h, ACB98, CDH99, FAB97, FMV93, GHMQ97, Kan91a, LV96, NS91, RFC97, ZL01, BPHB91, OH04, OH04, SY11, TH06]. Projector [CR88]. Proof [HW83].

[CM99b, Egg98, KK83, LL92, RAG92, BCCMB09, CS07, FF09, HER81, PL08]. Propagation

[AS897, BC85, Bur83, CV92, Dor84, GL95, KDK78, Kan91b, Kis96a, Kul79b, OD02, Pag92, Pan78b, Pet00, Ros99, Rut81, SS01a, Sha78, SPPW96, Shn81a, WNN78, WBR86, WBR88, ABD11, BY08, CW02, CKS+05, EVA06, GFPW13, JFS11, MVP06, RFLSA11, SDC04, TJ12]. Property

[IS02, KAV82, OD99, Ron86, SB98b, vvv88]. Proportional [AGW85].

[TRG+13]. Prototype [Sch76].

[ARHT11]. Provable [BO05]. provide [RGA10]. Proximity

[MHN84, JN09]. Pruning [SB98c]. Pseudo [AS88, YK95]. pseudo- [YK95].


pseudomanifolds [VPAM12]. PSF [Cha91]. Psychological [CPC99]. Psychophysical

[Sav87]. PTZ [WZ08]. Publisher


[HBF09, KA12, YWZ11]. Purpose

[TB94b, Wal87]. purposes [CNC03].

Purposive [Alo92, CM94b, SG94]. Puzzle

[RB82]. Pyramid [BMR91, Bur80, BKA84, Ede87, JM92, OP96, Tan76, WZWT99, BCL+09, CWLJ13, CR90, BK03].

Pyramidal [HF93, SAA93, TCAC90].

Pyramids

[Ant82, BT88, Sz96a, Shn81b, Tan81b, BBB96, GDHHK11, MJBR88, Mee89].

Pythagorean [Far02].

Pythagorean-hodograph [Far02]. Python

[PNB+09]. Python-based [PNB+09].

QMF [KC92]. Quad [HS79, LLWX13]. quadrangulations [HA03]. Quadrants

[AGW86]. Quadratic

[AEH79, BM97, FMV93, HL76, TC87, YKC+86, BPB11, LZLP10, MG95b, OKE08, SRTBS91, YZZ+10]. Quadratic [CCF01, JBK04, Lev79, NFJ93, Sar83, WJG02].

Quadtrees

[CA84, Kas94, LMKG85, Maz87, Sam85, SC97b, SS87, Wal88, LS91].

Quadtrees

[Abe84, Ban85, BRW88, CA86a, DRCF95, Pet85, Sam82a, Sam84, Sam85, Sch92, SS90a, Shn81a, Shn81b, Yau84, Dye82, LGJ82, MSS90, Sam80, SS91].

Quadtrees/Octrees [CA86a]. Qualitative

[Al092, An093d, BB91, Got08, NP92, TP92, Wei90, FMGA+12]. qualities [ZB05].

Quality

[Alg83, DT96b, WY11, HAGR91, KLL+11, ZZC+13]. quality-sensitive

[KLL+11]. quantification [LSCM03].

Quantitative

[CY83b, Iiz87, IE99, KLL+11, ZZC+13].

Quantitative [CY83b, Iiz87, SB98a, LFL08]. Quantization

[SYF99, San78, SP97c, Shn97, CS07, DF91, JO11, JW04]. Quantized

[GV78, Kul83, Ros80a]. Quantizing [CH78].

Quantum [Wam85, GS12]. Quasi

[HFF93, HW94, Iiz87, IE99, KAV83, Par00]. Quasi-circular [HFF93].

Quasi-Gray [Iiz87]. Quasi-mechanical [HW94].

Quasi-Metric [Par00]. Quasi-Objects

[IE99]. Quasi-Preservation [KAV83].

Quaternion [Muk92, SF07]. quaternionic
Quaternions
[HB98b, WSV91, Gol11]. Queries [SBA13].
Querying [SL99].
R [Ano95g, AM94]. R. [CGL94]. R.G.B. [GB96]. racquet [LHJ+09]. Radar [FY85, Lee81b, YTTT83, Zit88]. Radial [Ada93, Ano01s, ADRY94, GPP88, KD81, Luc01, PM97b, BSM10, FSF07, KBJ+10, OBS06b, RB89, TM04, WR08]. radiance [RH06, RKK05]. Radii [Con88]. Radiographic [CH78]. Radiographs [De83a, WF78, FLCdA06]. Radiological [PV97, OTO06]. Radiometric [AF81, KGF10]. Radiopaque [GBR79]. Radiosity [Sbe00]. Radius [CT95, Lan87, TC95, Ber89, TC89]. Radon [TWS06, ZS11]. Raised [KSG84]. Random [DC86, HD97, IF99, Kas80, KCA81, KBZ96, KH83b, MCPPb00, MFV80, MRF96, NR88a, NC93, NI82, PV13, SP97a, Sbe00, SA79, Ser80, Smi85, Tas77, WK13, WD92, YY84a, ZSN96, Bar07, BD94b, CJI10, Gow91, HSS0, WB11, YY84b]. randomization [RG10]. Randomized [CC01, X093]. Range [AK96, AA93, BL85, BJR6, BR12, BS00b, CFM02, CM95, DF02, EFF98, GMA83, GW01, GJP96, GB93, HBH10, HH1195, JB99, KC94, LF96, Lyn81, MY95, Mas02, Mur95, NL96, O’G88, OD02, PM89, PS00, RJ194, RF02, RFL02, SA91, SAA93, SA96, ST96, SK95, SF97, SJB02, SB00, YD94, YLI94, ZW93, ASFP03, BGR89, FK09, GBF12, HF11, HH91, HJS10, KM89a, L192, LT90a, LS10, LS12, LS09, MS09, MB05, RS80, Rub82, SY10, SKU+09, SKSR08, TG11, TSR89, TS11, VD90, YAK+08, YW07, ZG06]. range-sensing [ASFP03].  
[AHD98, Ano96g, Ano01q, AA93, AD86, BAM87, BH99, BM79, BJ86, BF87, Big97, BP94, BB95, BSF02, BHNR93, CN87a, CF01, CG87, CGL98, CH87, CJ93, CTF98, CS98, CCS01, CEC+80, CS00, CW00, DL97, DCTO97, DV08, DC00b, DT97, EK97, GESB95, GK95, HH77, HR99, Hod95, Jar77, JRH03, KH96, KAP98, KP96, KP00, KMGC84, LSV85, LB00, LT90b, LTS93, Mai76, MFJ95, MLP97, MSH85, MKK02, Mer81, MS94, MYP98, MT00, Mur87, NSK97, NG98b, NS97, NMP97, NP92, NDC86, PLL03, Pau86, PR92a, Pla96, PR92b, QV98, RD77, Ris89, RDR95, RW97, Roh94, Rut82, Sab76, SH99, SGB01, SH99, SLL01, SB94, Sta95, SBxx, Strip87, SH77, Tou80, UKH88, VAD94, V99, YB99, YC98, YF80, YFZ98, ZK02].

Recognition

[AAASC11, AT13, ALSR11, AC09a, AC09b, AK11, ASCF13, BHBF10, BKK11, BL04, BWL04, BRP04, BEGB13, BCF06, BH12, BU03, CGU11, CKLP09, CS04, CFB05, CKL09, CSS99, CT98, CT00, CT10, DPR92, Dor89, EK08, EK12, FWH13, FFE+04, Far11, FLcdA06, FR11, Fls89, Fly92, FAB12, GJ10, GBL08, GM90, GZJ05, HHWP03, HOF+07, HMFD10, H+03, Hu08, Hu11, I+98, IH91, ITNP12, JLD12, JD13, JM09b, KRK11, KA+05, KDV12, KS04b, LRW08, LSC07, LHYK05, LY06, LLC13, LT90a, LL12, L+88a, LL08, LYS12, LLC12, LDC+13, MS09, MKY03, MU11, MTV04, MB11, NFM08, NNN13, NFSD13, NS96a, ND09, PC05, PQLM11, PPT06, PS05b, PTE12, PS12, RAHT11, RM03, RR06, RS03, RCJ+13, SM12, SIK92, ST09, S+12].

Reconstructions

[CDH99, CH04, CH05, CH06, CH97, CH98, CH99, CH00, CH01, CH02, CH03, CH04, CH05, CH06, CH07, CH08, CH09, CH10, CH11, CH12, CH13, CH14].

Recognizer

[Lee76].

Recognizable

[ITN84].

Recognition

[DBBB03, IB01, Por00, VM01, CU10b, LLC13, PD11].

Reconfigurable

[Fuj97, THT+98, CL95].

Reconstruct

[Lau97].

Reconstructing

[BGT94, Cav87, Go05, Ish84, KIK98, KS03, KVV94, KL13, LCC89, MKW94, Min79, OCV04, RSP12, SCS91, TRS06].

Reconstruction

[AB98, AK96, AEH79, BK+89, BM99, BCL96, BCZ93, BKW96, BL01, BW93, BS87, CFM92, CCH91, CD92, CCS01, CM94b, Col77, DG01, DC00a, DB76, EW87, Ed94, FW97, FR+98, FKW98, F99, GM79, GW01, GR05, Gi98, Gu99, Gu19, HG87, Hen98, HL76, J+02, JB89, KWK94, Kd88, Ksd88, KS00, Kub84, LDPD97, LSHT02, Mer88, MM92, Nai87, O94, OG98, OD97, PC89, PS83, PS00, RF97, Sam85, SGHM00, Tan95, TB94b, Ta77, Ty00, Ter83, TM94, VB98, VB97, Wag76, ZW97, ZM96, ZOM00, ZK01, BI10, BR12, Bo88, BM+07, CGA13, CL09, CPP+11, CC11, CC03, CCD11, DWB11, DQ04, FPC+08, FB05, GRTB9+13, GSV05, GPC+10, IZK12, JRH03, dOSJV12, KK11, KNO+09, LHM06, LM91, LB08, LY13].

Reconstructions

[CDH99, CH04, CH05, CH06, CH97, CH98, CH99, CH00, CH01, CH02, CH03, CH04, CH05, CH06, CH07, CH08, CH09, CH10, CH11, CH12, CH13, CH14].

Reconstructive

[Ver81].

Recorder

[Lee76].

Recording

[Lee76].

Recover

[FL96, GR05].

Recovering

[ACA08, CG99, JH94, LR02, Mur95, SB93, SP97b, WD06, WC99, WALL00].

Recovery

[AD86, CP99, CJ01, DC98, HP94, KG94, PCV94, RC97, SF97, SA02, SS84a, TI01, WL88, YFZ98, BF07, CYNO11, KLL+11, KZ05, SKBS13].

Rectangle
Rectangular
[AS83, HW94, VW80]. Rectangles [Ell81]. Rectangular
[EW84, FMR94]. rectilinearity [RZ05, Ros08]. recursion
[HQN05]. Recursive
[Ano94g, BL94, CSC96, CWC94, DC98, FS84, KK79, Lee86, LP79, MK79, MF77, OPR78, TMQM13, FKV+11, JR09, LC88b, MDR91, NHSC09]. Recursive-Batch [CWC94]. Red
[PS94]. Red/Blue [PS94]. Reduce
[KD86, MR90a, MR90b]. Reduced
[Che98, EC88]. Reducing
[RMD08]. Reduction
[BL98a, Ein83, FA89, FL08, LP79, MA83, OD02, PLH04, RC03, RF02, SK02, SWB87, TB99, TH86, V02, VLR84, WB01, AS08b, ASFP03, BI10, BBF+11, BT05, BvdHL+13, Bur81a, CBD+03, Che08, CHZ+13, CFM+13, CR03, GGMV08, GSST03, HVD+89, HY11, IP91, JBUK11, KT07, LV11, Liu10, LS12, LPR+03, MAMA06, Mas09, BvdDMG09, NESP10, NBDB04, PB11, PR03, RKG03, RFS03, SCD11, Tan11, TA13, TMB12, TZY08, WR08, XOF05]. Regression
[Rew84, CFM+13, LY05]. Regular
[Bl98, KD76, LAS94, SRK02b, YK87, Gus07]. Regularity
[Kis96a, TJ12]. Regularization
[RM02, LEB07, SM13a]. Regularized
[ZGK95, BvdHL+13, YLA09]. Regularly
[MSN82]. Reillumination
[Wor05]. Reillumination-driven
[Wor05]. Reincarnation
[PS94]. Related
[BN84, Bie87, GK77, HHS+01]. Relationship
[KW00, JSRS08]. Relationships
[AD93, BAM87, KK88a, FAB12]. Relationship
[HNR88, LAN84b, Lea92]. Relationships
[KW00, JSRS08]. Relevant
[CD13, Sha79b]. Regions
[AB88, AGW85, BRW88, BV99, GSP01, KZ99, KM00, LM99a, Rob96b, SLY89, SM99, ABD11, BE11, CKM11, GS95, nLPR91, Lio91, PD05, SH09, TSR89, TN05]. Registering
[BLP95, TS11]. Registration
[Ano01r, BKLO87, CFM02, DF02, Dav97, EFM98, FMDA97, GBA07, HL09, Jok98, KD86, KPH02, MA83, OD02, PLH04, RC03, RF02, RFL02, SK02, SK08, SWB87, TB99, TH86, VV02, VLR84, WB01, AS08b, ASFP03, BI10, BBF+11, BT05, BvdHL+13, Bur81a, CBD+03, Che08, CHZ+13, CFM+13, CR03, GGMV08, GSST03, HVD+89, HY11, IP91, JBUK11, KT07, LV11, Liu10, LS12, LPR+03, MAMA06, Mas09, BvdDMG09, NESP10, NBDB04, PB11, PR03, RKG03, RFS03, SCD11, Tan11, TA13, TMB12, TZY08, WR08, XOF05]. Reflection
[AWK04]. Reflectance
[CM99a, WHN08]. Reflectivity
[Bas81]. Region
[AB95, BB88, BL00, CWH+13, CH97, Cha81, Fre76, GCB92, Har80a, HL84, IP88, KS91a, Kan80a, KKL+11, Lee86, Lem99a, Lem79b, MB94, Mil79b, Mil79a, MK79, Mon84, NM79, OPR78, P0K80, PM97a, PSH84, PBG04, R888, SYF99, Sam80, SL99, TL88, YK80, Zuc76a, AT89, BA89, CKK+12, EyGS11, IJDAB13, MSS90, MMV06, MJ11, Mil09, MBMC11, PFGG09, SI03, SO07, SCvW11, KL10]. Region-Based
[AEM98, CC97, MB94, PM97a, SYF99, KKL+11, PBG04, Mil09, MBMC11, SI03]. region-labeling
[EyGS11]. region-merging
[ScvW11]. Regional
Reliably [De 93]. relief [BGR89, ZZLZ13, ZZZY13]. relighting [WLZW04]. remeshing [AdVDI05, Gus07, LM12, ZGLP12].

Removal [Mar82, NI82]. Removing [LH84, CYC10, LB05]. Rendering [BIP00, Bid92, CRH05, KE98, RCG+09, BSMSG05, BSo4b, Fior89, Fior89b, GY05, KSS08, RL13b, WLW06, kWWZ13, XTLLP04].

reparameterization [YZZ+10]. Repeated [CCSO1, GS06, PPGM04]. Replacing [TDMT85]. Replicated [ND92]. Replied [˚Ast97, Bec86, CM94b, Col97, HM97, May97, Ver97]. Reporting [PS94]. represent [GW90].

Representation [Ahu83, AAS85, Alb74, AGHN94, AK85, Ano94g, AT83, Bie87, BB95, BRdBS99, BV99, BHS83b, CF01, CWH+13, CM99a, CS89, CA84, CA86b, CM94b, DFR85, DFF89, DT97, Ede94, Fis94, For72, Fra83, GK89, HGB98, KCD00, KD76, KD96, Kri84, Kro86, LMCG85, nLPR91, LB04, LT90a, MY87a, Mok97, Mon84, PJ88, PA97, PF87, PR79, PR92b, RJ94, Re96, Ros93b, SMR98, SAG84, SW83a, SSP01b, TB94a, VS82, Wal88, Wei88, WA87, YLYWY92, ZT98, ZKX02, AQ09, AWK04, ATC+13, Bar06, BSMK13, CFP+11, CG04, DBF04, Dam08, DSS99, FPC+08, FG89, GK04, HPR90, HNB04, KM03, LL13, LD95, PD11, RK11, Rub82, Sam80, STV09, SS06, SMB+06, SSS13, SY11, SWS11, UCB13, VBS+04, WRB11, ZT09, ZH04, BS05, LV03].

Representations [AN84, FPDK12, GK98, GJP96, HTEB11, KP00, LV96, NVW97, Ros86a, Shn81b, Ul01, BKK11, CAF09, HS06, MPV13, NBF11, OG04H, ZC89].

representative [GDIIHK11]. Represented [BRW88, HS79, Pet85, Pie79, RGC87, Sam82a, van86, BB11, Sam89].

Representing [FS95, JT80, MB79, NL96, Ram84, TAK09, MSS90, YS08].

Reproduction [Hor84, MV86, LMC09]. repulsion [RM03]. Requantization [WP88]. requirements [ES06].

Resampling [HY94, Tau02a]. Research [AR77, Bie85]. Reservoir [CEPS4].

residential [UB05, ZN13]. resistant [RK11]. Resolution [Alg83, Aoo92b, CMRS98, CTH84, CJC01, FCG01, FTW81, Han93, JH98, Lee91, MCPB99, OS87, PE09, PCJC98, RY95, Stu76, TTA94, UG92, Ver81, WZWT99, AM06, AKC11, CSS+13a, CD10, FSVO7, HSJ10, IP91, KZD+11, LT05, LN10, NFSD13, SP06, ZH04].

Resolution-First [Han93]. resolute [Pat13]. resolved [JC06]. Resonance [RSB93, RMFB02, CCR+05, KZD+11].

resource [MFG10]. resource-constrained [MFG10]. respect [BFR13, LGJ82].

respiration [ZCCD06]. Response [DB94, KM89b, SB91]. Rest [RM02].

Restoration [ACW96, BW93, Bou79, Bra58, BS88, BGS83, Cal88, Fri80, GMG92, KWK84, KSG84, KH86, LX88, Mai81, McD81b, MR92, OH81, RMR85, SK79, SS95a, SMB95, TLT91a, ZSN96, BD94b, CL90, HMA10, HAGR91, Lan91, LC88b, MWF07, SW94, SM90, TLT91b, TT91, ZAA92, ZGK05].

restorations [LcTT91]. restoring [LTT91]. restricted [LWLS12]. Results [Bas81, BNG02, FH84b, HN91]. retargeting [ZDF10]. Retina [ST80]. Retina-Like [ST80]. retinal [NDB04]. Retrieval [AS83, APV99, BS99, Car01, CFG06, CY83a, Doe98, GFS04, JEK98, KB98, KR98, MBKB02, MKK02, MK01, PBQ99, SLST99, SBK+99, SPK+02, Sup02, AB13, ABI+04, CHC11, CWLJ13, DSY10, FLHK08, GSS12, GH08, GCPF08, HMC10, Hei04, HC13b, HGS08, ILRBO4, JWG04, JN09, KHH+12, LK03, LZWP03, LC09, MSG10, NHK08, Pen03, PA10b, PFGG09, PR03, PBG04, Pun03, SLS03, TLEF06, ZTH+11, ZYXZ13].

Retrieving [LF08]. Retrospective [KW12]. Reverse [EFF98, SOJ+95, SS11a].
Review [AC99, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano94g, Ano94f, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano97g, BL98a, MA85, Pav78, RD93, SA91, EBN+07, KHA+05, RN12, Ano98d].

Reviewer [Ano94a, Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97h, Ano98f, Ano00f, Ano02j, Ano03w, Ano04w, Ano05v, Ano06t, Ano07m, Ano09s, Ano10q, Ano11q, Ano12s, Ano13t, Ano13u, Ano99g, Ano01p].

Reviewing [Jon97].

Revolution [YL94, JBK04].

Reward [KS12].

Rewriting [JRV82, JRV83].

RFID [GLOC10].

RGB [GH03].

RGBN [PBM+11].

RGC [AO03].

RGC-sm [AO03].

RHT [XO93].

Rib [De 83a, WF78].

Ribbon [MWW99].

Ribbon-Based [MWW99].

Ribbons [MLWA99, Pon90].

Ricci [CHZ+13].

richness [EK12].

Ridges [Har83b].

Ridge [Har83b].

Riggs [ET92].

RKLT [SYF99].

Road [BW11, Gu98, Gu99, Gu100, Li87, ZC93, BRA+10, FY+04, SJ12, VCB08].

road-sign [BRA+10].

Roads [FTW81].

roadway [MZW+10].

Robot [Ano93d, Ano94g, Ano94h, CN87a, KK92, KK93, SLK86, Sug88, STI07, GLOC10, LHMO6, MFS+07, MLH13, STI0, VK91].

Robot-vision [STI07].

Robotic [BL98a, TTG94].

robots [ZKRH04].

Robust [AM04, Ano01s, BD94b, BA96, BGK98, CS08, CMVM86, CTE95, CK09, CCYC12, CV94, DB03, DG01, Dre94, FM91, FR11, JBR08, KG05, KK07, KB00, KH94, Lai90, LB00, Liu02, Luc01, MY95, MGK00, MK01, MFS+07, MST00, Min94, MN94, NDBT95, PS03, PY03, Rnda13, SMK02, SHC+12, SK01, TB99, Tz98, Tz00, VSP06, VLR84, WLD99, WWW12, Wil98, WWW95, XFS13, Ywz11, Ygh11, Zhm11, Zyyz13, Zj05, ACS03, Bsm10, BI10, Cou13, Fs03, Gg09, Gcf12, Hbh10, Hbh11, Hdf12, KBj+10, LRw08, MPV11, MCF10, PB11, SSL+12, SS90b, WB12, Zxy+12, BET08].

Robustly [BFY00, Ts11].

Robustness [MJB98, MN06, RPG12].

ROC [BkD01, Sjst07].

rock [TN08].

Rocks [CEP84, TN08].

ROI [BRSSAL11, TVLS08].

Role [AM94, CM94b, Hen98, TB94a, Ham05].

Ron [GW93a].

room [GPC+10].

Root [McC82].

Rosenfeld [HM97, May97, Ver97].

rotating [Tak90, TM04].

Rotation [CK00, DS90, DH92, EA95, FH84b, iK87a, Mer81, MS85, Pun03, WEY06, Bvk10, Far02, Zzd13].

Rotation-Invariant [Mer81, Pun03].

rotation-minimizing [Far02].

rotational [Sub90].

Rotationally [BH83a, SK02, MPV11].

Rotations [Tq97, Go13, Ok12, Rfls11].

Rough [Woj87, SB13].

round [HER81].

round-off [HER81].

route [MSS09].

Routines [Kh83b].

Rubber [LS94].

Rule [BP91, DY98, KW00, LN85, Msh86, She86, DK13].

Rule-Based [DY98, KW00, LN85, Msh86, BPW91].

Ruled [PLR96, SS95b, MP03].

Rules [BS00b, KCA81, SYK96, Wil89].

Run [Cou81b, Ell81, KLK88, LMK85].

Run-Encoding [Lmg85].

Run-Length [KLK88].

Runlength [Ku95].

Running [FS85].

runways [HC90].

S [CHC11, JC81, JC81].

S-Cube [CHC11].

S.O.M. [BLT05].

saddle [Ku08].

Salience [RW95].

Saliency [BSF02, Wsl13].

Salient [CM99a, Sau93, SM99, CVP10].

Same [KL77, Kar89]. same-object [Kar89].

Sample [CM99a, Ber89, HBB+12].

Sampled [Bur80, SW31, PPT06].

Samples
Sampling [HGv87, IF99, Tan95, BW11, Bar07, BO05, CCD11, Fiu91a, HT91, HMA10, KL11, OC90, WDB12]. SAR [BP95, HMEB07, Zit99]. SAR-Theory [HMEB07]. Satellite [AF81, LH84, MAM97, QAB+11, SO07, ÜB05]. Satisfaction [BZ99]. Satisfy [ṽv88, ES06]. Saturation [LH93]. SCA [CPOO09]. scaffold [CLK09]. scaffolds [CK11]. Scalable [KSC97, CFCP11, GB08, M ´CK09, ˇSRDC09]. Scale [Ano94i, BC88b, FT98, JC98, Kim97, KD86, Mer81, MS85, Nis98, PS95, RS88, SU00, SA02, Ta83, TSK94, WP93a, XHJF12, AMMV99, BKK11, BDS12, BDL+06, CGR13, CHC11, CPS10, Dou92b, DSH04, EL91, ELA91, FPDK12, GE08, GY05, IZKB12, Kui08, LS08, LBNS09, MUS06, PLL12, Sah05, SSL12, YWZ11, YK95, ZTH+11, ZUS06]. Scale-And [Mer81]. Scale-Based [SUO00, ZUS06]. Scale-Space [Ano94i, BC88b, TSK94, XHJF12, BD+06]. scale-spaces [GE08]. scale/irregular [VRKL13]. Scales [BL98b, MKY01, PBN+09, WS90]. Scaling [Cou81b, O R94, KMP05]. Scan [Cap84, Ced79a, CD93, ES81a, JB99, LC79, LL92, YVL06, NESP10]. Scanned [EIl81]. scanner [FK09, MDR91, ZG06]. scanners [SRML09]. Scanning [Han93, Ul81, BLT05, LCT09, SO07, WLVW11, YGH11]. Scans [SP81, TSK94, CPS10, NB10, SW04, SKSR08]. Scattered [Boo79b, GKR02, GO98, Sam82b, Vel95, Kim04, KS04a, MK05, OBS05, OBS06a]. Scatterplots [BC88a]. Scene [BB91, Biq98, CFM02, Che00, CTH84, CBB95, DC00b, GW01, HFKN97, Har80b, KW00, MNE00, MJS97, MA78, MMP09, Pot77, RKK+00, Rub80, ST80, SK85, SB00, Ste01, TY05, TFB80, WH78, XL98, ZT98, Bar07, BC10, BCM06, CGU11, CSS+13a, CLZZ13, CG04, DCH12, DN82, HL13, KK07, Lhu08, LS08, RM91, STV09, YT13, ZH04, XP11]. Scene-Based [Che00]. Scene-consistent [TY05]. Scenes [AT83, BM99, BFF97, CS89, CCS01, Dou81, FRL+98, FT79, Hab85, HGB98, JJ83, RN93, RA77, SHJB+83, SA02, Bar05, BP90, DWB11, GY05, HCN90, MMP09, Rub82, SCL13, TN07, WRKFP05, YR06]. Schematic [Jar77]. Schematics [Ble84]. Scheme [KCM85, SYF99, WVL81, YW89, ZA86, GW90, HMESI13, LLWX13, LDC+13, LBNS09, NH08, NBDB04, San77, WH05, ZZ07]. Schemes [FS80, KOY86, PR79, San78, SKS97, BFRA12]. Schumaker [Ano95g]. Science [Ast97, Col97, PRW97a, PRW97b]. Scientific [Ano95h, Her72]. Scintigraphic [PH82]. Scissors [MB98]. Scope [Lee86]. Screen [RGC87]. Screening [Mey86]. Script [Ali77, Moo77]. Sculpting [FCG01]. Seal [FT84]. Sealing [HP96, KAES99, MRF96, DR04]. Second [Ano94i, Ano95b, Nag83, PA98, RM02]. Second-Order [Nag83, PA98]. secret [CJL06]. Secrets [HBG13]. Section [CV13, SS95b]. Sectional [CP99, KS88]. Sections [BCL96, Boo79b, CEP84, EU85, Far86, LCC89, Sam82b, Sor81, Yan84, Bi88, MG95b, NR11, Tan11]. security [CJL06]. See [Hoc87]. seed [GA91]. seedling [KM03]. Seeds [SU01a, ZC93, CUS07]. Seeing [RG10]. Segment [CCA92, GMW83, MN85, MNHO00, PS94, FS03, LKO3, SC93, DGG08]. Segment-Based [MN85]. Segmentation [AEM98, Ant98, Ant82, ACH+13, BEH+81, BM98, BL00, Ble84, BRW85, BS00b, CED79a, CMVM86, CP79, CP80, CL97a, CM97, CF92, CTH84, CEP84, Dan81b, DM82, DH00, DC86, DW87, DV98, DC05, EM96, FUS+98, GB93, HS85, HL84, HGR+13,
HY98, JMA79, JJ83, JW94, Jon99, Kan80a, KH98, KSI98, Koh81, KVdG + 97, KSC97, LN85, LM99b, LL97b, LJ91, MNE00, MY95, MS97b, MS00, MCPB99, ME98a, MB98, Nad84, NCV97, OPR78, iOKS80, PZ92, Pei79, PP95, PSHW84, Pot77, Pra83b, PB99, RW88, RD93, RWWH00, RA77, RMFB02, Rut81, SAA93, SU00, SU1b, SP97a, SMK02, SJ93a, Shl83, SA95, SC98, TK97, Udu82, US92, WW84, WD92, WWJ13b, YHN11, YLY98, AS09, ABEN09, AHDM10, ASFP03, BCL + 90, Bar07.

Segmentation [BP05, BvdHL + 13, BPB13, BP09, CMBV04, CFYU12, Cel90, CT10, CLC91, CUAT13, CMB + 12, CU10a, CU10b, CU11, Cre08, DR03, DBZ07, DUSL94, FAB12, GFL + 11, GBHS06, GCEC07, GB13, GBL08, GDR04, GPDR13, GW07, HDS08, HE82, HC13a, HB10, HS89, IJDAB13, JLD13, JMPG11, KS02, KBN12, KS89, KK13, KCC89, KGU10, Lap88, LV11, LCP09, LPS + 11, ML13, MVP06, MBH + 12, MMK04, MO11, MGPP11, Mig12, Mil09, MBMC11, MB05, MSF + 12, Mor90, NRJ11, NHSC09, NN04, NFW02, PJW11, PCR + 04, QAB + 11, SCE04, SM06, SG11, Sha05, SF07, SMD + 08, SCVW11, TA13, TSR89, The83, TN08, TRG + 13, TC11, VMP03, WO10, WSSS13, WRB11, WW90, WS06, WSKH13, WWJ13a, XST04, XAB07, XYW11, YZT + 13, YWMS08, YGC13, YB89, YJA96, ZBLS13, ZSCP08, ZFG08, ZRL + 11]. Segmentation [ZLS + 13, ZUS06, ZU09, dMFU10].

Segmentation-based [HGR + 13].

Segmentations [CRC97]. Selectable [DT96b]. selected [GHPW12, HKK08].

Selection [BL98b, BS00b, DM81, KIF85, LSPV04, Mey88, MH79, Oli94, PG94, Sch76, SM97, Wal87, WH84, Wei98, Zuc85, ZI87, BPSB13, BEGB13, CYNO11, GBHS06, GFW13, HG11, JR09, KY06, LK03, PZX13, SO07, SB13, TG11, Wha91, ZRL + 11].

Selective [CHMG12, HH05, LF83, OH05, WRP05, DL05, GZJ05, LDC + 13, MTG07].

Self [CFXS06, CG07, DWW + 12, DC01, LWLS12, FK90, GB13, KS04a, QC04, RSL10, TLEF06, TM04, ZDF10].

self-avoiding [GB13]. Self-Calibration [DC01, CFXS06, DWW + 12, LWLS12, FK90, QC04, RSL10, TM04].

Self-Organizing [CG87, KS04a, TLEF06].

Semantic [ABC + 03, GMW12, GLM78b, KSD88, ABI + 04, DCH12, GYL09, GM78a, ILRB04, JN09, LYSS12, LSTARM21, PSE + 11, SM12, VZP + 09, XST04, ZG10, ZTH + 11].

semantic-based [SM12].

Semantics [Kan80a, Kod76, Fiu89, Fiu91b, FYH11, HS05].

Semi [TLWT12, WHM + 09, DBW11, Gus07, KS12, NN13, Pen89, Tri90].

semi-analytic [Tri90].

semi-interactive [DBW11].

semi-local [Pen89].

semi-regular [Gus07].

Self-supervised [TLWT12, WHM + 09].

semi-transparent [KS12].

semiautomatic [SDP05].

self-avoiding [GB13].

Sensing [Ano93d, ASFP03, GH07, KS12, NN13, Pen89, Tri90].

Sensitive [RW76, RW79, KLL + 11].

Sensitivity [KH94, LFM13, LP10].

Sensor [CH85, MG95a, TTA94, TG95b, WW94, YTH99, AZSVK05, CA10, LSKK10, SI09, TDWH07, TMB12, YHS95].

sensored [CD10].

sensory [CCR + 05].

sensors [IK89, IKST05].

Sensory [BH86, OGH04].

Sensory-Motor [BH86].

Separable [Gad91, WBB85].

Separating [BW98].

Sequence [CA97,
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LK91, LZ97b, NDN+97, Pot87, WALL00, XS98, FR11, GS06, JM09b, LD90, NSEA13, PGGM04, Rem04, WZL+03, ZZZ06.

**Sequences** [ALK99, CW94C, CW00, Enk88, FRL+98, Fog91, GMW12, GHS95, HNR84, IP98, KS97, Law83, MB94, Nag83, Pie79, PM97a, PFO1, RWWH00, Rohl94, SJ93a, SF95, SPS81, SJ99, SLC85, SBZ97, Sze93, TPR+00, WN99, WL99, WSN86, Yac83, ZW97, ACH+13, BF07, CXFS06, CSG+03, DCS05, DN82, DHM08, HJ12, HH91, KH90, LSC08, LS08, LWH03, MC09b, NT10, Neg12, PS03, RG12, RM03, SH05, TY05, TCV09).

**Sequential** [AK77, BSF02, Cap84, FAB12, GM85, HW06, JRV82, JRV83, PLS97, RW76, RW79, WD84, ES81b, LC88b, MD82, SYK96, SAC09, SHS03, WS08, UPBS08].

**Serial** [LCC89, Sor81, TV99, Tan11].

**Series** [MRW+97, LEA+10].

**service** [MFS+07].

**Set** [ACF00, BG80, Bau85, Bic98, BP94, BDL92a, GAD01, HD97, LLSV00, ND97, Nur86, OW83, SS90a, Tan89, TS00b, TD83, ZOMK00, ACS03, BG79, BDL92b, CBT+04, CU11, DM12, FPC+08, HS91, KK13, MMV06, PB11, PD05, PW91, SAS12, SG11, SRS11, TT91].

**set-theoretic** [TT91].

**Sets** [DL97, GW01, KSKB95, KB95b, LER95, NG98a, OW84, Pen83, Ron86, SR00, Sch78, Ser80, Sh99, WB97, WB01, AGCA06, BFR13, CGAY13, Cre08, DCS05, GK03, HY11, KPKPW00, SM06, Sha11, WSCO+12, dCCP12].

**Setting** [KTP08].

**Seven** [SOD10].

**Seventh** [An96c].

**Several** [FT79, KPKPW00, LC90].

**SFM** [CX11].

**Shaded** [RGC87].

**Shading** [HMBM10, GR85, G, GM87, HB86, HLK95, KB91a, KP97, KB95a, KB95b, LK94, LK97, MR96, OD97, SKB96, Brus88, DFS08, FL92, KN03, K99, Oli91, Pen89, Sze91, Wor05].

**Shading-Off** [MR96].

**Shadow** [CW94, CYC10, SCE04, WFC10, YZ06].

**Shadows** [Max84, Max91, SK83a, Th92, CF07, JF10, LP90b].

**Shafer** [An93c].

**Shape**

[AK77, ASZ99b, BCL96, BH99, Boi88, BCG95, Boo97, BHNN93, COW98, Car01, Cav87, CPC99, CCP97, CP86, CTF+98, CFA98, CJ82, CDD11, DT10, Dan78b, DM01, DC98, DY98, DT97, EK97, FW97, FK99, GP06, GM87, HB88, HF01, H600, HB86, HFF93, HLK95, JC98, JC90, JER98, JMG91, KB91a, KB97, KB95a, KB95b, KR98, KMG84, LCP08, LL99, LF83, LK94, LK97, LW85, LSG92, LY07, LYCG08, LK00, MWL86, MST85, Mas02, Mil89, MA83, Mok97, MPPG98, MSH86, Mur87, NSK+97, NMI97, NR88a, Nis96a, Nis99, OD97, Oli91, OBH04, OH04, PJ88, Pav78, PFM98, PV97, Ros86a, Rut79, R881, SKB96, SP97b, SKB98, TD92, TI01, TSP97, TFL+09, TYZ08, Udu81, VY94, VT95, Wah83, Web83, Wc97, Wei92, Wei88, Wv03, YF08, YJS84, YFZ98, ZOMK00].

**shape**

[AAASC11, BSMG05, BF07, BvdHL+13, BY12, BGG95, Brus88, BF10, CHO6a, CK11, CYW04a, CYW04b, CC11, CUAT13, CL08, CLCO13, CGL92, Coe12, CTCCG95, DZL07, DFS08, EL07, FPC+08, FG89, Goh88, Goh98, GPDR13, HFR06, HS05, HG11, HC13c, IH91, KZ12, KK90, KNO+09, LE09, LPS+11, LP08, Liu10, MDF11a, MC09b, MWTN04, MD82, NK08, Pen89, PB04, PW91, PS12, RK11, RAHT11, Rem04, SBB+06, SM13a, SY11, SH08, SWS11, SKBS13, Sze91, TG11, TWS06, TMQM13, TESK11, TH04, TC11, WB12, WSKH13, Wor05, WWJ13b, XZWB06, XWWY10, YB07, YZ+13, YLA09, ZCC+13, Zit88, NLIW13].

**Shape-based** [JMP98, FG89].

**shape-constrained** [WWJ13b].

**Shape-from-recognition** [TFL+09].

**Shape-From-Shading** [GM87, DFS08].

**shape-interrogation** [HS05].

**Shape-Preserving** [HFF93].

**Shape-Specific** [MA83].

**shape-texture** [HG11].

**Shaped** [DFP85, GSP01, Gro82, WOj84, TA13, VK91].
shaped-based [TA13]. Shapes
[ANM98, BRdB99, Cho79, CGP85, Gho91, Han88, KH98, KS96, NWP97, PR92a, Pla96, RH85, Rut82, SC99a, SSN78, ST96, Sup02, Thi92, Woj87, YL94, AC07, CKK+12, GR05, GW90, HOPA91, HW06, IAP+11, KP12, LL13, LT90a, LBN90, MPV13, Sha05, YYP89]. Shared [ASZ99a]. sharing [HAKK91]. Sharp [BMZB02, WHHB12]. Sharpening [CT88, MY87b, Mor90]. Sharpness [FH84a]. Shear [CK00]. Shears [TQ97, WEY06]. Sheet [LS94]. sheetmetal [ZZZ06]. SHGC [SB93]. Shielding [KK88a]. Shift [SK79, ZYS99, ZLS+13, LLR10]. Shifted [An92b, UG92]. ship [HITA90]. Shock [SK97]. Shock-Capturing [SK97]. shockwaves [SGTL07]. shorelines [BP10]. short [PS03]. Shortcuts [Wei92]. Shortest [DJG01]. Shot [Che90, YW99, SOD10]. Should [Hoc87]. Shrinking [KPS76, GH90]. Sides [DBB83]. SIFT [DIOV06, GH90]. Signatures [BHNR93, Hob00, SC00b, PG13]. Signed [Mas02, Gre04]. Silhouette [AAASC11, BL01, ES04, LHS01, LPC08, LYG07, TCMS04]. Silhouette-Based [LHS01, AAASC11, TCMS04]. Silhouettes [CA86a, HCHD01, Lbu97, Pot87, DT09, LYG08, MBH+12, SY10, SA90, YW07]. SIMD [KIS86, LP90a, MHP10, Rec82, ROH88, TV99]. SIMD-based [MHSP10]. Similar [Iiz87, HMHO09]. similarities [PG13]. Similarity [BJ97, Car01, CY83a, Hen98, KAES99, STLH08, SK84, TP05, VLR84, YK08, BB13, BAP08, CK11, DL05, FLHK08, GCPF08, Got08, HBL+11, MGW10, NHK98, RKG03, TH04]. similarity-based [NKH08]. Simple [ASS97, ASZ99a, BSB87, CD93, HM84, JB92, KK88b, KIF85, Lee83a, LR90, Ree84a, Sur86, BPG05, Eva11, GK03, GH03, HES2, KM89b, KA12, Loh10, TC89]. Simplicity [LM96]. Simplification [BVL02, KKK99, KSS00, Zhu89, CD11, DGZ12, VS08, WR05]. Simplified [ZAHH88, BC10]. Simplifies [Dan97, ZU09]. Simplifying [AM97, SdB03]. Simply [Her98]. Simulated [BCG95, Wat87]. Simulating [HH05]. Simulation [Gou84, LB97, LWGP08, Thi92, VCVQ+98, Wag76, ZYP09, CD95, IHTA90, KMBG09, PICA03, SGTL07]. simulation-and-matching [IHTA90]. simulations [HMBE07, WBOL07]. Simultaneous [DC98, EEF98, Jok98, JQ06, Jur99, KPKPW90, LM99b, PA06, Td92, THN92, TR+13, VM01, WB01, CHH09]. Single [BK01, BL92, Cha81, CC11, CCS95, Dre94, GLD93, Gui98, HR99, LA11, LC85, LN98, Sug88, Tay00, YL94, CG09, CH06a, DMW10, HJ12, HQW+12, KR+12, KK95, KTP08, KS12, KM03, LV04, MdBMG09, Pen89, RKH05, XYW+08, ZW07]. single-data [KK95]. single-direction [HWW+12]. Single-Pass [Cha81, CCS95]. Single-View [YL94, HJ12, KM03]. singular [SCCP05, TJ12]. Sinusoidal [GLR+99]. SIT [Wam85]. Site [CJC+98]. sites [AO04]. six [Sha11]. Size [Sch92, CFG06, MGW10]. Sizes [Sh99]. sizing [TN08]. Skeletal [MPV13, Sug78, AGCA06, TH04]. Skeleton [AB97, BM95, BA92, Bra94, CYW04a, CYW04b, JXCL13, SSS06, SP07, Sin87, TF84b, Boo79c, HXS09, JXXC13, KLC94, San90, TF84a, XXWW05]. Skeleton-based [JXCL13]. Skeleton-driven [CYW04a, CYW04b]. Skeletonization [HP94, KSK91, No98, TTF04]. Skeletons [AM97, Che98, NSK+97, NGC92, TSP97].
BGLSS04, Con13, Goh08, Sha05, SdB03.

**Sketch** [FML12, PBM+11, Sel86, ZDL+11, eGZW07, HC13b]. **Sketch-based** [FML12, PBM+11]. **Sketching** [Haa82].

**Skew** [Spi98, Yan93a]. **Skewed** [Fri86, VMU05, Pun90]. skin [CGW+07, SJST07, XYW+08]. **Skinning** [HB91, She03], skull [YLL12]. **Sky** [Max91].

**SLAM** [KD10, SE11]. **Slice** [RGC87, MdBGM09, YG07].

**Slice-Represented** [RGC87]. **slice-wise** [YG07]. Slices [BS96, O'R94]. Sliding [de 83b, Cho88]. Slope [BF87]. **Sloped** [Coh85], slow [yKL11], slow-in [yKL11]. slow-out [yKL11], slow [AO03]. **Small** [Chi97, FH84b, FT98, MS94, CDT11, KPE90].

**Small-Representation** [FH84b]. **Smart** [BKVM97, CV10, GPC+10, MCT10, MHS10, WMBY12, ZI10]. **Smart-Selection** [GPC+10]. **Smear** [HL84]. Smears [WHL84]. **SMI** [Wyy03, PS05a, SCG09].

**Smooth** [BU93, BA96, NWP97, SS11a, BL08, GR05, Kri92, Pen89, SA81, UK12a]. **Smoothed** [KN38, smooth [LV11].

**Smoothing** [BB87, CBM01, CY83b, Ehr78, JC98, Lee81b, Lee83b, LL95, LBS02, Mas85, MPM94, NM79, Pan78a, Pra83b, WVL81, BI11, GYH13, GS98, HS98, NPK11, WY11].

**Smoothly** [Han88]. **Smoothness** [CM94a, SM94]. **Snake** [Pet99, WWJ13b].

**Snakes** [RAH97, Sap97, ZS07], snooker [DK03], soccer [ABC+03, DLS+09, FLB06, MSSS09, ROX09, VMP03]. **Soft** [PS95, YLM11]. **Softassign** [SAS12].

**Software** [KH83a, TST+83, BLT05]. solar [CF07, JF10]. Solid [EPB05, NH92, SSP01a, San78, SS06, ZDL+11, ZHL13, ZGDP12].

**Solids** [HP84, PCR86, RAH97, Rot82, YL94, Kar89, San77]. **Solution** [CP99, HCIL89, HA93, Jur99, BLT05, CRT90, DK13, Drez96, Gho90]. **Solutions** [Bat84, KMT99, LKE00, OD01, SW86, KT08, KBJ+10, LPR+03]. **solver** [AL11]. **solvers** [KMT11]. **Solving** [FH84b, HW94, KB95b].

**Some** [CY83b, Dor84, EOS84, FR80, GK98, GMW83, HPB94, HHS+01, HN91, KDK13, Kol83, O'L88, PD79, Ros86b, Sha79b, Sug88, Tho86, WWL92, Yan80, Big90, TT91].

**Sonar** [Ano93d, MCB99, MCB10, TSO0a, PPR+00, Neg12]. **Sonka** [Loh10]. **Sort** [LK03]. **Sort-Merge** [LK03]. **Sorting** [WSCO+12]. **Sound** [Lee76]. **Source** [BLd95, CJ92, HE93, Man86, Min79, OD97, OD01, SHG+88, VY94, CF07, Drez96, RAC+13, TMNNM90, YHS95]. **Sources** [GM79, LZ97a, LF08, WS03]. **Space** [Ast97, Ano94, Bar85, BC88b, BL98a, BB83, Col97, DB79, FT98, Gau92, GR85, HR99, Hop97, HGB98, JC98, KKO98, Kim97, Kle85, Ked76, KC87, LL90, LJJ97a, LJ98, Man84a, Mit88, Mok97, Nur86, OW86, Pet99, PRW97a, PRW97b, PA82, RC97, RS88, SC00a, SO01, SCS99, SKK83, SS79, TSK94, VV92b, WW88, Yan93b, ZL01, AQ09, BTCH05, BT05, BD+06, CAFO9, CHC11, Dye82, FS03, GPR+07, HKK08, JSRS08, KH13, Ku08, LH95, LL08, LN10, OC90, SHC+12, TH06, TH03, VMP93, WMBY12, XHJ12]. **Space-Economical** [OW86]. **Space-Efficient** [Hop97].

**Space-Encoded** [PA82]. **Space-Optimal** [WW88]. **Space-Variant** [BL98a, RC97]. **spaceborne** [HMEB07]. spaced [DN91, Kh78, TN05]. **Spaces** [Han93, Her93, Her98, CS07, EL03, Eva06, Eva11, GE08, QT10, dSdSF+12, dLAH07].

**SPAMM** [RAH97]. **Spanning** [SS84b]. Sparse [CWH+13, KP00, MM92, MS10, OBS06b, PCV94, WR93, WR95, BR12, CC11, CS07, FB12, LHM06, LY13, Pat13]. sparsely [PPT06]. **Spatial** [AHZ96, BSI87, BC88b, BL98b, BH83b, CGL98, CA97, Ch81, Dav97, Dav79, DCFM07, GS92, Hab85, Kal82, KW00, LW85, Lyn81, MNH84, PA00, Peu83, Pha01, SO01, WF02, WWB84, ZD01, CSY08, CCTCR09, CHC11, FMGA+12, Far02,
FAB12, Fra89, Gho90, Hei04, HT89, HGS08, KM89b, KY06, MPF07, PSE+11, TP05, TCC90, WSSS13, WDB12, YSD03, ZTH+11].

Spatial-domain [TP05]. Spatial-Feature [WF02]. Spatial-scale [CHC11]. Spatially [Lai00, SB96a]. Spatio [LJ89, NDO09, PD83, Pet99, Yac83, CHMG12, CWLJ13, DLF06, LCSL07, RL13a, SA04, WXRA07, XYW11].

Spatial-Temporal [LJ89, PD83, Yac83, NDO09, CHMG12, CWLJ13, DLF06, LCSL07, RL13a, WXRA07, XYW11]. Spatio-Temporal-Frequency [JW87]. Spectral [BL04, Chi81, BEGB13, CHP+11, CPT07, DCFM07, GCEC07, OEK08, PTE12, TCC90, YSD03, ZRL+11, ZZFP09].

Spectral-Spatial [Chi81]. Spectrometry [SGK00]. Spectra [SB98b, DvlLV08]. Spectral [BL04, Chi81, BEGB13, CHP+11, CPT07, DCFM07, GCEC07, OEK08, PTE12, TCC90, YSD03, ZRL+11, ZZFP09].

Spectral-Spatial [Chi81]. Spectral-Spatial [Chi81]. Spectral-Spatial [Chi81]. Spectral-Spatial [Chi81]. Spectral-Spatial [Chi81]. Spectral-Spatial [Chi81].
Stained [HGA86]. Staircase [SSJ86].
stance [NF06]. standard [And03, Buz03, KMBH09]. standardization [ZU09]. State [SS79, AO03, BGTG04, JM09b, KTP08, LN10, Ros10a, SCD11]. state-of-the-art [JM09b, SCD11].

State-Space [SS79, LN10]. states [FR11]. Static [RA77, WY07, Bar05, CSG03, GY05, Rem04]. stationary [RSPD12].

Stationing [EOW84]. Statistic [KIF85]. Statistical [Bai88, CH80, Fri80, HT88, HNR88, Kan94b, Kan94c, KSG13, LK00, MKW94, ML87, Pan87b, PD79, SM13a, Spe94, WC92, de83b, BvdHL13, BF10, CLC91, GPDR13, HKK08, JTEA91, KGC05, KY06, Nis96a, TT91, WS06]. Statistics [FSA01, Lee81a, PA98, BMR91, KS89, TLEF06].

steerable [AS08a]. Steered [FUS+98].

steeganographic [YCL07].

Step [SC92, WR87, BYN04, KM89b, TCC90]. step-wise [TCC90]. Stepping [Boo79a].

Stepping-Stone [Boo79a]. Steps [Ano92a, KT89].

Stereo [AM01, BM99, BH83b, CN95, CL86, CHRM96, DC00a, EW87, GY88, HQW+12, HH98, JT86, JB91, KC95, KS95b, KB91a, KP97, LK91, LL97a, LSHT02, LHB87, MS97a, MN85, Mur95, Od67, OD01, PW06, TD92, WZ08, YC78b, AK10, AK11, APB10, BCCM09, BBC+07, BPM11, CC07, DBZ07, ES04, FB05, GB12, HAS80, HBG13, HZW+10, HKA13, HHS82, JMPG11, KPE90, KN03, KGF07, KT07, LS08, MS10, MCT10, NT10, SE11, TRi90, WZ08, YC78a, YA12, YK08, ZN08, ZKRR04].

stereo-based [MCT10, SE11].

Stereo-Motion [DC00a]. stereocomparison [MA73].

Stereokinetic [CPD93].

stereophotogrammetry [BNL90].

Stereoscopic [Jon97]. stereotactic [MDmG09]. stereovision [PCC13].

Steven [Ano93e]. Stick [WLW06]. still [PL10]. Stimulating [Ano94f]. Stimulus [Sm15].

stippling [SLKL11]. Stirling [Ros98b]. Stitching [LHS01]. Stochastic [ADDK99, CEC+80, Fu80, LRLB11, LF79, Mee89, Mil80a, MFV80, PB11, SGM00, SSS82, TF84a, TF84b, VB98, WZWT99, Yan93b, AO03, KK13, KL11].

Stokes [CD95]. stomach [KS91c]. stomachs [KS91c].

Stone [Boo79a]. stopping [SYK96].

Storage [FSB85, KMG04, Peu83]. Straight [AM78a, Bid91, Cag93, Gaa77, GL97, Kim82, LH88a, LH88b, MM88, Pha86, RW76, RW79, SBT85, VSS82, WV97, WP93a, Wli81, Alb74, BGLS04, LF82, MA90, MFA89, Sch06, Sha06, SC93, ZS11].

Straight-Line [VV97, Wli81, Alb74]. Straightness [Ano92a, Ks96b, MMS97, KT89].

Strategies [AA93, CJ93, CEP84, Goh08, LWV97, SLK86, CUAT13, KTP08, KJ81, YLA09].

Strategy [BM99, LN85, MST85, YB95].

Streak [Mar82].

Streams [DH00, OPTY98, GGO10, KVL06].

street [DN82, UB05].

Strength [SU01a].


Striping [AF81].

Strips [RCG+09]. strokes [Pha91].

Strong [Ron86].

Structural [Bai88, CH80, HBA93, KLL84, M88, MN83, MAN84b, Nis95, Nis96b, Nis97, Nis99, Oka88, SA85, IT78, Wec79, WCH98, BGB13, MJBR88, Nis96a, TF880, ZG10].

Structural/Statistical [Bai88]. Structure [AS83, Abe84, BS05, BKA84, CJ01, CW94, DT96b, Dav79, GS92, HA93, Jac01, JK94, KMB97, iK86, iK87b, KWK94, LW85, LLL13, LPH01, MA85, MS97a, Maz87, MS96c, Oli00, Oli01, Peu83, Pog85, ST80, SLK11, Spe92, SB78, SBZ97, SS84a, TP75, TO99, TP92, WD96, X898, YH83, ZT80, AT89, Big90, DSS89, FWWT13, eGZ807, KD10, KN03, KGK10, Kui08, Lhu08, LCZ90,
MSI10, NKPT13, RLS06, TMQM13, TN07, WW90, XYZH11, YZT+13, YT13, YG07, ZBLS13, LY13. Structure-from-Motion [Jac01, Oli00, Oli01, TP92, BS05, RLS06, LY13]. Structured [DFP89, BHSD+13, BB03, HK93, HW06, LCT09, WNH05].

structured-light [BHSD+13]. Structures [AK78, Bur80, CCA92, FTW81, GMW83, JDP97, KMA+00, Ley87a, LHH97, MS78, MMP85, Nis98, RSB93, SAA93, SM93, BBF+11, BCL+13, BB03, HK93, HW06, LCT09, WNH05].

structured-light [BHSD+13]. Structures [AK78, Bur80, CCA92, FTW81, GMW83, JDP97, KMA+00, Ley87a, LHH97, MS78, MMP85, Nis98, RSB93, SAA93, SM93, BBF+11, BCL+13, BB03, HK93, HW06, LCT09, WNH05].

structures [DFP89, BHSD+13, BB03, HK93, HW06, LCT09, WNH05].

summarize [CH90]. Summarizing [PHY+11]. Sun [Max91]. sunken [ZZLZ13]. super [AM06, FSV07, JC06, NFD01]. super-resolution [AM06, FSV07, NFD01].

super-resolution [AM06, FSV07, NFD01]. super-resolution [AM06, FSV07, NFD01]. super-resolution [JC06]. supercoupling [AKC11]. Superpipelined [DRAB08].

Superquadratic [GB93]. Superquadratics [FB97]. Subband [KC92, Liu97]. Subdivision [BMZB02, CLR80, HWJ96, JK02, DQ04, HMESI13, LLWX13, MK05, MCQ05, MMS+07, SS11a, UCB13, WX91].

subband-based [DQ04, MCQ05].

subsections [NRJ11]. Subspace [DSY10, DD11b, FLHK08, MMP09].

subspaces [FRDC06]. study [RP08]. Study [CGP85, DF02, GMT00, HSSB98, LCZ+01, Lin02, NESP10, Sup79, TH86, THO94, Wag76, BFRA12, DBZ07, FLM12, GCFMT12, HS06, HF11, Jm09b, LCP90, PSE+11, PM82, SCCD11, SYPK13, TTT19, VD10].

studying [CU11]. style [CRH05]. stylization [LYKL12].


subband [KC92, Liu97]. Subdivision [BMZB02, CLR80, HWJ96, JK02, DQ04, HMESI13, LLWX13, MK05, MCQ05, MMS+07, SS11a, UCB13, WX91].

subdivision-based [DQ04, MCQ05].

subfields [GH90]. Subgroup [HB98b].


Subpattern [ME98b]. Subpixel [Ano92b, BKLO87, BW93, CL00a, SKS97, TH86, UG92]. Subsea [TPR+00]. Subset [JR09, LS94, vvv88, MVP06, YO11].

subsets [BRP04, DSN08]. Subspace [DSY10, DD11b, FLHK08, MMP09].

subspaces [FRDC06]. Substrate [HT98]. subtraction [BT05, DS07, ZCF13].
PMW05, PZV13, RKH05, SY10, SKVS13, SOG09, TL05, TN05, TN08, TCCK90, UK12b, VSR12, WJG02, WPS03, WY11, WHHB12, WF05, XOF05, YW07, YFF89, YHS89, ELA91]. **Surface-Based** [HSIW98, OG98, KZD+11]. **Surface/Axis** [BM95, LKC94]. **Surfaces** [Ano95h, BU93, BMZB02, BPYA85, CLL+99, CCF01, CG94, CCA92, CJS82, DFF85, EK97, Elb01, FAB97, Fra95, FL96, GA00, HHS+01, Her92, Her93, HWJ96, Kim97, KSS00, KR85a, KM84, KM00, LM00, LC79, Lan84, Lev79, LTS93, LKK00, ML00, NFSK97, NFJ93, Pet00, PCV94, PLR96, Rab92, Ree84a, Rei96, Sar83, Sau99, SAG84, SS95b, SZKD99, SK01, SW86, TC87, WLH85, WH96, Zha99, AGCA06, AFSW03, BG91, BO05, BGK95, CP91, Eva06, FHI2, GC90, HKM12, HA03, Hub12, JB90, KS03, LC11, LYA13, MK05, Mi09, MBMC11, MG95b, MP03, PJW11, PS07, PK05, RB89, RKW91, TG95c, TRS06, WSC+12, WY01, YZZ+10, ZQ11]. **Surfaces-From** [Ano95h]. **surfel** [CPP+11]. **surgery** [ASFP03, PDA03]. **surgical** [ASFP03]. **Surround** [LCT09, EK12]. **Surveillance** [Fog93, CP90, CHH09, GMW12, GWT09, MFB11, MW13, RCTV12, TMB12, VDI0, WMBY12, YCKA10, Jon08]. **Survey** [Boc82, CF01, CL97b, Doe98, Gav99, Haw78, HL01, May99, Mil80a, MG01, MEDT96, NJ95, PR92b, Ros76, Ros86c, Ros90, SSWC88, VDO85, WVL83, WP84, Wes78, BCF06, BHF08, CCFC13, Ch88, Dav75, Dav76, DFS08, GB10, HS06, IK88, JS07, JJJN76, KR89, MKH06, Ros92, Sha79a, TA13, WKP13, WRB11, ZFG08]. **suspicious** [WMBY12]. **Svd** [SK79, DIOVO6, ZZP12]. **SV-matching** [DIOVO6]. **SVMs** [BRA+10]. **SVP** [FB05]. **swarms** [GA13]. **Sweep** [AKL93, OW86]. **sweepers** [ACWK06, AWC06]. **Swept** [AWC06]. **Swimming** [TML00]. **Swirling** [ACWK06]. **Swirling-sweepers** [ACWK06]. **Switching** [O'R82]. **Sylvester** [CS10]. **Symbolic** [Ano95h, KDRC98, KP00, MM90, SB87]. **Symbols** [BM79]. **Symmetric** [BH83a, Ehr78, GLD93, SK02, LA11, Nac82, RM06]. symmetrical [YJA96]. **Symmetries** [AK78, Big97, BKA84, JB92, ST96, Pon90]. **Symmetry** [BCM13, Fri86, HBA93, Ley87b, Per81, Rob96b, TS00d, VMU05, YHR+05, ZW97, ZBV93, JXC13, Mar89, YL90]. **Symmetry-based** [YHR+05]. **Symmetry-Curvature** [Ley87b, YL90]. **Symmetry-driven** [BCM13]. **Symposium** [CPOO09, Jan09]. **Synchronization** [Boy04, TR09]. **Synchronous** [BTNS90]. **synergies** [PT08]. **Synergistic** [CSUAT13, dMFU10]. **synonyms** [GSS12]. **Syntactic** [BM79, FG97, FK83, Fu80, KSd88, Lu78, Dor89, Fla89, IJDAB11]. syntactic/geometric [Dor89]. **Syntactical** [KSd88]. **Syntactical/Semantic** [KSd88]. **Syntactical/Semantic** [KSd88]. **Syntactic** [CUAT13]. Syndromes [BOO04, TR09]. **Synchronous** [BTNS90]. **Synergistic** [CUAT13, dMFU10]. **Synonyms** [GSS12]. **Syntactic** [BM79, FF79, KM95, LF79, LS12]. **Synthesis** [Boo97, GM85, LF79, MN95, MSM81, Nis97, PS97, SLN95, YH78, AO03, CP91, CH06b, CDD11, GODC07, HKS06, OH06, SHK11, Sta05, SH05, SRML09, UME09, WS03, WZL+03, ZK08, ZLH13]. Synthesizing [KJRA96, LPR+03]. Synthetic [FY85, Lee81b, Mey88, TIT86, B89, DM12, Zit88]. System [BKMSR98, BS99, BM96, CN95, CMRS98, CJC+98, Eng83, Gud82, HC77, HM78, Her72, HF80, HH98, Koli81, KHS83, LCE84, Lee02, MFJ95, Mis84, ME98b, Oka88, PE92, Rec79, SBK+99, TM86, Tan81a, THT+98, Wam85, YCY85, YLY96, AGCA06, ABO+04, AZSVK05, CJI06, CGW+07, DLS+09, DR04, DUL94, DM78, ESS10, FG89, FFY+04, FY06, FLCdA06, GSP10, GODC07, HSKH07, HW06, ILR04, KE09, KGFP10, Lhu08, MSG10, NL90, NKB11, PFGG09, RGA10, UB05, VDI10, VZP+09, YCY85, BCDH10, FRN05, TG95a]. Systematic [Nag78, WP84, LS12]. Systems
[BBC00, CL97b, EA95, FS95, GS92, HDM86, KS95b, Ken86, Kov86, LH99, Ley85, MHN84, NR88b, PA82, Ros86b, SC00a, She86, SS79, Tho86, Uhr86, Bar06, BHS+13, BRP04, CYP+10, DLP13, GA09, HD07, HAW+10, JBS+91, LM89, LFMP13, Mat89, OH05, PA13, SBB10, Tho10, TA11, WM12, YCA+10, Nag86].

Systolic [CRT90, Nic95, SL89].

T [DCL+08]. T-meshes [DCL+08].

Table [Bas81, GV84, GK95, SSS82, CXFS06, Reb89].

tables [Fiu91a, Fly92, HH82].

Tablet [BM79].

Tablet [BM79]. Tackling [HW94].

Tagging [CWH+13]. Take [Lau97].

Taking [FL96].

Tampering [KLL+11].

Tangent [Zue85].

Tangential [LKK00].

Tape [SHG+88].

Target [IKST05, MYC09, JBC08, KW12, PMC13, UM05, VSP06, YCA10].

Targets [CSR83, JN93, KPPK09, MC09a].

Tarr [CM94b].

Task [BH86, CL83, DC00b, GZ105, SGB01, BRA+10, BSMK13, ES06, HL13, RGA10].

Task-driven [RGA10]. Task-Specific [DC00b, ES06].


TBS [PT08]. TC [EHG+10].

TC-12 [EHG+10]. Teacher [EKY08].

Teacher-directed [EKY08]. team [KK99].

Technical [OMLL98].

Technique [Ano01s, AA96, BL01, CY94, FT81, HFC96, HH97, KS88, LBD92, LCC89, Liu97, Lu01, McC82, Mok92, OD97, PLL00, RGC87, SH84, BL89, Cel90, CCH91, CCL04, DM12, KA12, MWF07, RC03, TM07a, YW07].

Techniques [Ano98e, Bas81, BY98, BS00b, CN87a, CF01, CY83b, CLR80, Dav76, DWX83, Fan81, Gar76, GKR02, GL86, HM84, HS85, Jarr77, JHT91, KMS4, MAP99, McD81a, MNSK98, Nad84, NHR81, PR92b, RD93, RA77, SSWC88, Sam82a, Shl83, SB79, SK01, TGB00, WS78, YM15, AS09, BTCH05, Bre03, Dav75, FK09, HSSH89, HBG13, HS89, JJN76, JM09b, LCP90, MGPF08, MM05, OTO06, PSE+11, PR03, SM13b, TLT91b, TA13].

Telepresence [OYT98]. Television [MV86, SK83b]. Tell [KL77].

Telugu [RD77].

Template [CYES00, MSS90, RBA94, Tan81b, THT+98, MR90a, MR90b, UBF09, AW09].

Templates [DJG01, GAD91, LS90, SL99, DLF06, GR8B+13].

Temporal [AHD94, AHRW87, CA97, JT86, KS97, LJ89, NP92, PD83, SA04, UFF06, Yac83, ACH+13, CHMG12, CWL13, CSG+03, DLF06, HDF12, LCLS07, NDO09, RL13a, WXRA07, XYW11]. Temporally [LYL10].

tennis [DDG08, YJC+09].

Tension [Bar84, Dub76].

Tensor [AG00, B098, D098, K084, LCC89, Liu97, MGPJ11, N09, PLL12, PG13, RPG12, TH12].

Tensor-based [LCC11]. term [PA10a].

Terminal [KD85, SA81].

termination [WX91].

Terminator [UZC97].

Terms [Kis96b, Alb74].

Terrain [AK96, KK94, LPZ08, OMW+07, The83, YF89].

Terrains [DDB98].

Tessellation [AAS85, ITN84].

Tessellations [MFV80, RF04].

Test [HNR84, LM96].

tested [FFFF07].

Testing [Kan91b, Kan94c, KK81, PPK93, RH06, Wn93].

Tests [ML78, de 83b, LCLC91].

Tetra [JFS11].

Tetra-trees [JFS11].

tetrahedra [OK07].

Tetrahedral [ITF06, S898, BGTG04, BP05, ZGLP12].

Text [AH94, BM598, DV98, Hon00, LAS94, WVC82, Y113, MTG07, YK95].

Text/Background [LAM94].

Text/Image [WVC82].

texton [ZZL13].

textons [XHJF12].

Textual [SLST99, LDC13].

Textural [AM00, CH80].

Texture [Acu92, BIP00, BL76, BSI87, Cav87, CP79, CH78, CTH84, DM82, EF78, EK88, Ekl79, GSP01, GPK99, GR92, GK90, HGA86, HSS85, Hsu79, HC96, JCD94, KCC89, KC92, LSD+07, LHS01, LJ90, LU78, LF97, MSM81,
NP92, PPT06, PB99, RW88, RL93a, RD93, RPT01, SW83a, Sha97, SA02, SW83b, SM99, SC98, TZ82, VDO85, WR93, WR96, WH01, WD99, WC92, YH78, Zuc76b, ZT80, ASVO12, CCD11, DL10, GFL11, 11, GB13, eGZW07, HS80, HOH, HG11, HBL, JC90, KORC10, LF08, LPVM13, MGPP11, Mig12, Pec91, Pun03, QAB11, RS91b, SG11, SF07, VBS04, WS89, XHJF12, ZK08, ZZL13].

Texture-based [MGPP11].

Textured [Bid92, CF92, CJ82, DC86, JJ83, NC93, WD92, YK87, BGA05, CP91, HS89].

Textures [Dav79, DM80, DM81, GM85, LB97, LW85, MSN82, MNM83, PA97, PA98, KS91b, Sta05, DL10, GCFMT12, LcTT91, SSM06, TG13, YYF89].

Texturing [QY02, BI10, ZDL11].

Their [AK85, AGW85, Bie87, BC85, CS89, JT80, KS90, AK84, BIP00, BEPW00, CBM01, CGP85, Eng83, FF79, Fog91, GR87a, HT98, HMD93, Lee91, LB98, LSKK10, LHHC98, MBDB88, MS85, Nag78, OYTY98, PD83, SKOS95, Sch92, SJ84, SY98, Sur86, TM86, TGB00, VF92b, Wam85, WW88, WZWT99, WL85, WBR86, ZK02, AM04, BT05, BCMCB09, BDTG04, BHMB10, CGH08, CCL04, DLS09, DDW12, FF05,}

Thoracic [LSB00, ML13].

Three [Art79, AT83, AD86, BSMG05, Bor96, CR89, CA86b, Col77, Dou81, ET94, FH84b, HP84, HGv87, HL79, JT80, Jos99, KK79, KK88b, Kri84, LD90, LCH, Lum83, MA85, MS09, MNHO00, MCPB99, Mit88, MH89, Mul92, GO81, PC98, Rew84a, SG01, SF95, TK97, THN92, TQ97, WR93, WR96, WD96, WN86, YC78b, YAT97, ZM94, ZM96, AFH81, BS92, Gar82, GU89, HQN05, LB08, Nac82, PJW11, SB05, TR05, UA00, UK88, WW80].

Three- [Kri84].

Three-Class [MCPB99].

Three-Dimensional

[Art79, AT83, AD86, CA86b, Col77, Dou81, FH84b, HP84, HGv87, HL79, JT80, KK79, KK88b, Lu77, Lum83, MA85, MNHO00, Mit88, PC97, Rew84a, SF95, TK97, THN92, TQ97, WR93, WR96, WD96, WN86, YC78b, YAT97, ZM94, ZM96, BSMG05, CR99, MS09, AFH81, Gar82, GU89, HQN05, LB08, Nac82, PJW11, SB05, TR05, UA00, UK88, WW80].

Three-frame [LD90].

Three-Light-Source [OD01].

Threshold [KIF85, MH79, Oli94, PG94, PS95, Wes78, Wi98, VR95, Wha91].

Thresholded [Pan78b].

Thresholding [BLd95, CDLD77, Gl93, HFC96, HS88, KSW85, Koh81, LL98, Pun81, Ros02, SSWC88, Sha94, Tsa85, WCZ02, WHL84, Abu89, GFL11, HDS08, LCP90].

Through-the-Lens [KKH96].

Tighter [Zha97b].

Tiles [ZK08].

Tilings [Mi99].

Tilt [CC00, DDLP10, SP06].

Time [Agg83, AGW85, BIP00, BERPW00, CBM01, CGP85, Eng83, FF79, FOG91, GR78a, HT98, HMD93, Lee91, LB98, LSKK10, LHHC98, MBDB88, MS85, Nag78, OYTY98, PD83, SKOS95, Sch92, SJ84, SY98, Sur86, TM86, TGB00, VF92b, Wam85, WW88, WZWT99, WL85, WBR86, ZK02, AM04, BT05, BCMCB09, BDTG04, BHMB10, CGH08, CCL04, DLS09, DDW12, FF05,}

Thin [Arc81, BM95, Ch98, CWS87, CCS95, FK83, GS99, GH92, Ma94, Ma96, MS86a, MW00, MPJN87, MW199, NKP11, PK99, PAV80, PUD98, TF81, LK94, O’G90].

Thinings [BJ96].

Third [Cav87, Ros87b].

Three-Dimensional

[Art79, AT83, AD86, CA86b, Col77, Dou81, FH84b, HP84, HGv87, HL79, JT80, Jos99, KK79, KK88b, Kri84, LD90, LCH, Lum83, MA85, MS09, MNHO00, MCPB99, Mit88, MH89, Mul92, GO81, PC98, Rew84a, SG01, SF95, TK97, THN92, TQ97, WR93, WR96, WD96, WN86, YC78b, YAT97, ZM94, ZM96, BSMG05, CR99, MS09, AFH81, Gar82, GU89, HQN05, LB08, Nac82, PJW11, SB05, TR05, UA00, UK88, WW80].

Three-frame [LD90].

Three-Light-Source [OD01].

Threshold [KIF85, MH79, Oli94, PG94, PS95, Wes78, Wi98, VR95, Wha91].

Thresholded [Pan78b].

Thresholding [BLd95, CDLD77, Gl93, HFC96, HS88, KSW85, Koh81, LL98, Pun81, Ros02, SSWC88, Sha94, Tsa85, WCZ02, WHL84, Abu89, GFL11, HDS08, LCP90].

Through-the-Lens [KKH96].

Tighter [Zha97b].

Tiles [ZK08].

Tilings [Mi99].

Tilt [CC00, DDLP10, SP06].

Time [Agg83, AGW85, BIP00, BERPW00, CBM01, CGP85, Eng83, FF79, FOG91, GR78a, HT98, HMD93, Lee91, LB98, LSKK10, LHHC98, MBDB88, MS85, Nag78, OYTY98, PD83, SKOS95, Sch92, SJ84, SY98, Sur86, TM86, TGB00, VF92b, Wam85, WW88, WZWT99, WL85, WBR86, ZK02, AM04, BT05, BCMCB09, BDTG04, BHMB10, CGH08, CCL04, DLS09, DDW12, FF05,}
Fra81, Gon09, HZW+10, JSRS08, DFP+13, MZB+10, MWTN04, MFS+07, MTA011, Nic95, PDA03, PGGM04, RAC+13, RL13a, SM12, SS91, SS90b, SGH07, Sub90, SIT07, SHS03, UM05, WWLV11, YWZ11, ZZZY13, ZJ05, Ziv+10, LBK10. **Time-** [WW88]. **Time-Dependent** [SY98]. **Time-of-Flight** [LSKK10, BHMB10, LBK10]. **time-to-collision** [Sub90]. **Time-Varying** [Agg83, CBM01, CGP85, FF79, Fog91, Lee91, PD83, SKOS95, SJ84, TM86]. **timing** [TM07a]. **tissue** [CFYU12, DCS05, SRP10]. **Tockner** [Ano92a]. **TOF** [NB10, GPC+10]. **TOF-scans** [NB10]. **Tokens** [SB87]. **Tomograms** [HL79, JGR85]. **Tomographic** [BKW96, Col77, VBN11]. **Tomography** [Art79, Her80, KMI79, SP81, SP81, BPBS13, IM06, XL88]. **Tonal** [Alg83]. **Tone** [GT84, JJN76]. **Tony** [Ano94i]. **tool** [DAM12, MR05]. **Tools** [PSM80]. **top-down** [KMN11]. **Topmost** [YK86]. **Topographic** [KK94, WLH85, BDL92h, TCC90, WY07]. **Topography** [WP93a]. **Topological** [ACF00, ASS97, AC07, Con13, DBF04, Dam08, Eva06, GL95, HW83, HA03, LM00, Lat93, MST85, PA97, SM98, SSP01a, SPW96, SA85, TFF04, VS08, ABD11, DR03, GFW13]. **Topologically** [CMPP99, EK88]. **Topologies** [EL03]. **Topology** [BCL96, BP94, Bre01, DM01, EF78, FWL88, Kaw82, Kaw83, Kov89, Ma94, ML00, NS96, OS95, RYN98, SR00, ZSCP08, DQ04, Eva11, Her90, KRS98, LV03, Loh10, SC96, SS06, UCB13]. **Topology-Based** [FWL88]. **Topology-Oriented** [OS95]. **Topology-Preserving** [RYN98, Eva11]. **Toppsy** [Eng83]. **Torsion** [Mok97]. **Torsion-Based** [Mok97]. **Torus** [KK098]. **Torus/Sphere** [KK098]. **Total** [Kis96b]. **totally** [Ang07]. **tourist** [PHY+11]. **tower** [XP11]. **Trace** [Lem79b]. **traced** [NR11]. **Tracing** [Arc81, Bid91, GR81, HC94, iK85, Pag97, Pag99, You86, CCL04, Lio91, MW13, WPK09]. **Track** [MW13, AVBK10, PT08]. **Tracker** [KSS97, TS01, AM04, SGH07]. **trackers** [TMN06]. **Tracking** [BF87, BL98b, DF01, Dem96, DJG01, FLB06, HFKN97, HW83, IP98, KS95b, KH98, KB95b, KU92, KH13, LRD99, MJ11, MJ+00, MB94, ML78, MB85, PV13, Bm99, QL96, RAH97, RRS83, ROJX09, TT1M96, TPR+00, VV92b, WN99, WS06, An06m, BSM10, BW11, BBH+12, BCMC09, BL09, BY12, BKMV07, CGH08, CKM11, CYP+10, CPT07, CZZS07, DZL07, DBZ07, DD11a, DG11, DPT07, EDB12, GKK05, GLOC10, GB08, GRB13, GU89, GCCM12, HD09, HYJ11, HP05, HH07, HGR+13, HUF05, HW07, HDF12, HH12, IKST05, JSRS08, JBR08, JWDF05, JBC08, KB12, KV06, KSR+12, KGFP10, KW12, KPP09, KT07, DFP+13, LHYK05, LST13, LIR10, LSTT12, LA05, LN10, MYC09, MC09a, MZB+10, MEYD11, MHSP10, MHMO09, MLH13, MD82, MM05, NHI10, NKB11, NLM05, OMB06, PA10a, PD05]. **tracking** [PA06, PMC13, PYS03, RMD08, RRR11, RCTV12, SA04, SOC09, TID07, TMB12, TM07b, TP05, TTH07, UM05, UFD06, VSP06, WDB12, YWZ11, YNCO11, YJC+09, ZN08, ZT09, ZYS09, ZJ05, ZCK09]. **Tracks** [Lem76]. **Trade** [LHH+98]. **Trade-offs** [LHH+98]. **trademark** [CFG06]. **trademarks** [PA10b]. **Traffic** [HMEB07, CSJ13, SJ12]. **training** [CHH09, CTC95, FFP07]. **Trajectories** [Bia91, CM94a, AAASC11, BN90, CHP+11, KB12, KL13, OCV04, WFC10]. **Trajectory** [CK84, LB08, DNS2, PKK+09, YGC13]. **trajectory-based** [PKK+09]. **Transfer** [ACW96, PKD07, TFF04, TFL+09]. **Transferral** [SHG+88]. **Transfiguration** [TT1M96]. **Transfinite** [VSR12]. **Transform** [AM00, AS88, BL94, BM00, BM02, CC97, CR97, CCMW97, CS01, Con88, CSR83, DGH08, DG01, EC88, FMRV94, GR92, HBA93, HNR88, HNRR90,
KB00, KTN097, Lea93, LHKC97, LH99, Lem79b, LLL86, LS92, LMM95, Liu97, MGK00, MNHO00, Mis84, MY87b, Mul92, NGC92, Oli94, OP96, PPK93, PKP97, RRS83, RP88, Ris89, ROH88, SWG02, SJ01, SK98, TV99, TSO0a, TD83, Wat87, WBR86, WBR88, AKC11, BTNS90, ÇÖD08, CT10, CT12, CS04, CL95, dFCS93, Gre04, Hu11, IK88, IAP+11, KB91c, Lea92, LY05, NSEA13, PIK90, SA04, SYK96, TWS06, XO93, ZS11, MSF+12, PCC13, Sha06].

Transform-Coding [EC88].

Transformation [CM99b, Dav97, ER96, GLR+99, Hum77, HS79, LB98, MMN83, iTTF82, WLH85, CCRG13, DDWZ12, Fra89, KLV06, Mor90, OBH04, OH04, RK11, SC96, SG11, SW04, SY11].

Transformations [Ano01s, BS89, Big97, Bor84, Bor86, CK00, DC88, Dav93, Egg98, FL87, Har80b, Kis96a, KLV06, Mor90, OBH04, OH04, RK11, SC96, SG11, SW04, SY11].

Transforming [ZL01, CLK09].

Transforms [BDL92a, Bor96, Bur81b, LBS80, OS87, Ols99, PJE88, Pag92, Pag97, RW95, Sam85, Sha78, SWP96, SK84, SB02, vV92a, AM93, CGL92, HQ12a, HQ12b, KM94, Lea92, Mar90, MS10, Nis96a, SS91, SB05].

Transition [YW99].

Translation [CM99b, Dav97, ER96, GLR+99, Hum77, HS79, LB98, MMN83, itTF82, WLH85, CRG13, DDWZ12, Fra89, KLV06, Mor90, OBH04, OH04, RK11, SC96, SG11, SW04, SY11].

Translations [BDL92a, Bor96, Bur81b, LBS80, OS87, Ols99, PJE88, Pag92, Pag97, RW95, Sam85, Sha78, SWP96, SK84, SB02, vV92a, AM93, CGL92, HQ12a, HQ12b, KM94, Lea92, Mar90, MS10, Nis96a, SS91, SB05].

Translate [Bha91].

Translated [MSW96].

Translating [DT96b, Nur86, OW83].

Translates [Wal88, WC99, DBCV10].

Translations [HJ12, Law83].

Translucence [Bri84].

Transmission [FM84, Tan79].

Transparency [Bec85, Bec86, Bri84, Bri86, Max84].

Transparent [YK78, KS12].

Transportable [KH83a, TST+83].

Transformation [FSB85].

Trapezoidal [Wil84].

TRASMIL [YGC13].

Travelogues [PHY+11].

Traversal [Vás11].

Treatment [LcTT91].

TRECVid [SOD10].

Trees [Ahm86, HdvL99, HS79, JTS0, Jon99, LHKC97, Max91, Mih79b, Mun95, SS84b, Tam84, DSS94, GKO4, JFS11, MU11, QT10].

Trends [De 88, SK86].

Tri-view [XSO4].

Triangular triangles [GC80, MSR07, Shi81].

Triangulated [KPH02, HA03].

Triangulation [DFP89, HS97, SP92, SL96, Tan95, dFP92, AF9303, BS05, CH11, GY13, No90].

Triangulations [WP84, WCH98].

Tribute [Kak97].

Triangular [Za97b].

Trimmed [CCPP99, KM00].

Triple [CV98, BP05].

truly [CU10b].

truncation [AM93].

tumour [TCH07].

truth [Cre08, SYPK13].

Tubes [VV92b].

Tubular [KMA+00].

Tumor [RAC+13, ZRL+11].

Tuning [SH79].

tunnel [RCT12].

Turbulence [VV92b].

turn [CFS06].

turntable [CFS06].

Turning [VFV93].

Tutor [FKS10].

Tutor-based [FKS10].

TV [ACDB12, DN82, LX88, YC78a, YC78b].

Twist [BBK78, Sel81].

Twisted [Buc88].

Two [AH08, BW98, Bat84, Bia86, CSDC96, CDH99, DM12, Egg98, ET94, FS84, FSSL86, FL87, GY99, HD97, HHS+01, ITN84, Jos99, KWK94, KL77, Kri84, Kub84, LMK95, LB97, LT81, LP79, Liu77, Liu97, MBK81, MZ96, Mer81, MUK84, Mul92, NDC86, Pie88, RYN98, SSN78, Shn81b, SP97d, Sko86, SK84, SA95, SS97, Ull81, Wei92, WB90, WLMG08, Zhu89, Abu89, ACAAC+08, BKR+89, BLO, Sh89, BLYN+04, DBF04, DV82, Fra89, GHZ+13, Got08, JM99b, KNO+09, LH90, LGWP08, MKS+08, MG95b, Ros08, Shn11, SW04, SG82].
SCCP05, TCH07, WZ08, WCF10, YGH11]. Two- [Kri84, Liu77]. two-component [Ros08]. Two-Dimensional [Bat84, FS84, FSSL86, FL87, GY99, HD97, ITN84, LMKG85, LB97, LT81, MZ96, Mer81, NDC86, Pie88, SSN78, Sko86, SS79, Ul81, AH08, Ahu89, Bha91, DBF04, GHZ+13, Got08]. Two-Directionally [Kub84]. two-fluid [LWGP08]. two-orthogonal [YGH11]. two-pass [DV82, Fra89]. two-phase [MKS+08]. Two-Stage [CSDC96, SP97d, WLMG08]. two-step [BYN+04]. Two-Valued [RYN98]. Two-View [Zhu89]. Types [KDK78, RWV95]. typical [MB95]. Typography [Her72].

Ultrasonic [KMI79]. Unaligned [SS90a]. Unbiased [Jos94, Ste13]. Uncalibrated [BK01, Tay00, VF96]. Uncertain [KN99, Pel79, PS05b]. Uncertainties [KK92, KK93, LM89, RW08]. Uncertainty [Cag93, CZZF97, GSS00, Shi99, CP04, CC03, DD11a, KG90, KT08, KN11, SS11b, TM07b]. unconstrained [DCH12, NKB11, PA10b]. Understand [MBMC11]. Understanding [AR77, AK11, Ano93d, Ano06m, BB91, Bie85, Bra97, CGL98, CMT+13, CBB95, CL97b, DC00b, FWL88, G011, GMW12, HQ82, HF01, HDM86, KB98, LNY83, LMS85, OBH04, PZ09, PT08, PEF92, ZT08, BHF08, HFR06, HAK91, WKP13, Ano94f, LLE+09]. Underwater [CFM02, GSV00, MCPB00, MT00, NK00, SWVP00, MN06]. Unexpected [AHZ96]. Unification [KKK99]. Unified [CWH+13, Max91, MN95, RJ00, SA92, JLD13, KS89, LBM04, LH03, YZY11, ZK05]. Uniform [CL00b, JR86, KH86, Taj83, LX88, SAC09, TLCH05, XYWY10, ZK05]. Unifying [Pha89, SLST99, Bar06]. Unilateral [Gou91]. Unique [HA93, RAC+13]. Uniqueness [Bat84, CM99a, FH84b, Lee91, OD01]. Un [HB98b, MBDB88]. unity [OBS06b, TRS06]. Univariate [Dub77, Kas80]. Unix [LCS84]. Unix-Based [LCS84]. Unknown [FW97, OD99, Ve95, DQ04, GS06, Sal90, SSS13]. unlabeled [CHH09, Wu93]. Unmanned [NK00]. Unoccluded [PR92b]. unordered [MAL10]. Unorganized [JK02, ZOMK00, MK02, WSC0+12]. unprepared [LA05]. Unregistered [HH95]. Unresolved [CSR83]. Unscented [DG11]. unseen [RG10]. Unstructured [BAC98, CPS10, PLL12]. Unsupervised [BP05, BCM06, CHH09, CT10, CF92, HS98, JWL12, MGPP11, NC93, NHSC09, PP95, PB99, RM03, TC09, TA11, WD92, YWMS08, GCEC07, ZFG08]. untextured [AB13]. Unwrapping [OH81]. up/top [KMN11]. Update [CMW+97]. Updating [MS96c]. Upon [GY88]. upright [JWL12]. upampling [XJK12]. Ur [Ano92b]. Urban [BM99, CTH84, FRL+98, FMR01, HB98a, CM12, LS12, SJ12, WSC0+12, YG07, ZN13]. Usage [NSK+97]. Use [BBC00, Bid92, CN95, DR93, EFF98, Ekl79, GPK99, JT80, LP90b, Oka88, RWV95, SC97b, SGB01, TL88, WLS93, CU11, HSSH93, HS80, Loh10, SDP081, Ano95h]. Used [SB85]. Useful [Coh85, GMQ97]. User [CYES00, FUS+98, IZK12, KDV12, PJW11, PHY+11, YWZ11]. user-assisted [PJW11]. user-contributed [IZK12]. user-generated [PHY+11]. User-Steered [FUS+98]. Using [AHRW87, Acu92, AAS85, AEM98, APV99, Ant98, AD84, AA93, AMMV99, BKP10, BVL02, Bas81, BLd95, BCDH10, BH99, BB88, Ble84, BM86, BDD01, Bri98, BH95, COW98, Cai88, CW94, CC97, CM94a, CP79, CD93, CM95, CL97a, CS98, Che98, CLL+99, CL00a, CK00, CA86a, CCA92, CJ82, CTH84, CSR83, CM99b, DT96a, DT96b, DAV97, DUX3, DUC97, DC86, DW87, DЈG01, EW87, EU85, FB08, FD99, FSSL86, FK1+98, FWT81, FOG84, FSB85, FK99,
GCB92, GV84, GR92, Gos89, GKR02, Gro82, GBB98, GL86, GLM78b, GJP96, GSK02, HB98a, HD97, Har80b, HCHD01, HR99, HB98b, HS88, Hb09, Hor77, HF93, HLF97, HBA93, Hum79, JW87, JC94, JM79, Jar77, Jon99, JB91, Jur99, KSW85, KS95a, KWK84, KC95, KSG84, KLK88.

Using [KB91a, KP97, KKH01, KD76, KK92, KK93, KTNO97, KSS92, KCI84, Lam84, LHV97, Lee76, Lee81a, LF82, LI00, LB00, LT81, LL95, LSHT02, LL97b, LJ87, LH88a, LH88b, Liu97, LZ97b, LF98, MKB02, MA85, Mai81, MR90a, MR90b, Mar80, Mar89, MGK00, MAN84b, MS97b, Mee82, MK01, MY87a, MB94, Mil79a, Mis84, MB85, MP77, MB95, MS94, Mur87, Mur95, N98b, NMP97, NP92, NDC86, NL96, Nis95, OP78, Oli94, OR708, PKP97, PA00, PC99, Per81, PS97, PA97, PR92a, PS8W84, Pot77, Pra83b, Pri86b, RB82, Rag92, RJ94, RS93, Rew84, RM98, Ros93b, Ros98b, Rub80, Rut81, Rut82, SAA93, STE96, SK79, SYF99, SB95, SC00a, SP92, SW84, SZZ99, Sei86, SO01, SGM00, SB98b, SK83a, SY98, SP97b, Shi86, Shi83].

Using [Shm81a, SPK+02, SHD86, SHKP98, SL99, SLO1, SF97, Spe97, SYKP13, SM94, Sug88, SS84b, SB02, SM97, SC98, TM94, TD83, TML00, TT9M96, TS86, Ts96, U101, VB98, VK92, WSV91, WHL85, Wes79, WM93, WW97, WZWT99, WD92, YK87, Yam78, Yam80, Yn93a, YAT97, YKA01, YH83, YC98, YH78, YF80, ZW97, ZOMK00, de 83b, vv92a, Abu89, AM06, AS09, AW90, AC07, ABEN90, ALK+09, AC09a, AC09b, ASCF13, ARARCE11, BW11, BG91, BS05, BRA+10, BZ08, BP05, Beu91, BL09, BD94b, BWL04, BM+07, BF10, CGH08, CHP+11, CFPC11, CMNP09, CH06a, CKN11, ÇÖD08, CT10, CT12, CGR13, CCL04, CPP+11, CYW04a, CYW04b, CD95, Cho88, CFM+13, CC03, Cre08, CKS+05, DK13, DZL07, DT09, DBZ07, DM12, DGC12, DS07, DIOV06, DLF06].

Using [DCS05, Dru96, DQ05, EKI08, ESS10, EVA06, FPC+08, FB05, Fly92, FKS10, Fu80, FK90, GHZ+13, GS06, GBH06, Gho88, Gho90, GL82, GLM78a, Goh08, GHI90, GA09, GDIHK11, GK04, GFW13, GPC+10, HK93, HKM12, HASS10, HE82, HAU03, HY11, HPB+10, HMF10, HS89, Hu11, HQW+12, HC13c, HS82, HK08, IAP+11, JMK07, JC90, JW04, JBC08, JYTK11, JBWK11, JC06, KL07, KI98, KPWP90, KS03, KS90, KMBG09, KM94, Kim04, KLL+11, KS04a, KM03, KS04b, KM11, KNO+09, LRW08, Lan91, DFP+13, LHYK05, LY06, Lhu08, LCZ09, LB10, LC88a, LY07, LHL+09, Liu10, LLC12, LDC+13, LM04, LPVM13, LAL+10, LT97, LHY13, MGW10, ML13, MS10, MDFS11b, MHB+12, MZC+05, Mil89, MSF+12, MM06, MCF10, MDR91, Ney93, NNT11, O'G94, ODD96, OCVV04, PY08a, PZX13, PRR03, PC05, PLL03, PW06].

Using [PY08b, PA10b, PG13, PKD07, PPH92, PL08, PBG04, PW91, RB89, RG12, RRR11, ROJX09, RL13a, Ros10a, SY10, SCE04, SAS12, SIK92, Sau01, JS070, SCH+12, SW04, SZ07, SKU+09, ST10, SAC09, SGH07, SKS11, SRHC13, SM13b, TMT05, TS11, TN07, TRG+13, TR09, TKL+09, VS08, VD90, WW08, WZ08, WS99, WJ07, WRB06, Wha91, WM012, WS90, WSKH13, WR08, WWJ13b, XYZ011, XAB07, YZZ+10, YHG11, YK95, YG07, YC05, YLLL2, ZC89, ZK08, ZHI11, ZYX+12, ZGC+13, ZAA92, ZTO9, ZYT10, ZS11, ZYS09, ZQ11, ZGG95, ZNG+13, dLAH07, dMFU10].

Utility [DTG96].

Utilization [Chi81, O'G88, Sha94].

Utilizing [LHB87, KK11].

V [Ano94g, JC81].

V-S-S [JC81], validating [ZB05].

Validation [SU000, BY08, ZGK05].

Valleys [Har83b].

Valued [FS84, RYN98].

Values
Vanishing [BO91, LI87, MA84, BS04a]. variability [Dem05]. Variable [BCL+90, GJH01, KB00, MGW10, SGH07, ZJ05]. Variable-Length [GJH01, SGH07]. variables [BW11, CLCO13]. Variance [Imm96, WH00]. Variant [BL98a, RC97, SK79], variants [HF11, RH06]. Variation [Con88, TD83, GHZ+13]. Variational [FKW98, HB86, ZOMK00, CHSV08, HW06, LJHH07, MCF10, RPG12, TRS06, dP10]. Variations [Gau92, Nag78, Nag83, NHR81, PAA+87, SK88, TTIM96, LY06, SKVS13, TLCH05]. Various [RWV95, YWZ11, ZJ05]. Varying [Agg83, BFF97, Bic98, CBM01, CGP85, DW87, FF79, Fog91, Lai00, Lee91, PD83, SKOS95, SJ84, TM86, DL10, OK04, SB96a]. Vascular [WW97, WWWM12]. Vector [APV99, Cedo98, Fog91, Fra79, Mnu92, PS97, SYF99, SJ01, SM90, TA88, VS82, WW97, WSSD96, CMBP09, DF91, JWG04, LSPV04, MWF07, Pos77, Sce89, SB13, ZLS+13]. Vector-Based [APV99]. Vector-City [SJ01]. Vectorgraph [LC85a]. Vectorial [ZUS06]. Vectorization [GL82, JV97, NL90, VRKL13]. Vectorized [CLD96, DL97, LCD97]. Vectorizer [Pav86]. Vectors [GK77, Nag83, Sel81]. Vegetation [Fog93]. Vegetation-Limited [Fog93]. Vehicle [KS95b, BPK10, GVK06, RCTV12]. Vehicles [HFKNK7, NK00, SHJB+83, SWYP00, JBC08, MFG10, TDW07]. Velcro [NFSK97]. Velocimetry [FS95]. Velocity [CPD93, DB88, FT79, Fog91, Pet99, SM94, TA88, Yao83, LCSI07, SA04]. velocity-adapted [LCSI07]. Velocity-Based [CPD93]. venation [NHK08]. ventricles [BKR+89, SG82, WSKH13, WWJ13b]. Vergence [CTE95, MGMS01, TM94, SB96a]. Verification [DLHT99, Gau77, LVW97, MML87, ABEN09, CJL06, DM12, RSS07, SKSR08]. versatile [MZH+10]. versus [HHWP03, KZ12]. vertebra [ML13]. Vertex [Hob97, JC81, KLV06, LM12, San77]. Vertex-String-Surface [JC81]. Vertex-transformation [KL06]. Vertices [BG80, BG79, nLPR91]. Very [Peu83, Sam82b, SGHM00]. Vessel [SGHM00, TKL+09]. Via [FC86, TL79, YJ84, AAAC11, ANM98, BI11, BM95, CFYU12, CYH94, EK12, GYH13, GWT09, Hob97, KA08, KSKB95, KORC10, LKC94, LYSS12, Lyn81, MS09, MM99, SC99a, SC97a, SMD+08, Sto77, Tou80, TGS98, WY11, YAMA82, YWMS08, ZRKZ+11]. Video [ALK99, AWK04, ADDK99, Bas81, CSJ13, CHC99, DCC99, GSV00, HB05, HR99, HNB04, HH97, KSCC97, LC09, Mau81, MSF+12, NK00, QITY98, PF01, SJ93a, SLS03, SOD10, TR90, TPR+00, XEL98, YYL08, YW99, ABI+04, ALK+09, Ano06m, AHDM10, AC09b, BZ90, BY12, CHH99, CCFCC13, CPT07, CWLJ13, CC03, CSG+03, CRH05, DK13, DCH12, DG08, DRK03, DHP08, ESS01, FRDC06, FHY11, GKK05, GYTL09, GS06, GMW12, GWO11, HMC10, HPvB+10, JN09, JYTK11, KB12, KGSO1, LUT10, LKY12, LK03, LNH+09, LLE+09, LCC11, LW03, MWTN04, MSSID5, MkCK09, PSZ13, PR03, PGGM04, RR06, SM12, SBS04, SYPK13, SH05, SMHH04, TD04, TY05, TCMS04, TM12, TCV09, USKB10, VD10, WXRA07, WHM+09, XG08b, YJ+09, ZKCO3]. Video-based [CSJ13, HB10, ESS10]. video-hermeneutics [GMW12]. video-surveillance [GMW12]. videos [ABC+03, CCTCR09, CD10, GBL08, KT07, LVA13, MW13, NDO09, RL13a, RCJ+13, TD04]. Videoshop [WXRA07]. View [ASC13, BL92, EK98, EF78, Gtu98,
HMF10, JGR85, KHB01, LC85b, Ley87a, MKW94, OD02, OYTY98, TTA94, YL94, Zhu89, ATC+13, BF10, CPP+11, CJ93, CC11, CH11, CCD11, CPS10, EKY08, HJ12, HKSO6, HDF12, ITNP12, KM03, LHMO6, MB11, RJ94, RM03, SMD+08, SH05, TAK09, TVC09, WJ07, XS04, ZKRH04.

View-based [HDF12, TAK09]. View-Dependent [OYTY98]. View-invariant [HMF10]. Viewed [Rab92, GCB90]. Viewer [SL85]. Viewer-Centered [SL85]. Viewing [CFA98, Chu02]. Viewpoint [DCTO97, TAK09]. Viewpoints [RWV95]. Views [BG5dVL98, BLP95, CFM02, Che91, EFF98, Lee86, LT90b, LY96, MF95, RCF97, SA95, ACAAC+08, CKLP09, DPR92, Go05, GS05, JSRS08, KV06, LH90, PTO8, RSPD12, SA90, SH05, SCCP05]. Virtual [EK98, LSZ83, Mur95, SH05, XTLP04, CCD11, DC04, HSHK07, RP08, RCA11, YJ+09, ZKRH04, FPDK12]. virtual-endoscopic [HSKH07]. Vis [AK11, MBMC11, PZ09]. Visibility [CD93, Fuj97, JS87, KM00, Lee83a, LL86, WR96]. Visible [GL98, H94, JB98, MLF+12, RW95, CFRB05, DS07, HD07, HASS10, PS12, SSN08, TN08, TMB12]. Visible-Surface [JB89]. Vision [AM94, Ao92, Ano93e, Ano96c, Ano98e, An06Vm, AA93, AAV96, BB92, BL98a, BY98, Bro94, BD02, BS87, BS88, CF98, DB94, EBN+07, Fe85, FMV93, FHP01, För87, GLOC10, Ger85, Gii83b, G98, HT98, HB05, HTEB11, HSH07, Har86, Har94b, HF01, IKS86, IF95, JCS1, Jai94, JBC08, JH98, Jol94, Kan94a, Ken86, KK92, KK93, Kov86, KR99, LVW97, Lee02, LRD99, LSHT02, LLE+09, Mar80, Mee94, MST00, MG01, MPPG98, Mul88, MT00, Nag86, OBH04, Pag92, Per81, PEFM08, Pog85, Pop07, Ros86b, Ros87b, Ros88, Ros92, Ros93a, Ros94, Ros95, Ros96a, Ros97, Ros98a, Ros99a, Ros00a, Ros00b, Ros01, SG94, SB95, SC00a, SK86, She86, Shi94, SLK86, Td93, TTA94, TTG94, TB94a, TM94, Tho86, TS92, Tre85, Tso94, Uhr86, Ver97]. Vision [WWW89a, Wec81, WH94, YYL96, AK10, AK11, Ano95p, BPS10, BDVK10, BC10, BBC+07, CKB10, CM92, DBZ07, Ham05, HD07, Hii83, HHH11, JBS+91, KPKH07, KLPB11, KMT11, LBK10, Li92, MP9a, MR05, MFS+07, MFG10, MHK06, PZ08, PZ09, PL07, Ros89, Ros90, Ros91, SGS+10, Sah05, SBB10, SKS11, SST06, SIT07, SFWG08, TCB+08, Tho10, UM05, VAWW10, VK91, VZP+09, WWH07, WZ08, WP13, WRB11, YHS95, ZKRH04, Ano94i, Ano95b, CM94b, HFR06, SLTH08].

Vision-Based [HF10, KR99, MG01, EBN+07, HSH07, Pop07, MR05, MHK06, WRB11, HFR06]. Vision-Guided [KK92, KK93]. Vision-Principles [Ano93e]. Visual [˚Ast97, Ano98e, BC88a, BY98, Bra97, Chi88, CoL97, CS82, Fis94, Gav99, GSS12, GSV00, G-83a, GP85, GAD01, HPB94, HOH+07, HF80, JN09, KRK11, Kol83, Kro86, Ku84, KR99, LHMO6, LHYK05, Neg12, NJ95, Oka88, OMW+07, PRW07a, PRW97b, PEF92, RJ00, RA77, SVS97, SLST09, SGTL09, ST010, Spe94, Sup02, TW98, TY01, Ter83, Wall87, WS08, YR06, AK91, ATC+13, BBH+12, BHHF10, BL08, BF05, CR13, CYNO11, DLS+09, DDL10, DD11a, FMGA+12, Far82, FFFP07, FAB12, FKS10, FLHK08, GCPF08, GLB08, GB89, HD09, HYJ11, HHH5, HM13, HWW06, HAGR91, ILRB04, Jovw+05, KD10, KHA+05, KIY13, LDC+13, LISTARMB11, LN10, MF07, NT10, NHY10, PY08a, PL10, SFWG08, THL13, TLMT+05, TTH07, WRKP05, WZ04, vGSV+10, BCDH10, Jon08]. visual-context-aware [PL10]. visual-object-based [SFWG08].
Visualization [CC00, Dod98, FST94, KK88a, LKE90, SK01, ACDB12, CBT+04, CG04, MWTN04, Res10b, YG07].
Visualization [FS95, TN05].
Vlsi [HS83, Ahu86, LM91, RS88, RM91].
Vocabulary [LSTARMB11].
Volume [Ano92b, Ano92a, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95d, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97b, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano00e, Ano00a, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano01f, Ano01g, Ano01c, Ano01h, Ano01s, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano02f, Ano02k, Ano03r, Ano03s, Ano03t, Ano03u, Ano03v, Ano03w, Ano04r, Ano04s, Ano04t, Ano04u, Ano04v, Ano04w, Ano05q, Ano05r, Ano05s, Ano05t, Ano05u, Ano05v, Ano06p, Ano06q, Ano06r, Ano06s, Ano06t, Ano07f, Ano07m, Ano09a, BM97, CNK00, CK00, CA86b, FCG01, GS99, GW93a, KKK99, KS01, LB08, LPR+03, RC06, SdB03, TTF04, Tan11, WBOL07, YJKK91, Ol91].
Volume/Surface [CA86b].
Volumes [FDMA97, LSB+00, BZ0508, DPR92, WRB06, WEY06].
Volumetric [AA96, DN82, GS01, GSU00, GB93, NWP97, SBS04, TG95a, TK97, YL94, PFV+11, THL03, VS08, YW07].
Voronoi [AAS85, AdVdI05, BB99, BA2, KS98, KZW12, NSK+97, OS95, Sug93].
Vorticity [VV92b].
Voting [IF99, LZ97b, PSK+02, LBNS09, MGPJ11, PLL12, RPG12, RC13, Sh06, SKBS13].
Voxel [GR87a, ALK+90].
Voxelization [COK95, SK01].
Voxels [SR00, SB05].
Voyager [McD18b].
VRML [FPDK12].
Vs [Kan80a, KTF08, LHH+98, TS00a].
W [Ano93d].
W. [Ano92a].
Walk [Sbe99].
walks [GB13].
Walsh [AM93, Mis84].
Walsh-Hadamard [Mis84].
Wang [ZK08].
Water [PCR+04].
Watershed [BL00].
Watershed-Based [BL00].
Wave [ACF00, KMI79, Sch80a, kWwZ13].
Waveform [Pra93b].
Wavefront [BB88].
Wavelength [Mey88].
Voting [IF99, LZ97b, PSK+02, LBNS09, MGPJ11, PLL12, RPG12, RC13, Sh06, SKBS13].
Voting [Vv92b].
Voting [IF99, LZ97b, PSK+02, LBNS09, MGPJ11, PLL12, RPG12, RC13, Sh06, SKBS13].
Wedge [Ano93d].
Wedge [Ano92a].
Walk [Sbe99].
walks [GB13].
Walsh [AM93, Mis84].
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X [AS08b, GBR79, GM79, HT98, HC94, KS91c, KH801, Mar82, Wag76]. X-ray [KS91c, GBR79, GM79, HC94, Mar82, Wag76, AS08b].

Year [Sch81, Sch82]. Years [AT13, Sch80b, SOD10]. YIQ [LL08].

ZDF [DBZ07]. Zenon [Hor79]. Zero [Mai76, MZ96, Yu89, ZM94, DN91, SB91, WW91]. zero-crossing [DN91, WW91].
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